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ABSTRACT

"A IVIIISTLING GIRL AND A CROWING HEN
ALWAYS COME TO SOME BAD END"
THE SINGING TRADITIONS OF THREE WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
WOMEN: HAZEL RHYMER, PEARL HICKS AND ZORA WALRER
(December 2008)

Susan G. Pepper, B.A., Yale University

M.A. , Appalachian State University
Chaiaperson: Patricia D. Beaver

This thesis is a synthesis of fieldwork, research, and analysis of the music-making
traditions among three uniquely talented elderly women singers: Hazel Rhymer, Pearl

Hicks, and Zora Walker, who were all born in the 1920s and grew up and spent the
majority of their lives in western North Carolina. All three women's singing was

informed by their upbringing in the mountains and their immersion in faniily music
traditions. They are "traditional singers" because they continue to sing songs that they

learned in their childhood in communally- and family-sustained oral tradition, and
because they sing in an informal style in the context of their everyday lives. Particular
attention is given to the musical style and repertoire of each singer as well as the varying

contexts in which she has sung throughout her life, from childhood to adulthood/marriage
to her elderly years. The voices and perspectives of other contemporary western North
Carolina ballad singers such as Rosa Hicks, RIck Ward, Sheila Kay Adams, Bobby
MCMillon, and Betty Smith are also considered.
This research is a response to the pressing need to document elderly women

tradition bearers whose voices and lives have not received adequate attention in folklore

study. These singers were born into traditional culture just as mass media and technology

began to document old time music styles. Even as pop culture flourished, they continued

to nurture and honor the oral song traditions that had been a part of their family and
cultural heritage for generations. As a vital link between the past and present, they
inform our perspective of women's participation in music as well as Appalachian singing
traditions in general. The field recordings collected from these three singers are primary
resources that will be available for the singers' families and communities, historians,

folklorists, and musicians. Video samples of Hazel, Pearl, and Zora's singing as well as

their commentary accompany my thesis.

A careful investigation of the personalities behind the music allows a better

understanding of both music traditions and cultural life in the southern Appalachian
mountains. This project illuminates various contexts and performance spaces in which

these women' s folk music traditions have been peapetuated over the past seven to eight

decades, and how each singer was able to maintain family music traditions while
adopting new ones, incorporating other traditional songs as well as popular and/or

original songs into her repertoire. The prevalence of traditional music throughout these

singers' lives amidst major changes during their lifetimes, such as the advent of radio and
television, a loss or disintegration of a musical community, and health challenges, is a

testament to the powerful influence of their early immersion in traditional music contexts
and the power of song itself.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
This thesis concerns the music, stories, and life history of three exceptional traditional

women singers who were raised in the same era in different areas of western North Carolina:
Hazel Rhymer (b.1923) was born in Madison County and raised in Buncombe County; Pearl

Hicks (1929-2007) was from the Beech Mountain area, Watauga County, although she was

born in Arkansas and spent her married years in Lexington, North Carolina; and, Zora
Jenkins Walker (b.1922) grew up near Bryson City, North Carolina in Graham and Swain
counties. Their musical roots in family and community during their childhood helped shape

the singing, both the style and repertoire, of all three women. Yet, each singer has
constructed a unique song repertoire as well as a life story in which to frame her songs.

Autobiographical stories often footnote many of the songs. Each woman also has a
distinctive singing voice and presentation style. An overview of the singers' music and lives

reveals the importance of individual skill and creativity in allowing them not only to

remember old songs learned in childhood but also to expand their repertoire with new songs

that they picked up along the way from a variety of sources. The documentation of other
traditional singers from the southern Appalachians, especially women singers in western
North Carolina, enriches my discussion and allows me to draw conclusions from parallels in

the lives of different singers.
The Singers

Hazel Rhymer recollects old rare versions of several songs which she learned from

her grandmother Nancy Cody. Hazel refers to her music as the "old mountain ballads,"
"country ballads," and "old ballads" regardless of the specific origins of a particular song.
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She is the only person known to be living who sings "The Madison County Crew" or "Sams

and Morgan," a ballad whtten about a murder that took place at Mars Hill College at the turn
of the nineteenth century. She had an unusually active musical life throughout her adulthood

due in large part to her and her husband's involvement with the Farmer' s Federation, a
cooperative among farmers across fifteen counties of western North Carolina that was
founded in 1920 in Fairview, North Carolina.I Hazel's husband, Johnny Rhymer, received

more public attention than Hazel. He was the opening act at the Mountain Dance and Folk
Festival in Asheville for many years. Hazel and Johnny Rhymer frequented parties at the

home of Bascom Lamar Lunsford, a renowned folk music collector, performer, and founder
of the Mountain Dance and Folk Festival in Asheville.

Pearl Hicks had a rich and moving alto voice and an uncanny sense of humor. She

carried on a raw, unaffected mountain style of singing that was reminiscent of the singing of

many of her kinfolk such as Frank Proffitt, Lee Mouroe Presnell, Buna and Roby Hicks, and
Hattie Presnell. Soon after her mother died, when she was just four years old, her father sent
her from Arkansas to live on Beech Mountain with her grandparents. She lived and worked
in Lexington, North Carolina during her married years, and as a result, her voice is absent
from the various collections of folk music recorded in Beech Mountain throughout the 1940s
and 1950s. Upon her retirement in 2000, Pearl moved back to Beech Mountain. She became

a founding member of the Presnell Primitive Baptist Chapel, which sits just two miles from

her home, and sang a solo there at every meeting. At home, she performed wonderful
versions of many songs such as "0 Joe Finns," "Pretty Polly," and "Down in the Valley."

' Ariri!eFalrrLTjiden, The Business Of Taking the Egg and Turning It Into the Baby Chick: The
Fcrrrmer 's Fec7er¢/z.o# I.# Web/er# IVorf¢ C¢ro/I.#c7, A Senior Thesis (UNCA-Asheville, Nov.
2003), 2, 21 ; accessed at: http://toto.lib.unca.edu/srpapersthistory_sr/senioxpap_hist.htm.
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Her voice could be described as the most "pure" of the three; it lacks any trace of the
influence of early commercial country music.

While Zora Jenkins Walker has slowed down physically, her creative life has
deepened in recent decades. She keeps journals of expressions, sayings, and assorted

fragments, as well as carefully crafted poems, short stories, hymns, and ballads. While her

mother exposed her to old ballads, her father was the strongest influence on her music. He
sang religious songs and fun ditties, but he also taught her "Boy Sells Cow" or "The Crafty
Farmer" (Child 278), an archaic ballad that originated in Ireland, Scotland, and/or England.

Zora is an inexhaustible resource on many types of folklore including old children's ganles,
rhymes and songs; jokes; folk songs and ballads; and stories about the "good old days" and

traditional life ways in the mountains.

Zora' s original song that has received some attention in her community is entitled

"I'd Rather Be on Hazel Creek"; it is whtten about the loss of land and communities as a
result of the Tennessee Valley Authority's Fontana Dam project. It could be called a protest

song against a broken promise by the federal government to build an access road to land and
cemeteries that were flooded in the 1940s. Through her prolific and thoughtful writing,

songwriting, and singing, Zora artfully expresses her feelings, insights, and values as well as

firmly articulates a historical record of changing ways of life in the region.

These women singers shared with me a wealth of folk ballads and songs, stories, and
lore as well as life histories that eurich our understanding not only of singing and other folk

traditions in the twentieth and now twenty-first centuries, but also of the values and
atmosphere in which these traditions have in certain instances been shaped and perpetuated.

There was at least one unique aspect of each woman's personal narrative and repertoire

which captivated my interest. Hazel's bubbly personality and passion for ballads were

compelling. The strong influence of her grandmother's singing, her deep involvement and

public performances with the Farmer' s Federation, and her songs "The Man From the North
Country" (Child 10) and "The Madison County Crew," are discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

Pearl's singing voice moved me as well as the vivid vignettes she shared from her childhood

on Beech Mountain. There was a gentle stoicism and humility about Pearl which I hoped to
portray in chapter 5. From the beginning, I admired Zora's prolific songwriting as well as
her poetry and original stories. Her quick wit and intellectual curiosity made it a special treat
to be in her presence and especially to discuss and make music with her. Her ballad "Boy

Sells Cow"; the ballads she began recently, after many visits, to recollect from the singing of
her mother; as well as numerous children's songs and stories were all compelling.

Background on Zora Walker' s musical faniily, life stories, and songs that she learned through

the family are presented in chapter 6, while chapter 7 presents and examines some of her
original songs, poetry, and other compositions. Finally, chapter 8 includes conclusions I

have drawn from this fieldwork and research.

The idea that each singer makes a song her own is not a new one. However, my
research and interactions with traditional singers reaffirmed this idea over and over. It seems
that the personal connection a person has to a song as well as the personal touch they leave

on it are what help carry the tradition forward. I believe this has been even more the case

since the second half of the past century when making one's own music becanie less a

routine part of life and by and large commercially driven. In the contemporary environment,
it takes a singer with a unique passion to continue the tradition. By tradition, I mean the

performance of songs that have been learned through the oral tradition and by imitation,

5

usually in childhood; and the performance of these songs in informal contexts as part of daily

life, such as at home, with the family, or in a community setting. While a musician must take
"ownership" of a song and exert some artistic freedom with lyrics, melody, and even style, in

some way only a deep respect for the roots and integrity of the tradition ensures its
continuity.

As a result of such factors as industrialization and its impact on work and lifestyle
norms, as well as the penetration of the recorded music industry into all spheres of American
life, the ballad tradition faded over the last half-century, while not disappearing completely.

With industrialization, more people began to work outside of the home and to move into
cities to work in factories; small-scale subsistence farming declined as well as the communal

ties that had once been a prerequisite for survival. In this more industrialized environment,

homemade music no longer performed the same function in accompanying the daily routine
and tasks of life. Instead, sounds on the radio and television replaced homemade
entertainment. In addition, old style ballad singing was less popular in early radio and

television than upbeat string band music played for barn dances. Furthermore, ballads were
less commercially viable in the early days of the recording industry because the majority of

them were too long to fit onto the three-minute sides of records.2 The fast paced life in
growing cities called for up-tempo music, and bluegrass, a genre which emerged in the 1940s

2 Guthrie T. Meade, introduction, Cow73try A4lasz.c So"rces.. 4 Bz.b/J.a-c7z.scogrczpky a/
Commercz.cz//y Jtecorded rrcrcJz.rz.oj7c!/ A4la4sj.c by Guthrie T. Meade with Dick Spottswood and
Douglas S. Meade (Chapel Hill, NC: Southern Folklife Collection, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill Libraries in assoc. with the John Edwards Memorial Forum, 2002),
xii.
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through the playing of Kentuckian mandolin player, Bill Mouroe and the Bluegrass Boys,
met that demand.3

It can be argued that the nature of ballad singing relegates it to an intimate or familial
setting. Yet, some traditional ballad singers have found success in performing ballads in
public venues. Today, ballad singers in western North Carolina such as Bobby MCMillon

and Sheila Kay Adams are celebrated by community members, fans of traditional music, arts
councils, as well as folklorists and scholars. Furthermore, it seems that from one generation

to the next, a group of young people arises who take an interest in leaming traditional songs.

The fact that the three central singers of this thesis were relatively unknown outside

of their families, except for Hazel during the hey-day of her married years, indicates to me

that there may be many others who were and are similar to them in this regard-singers who
have privately nurtured their singing. It suggests that music has had intrinsic value for the
singers. Their relationship with music has played a pivotal role in shaping their lives. It

speaks to the leaming and sharing of folk music as a life skill as well as an art form, a
practice that is life-sustaining.
Bobby MCMillon said that ballad singers like sad songs and that singing them helps
him feel better: " . . . it's like you could work out your torments."4 When Dorothy

Scarborough asked Mrs. Rice if she knew any of the old songs, she replied, "Lawsee, yes!
All my born days I been wastin' time on them fool songs. `Pears like I can't keep `em outen

my head. When I was left a widow with a kit an' bilin' of young uns, I'd keep myself

3 Neil V. Rosenberg, B/wegrcus.. 4 ff;.s/or);, 20th anniversary edition (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 2005), 3.

4 Bobby MCMillon, presentation at Cece Conway' s folklore class at Appalachian State
University, I February 2006.
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company at nights singing `em."5 Charlie Glenn, a folk instrument maker on Beech
Mountain, said that according to Buna Hicks (b.1888), his wife Shirley Glenn' s grandmother:
"Music was the best medicine."6

The singing and recollection of songs stimulates the mind and provides a gateway to

the past. The words and melodies of the songs can provide comfort. And sharing them with
others provides meaning and joy. Often, scholars and collectors of folk music focus on the

meaning and history of the musical items which they document. This has been an important

part of my work as well; however, a driving question during my fieldwork has been "what
has this music meant for the singers?" Certainly, to answer that question, it is essential to
look at the meaning of the songs themselves that they sing. But also looking closely at the

changing contexts in which the women have sung and continued to sing throughout their
lives gives some insight into the role of music in their lives. Only the comments of the

singers themselves can truly speak to that role and for each, it is a unique one. Their

commitment and passion for singing into the last decades of their lives is a testament to its

meaning for them.
A Personal Note

On a personal level, this project has also been about a young woman born in 1977 and

raised in a small township outside of cincinnati, Ohio. In this research, I sought a taproot
into the past as well as perspective on the present. To some degree, I have lived vicariously

through the stories and songs of an older generation of women who were raised in the

mountains and raised when singing and homemade entertainment were often a part of daily

5 Dorothy Scarborough, 4 So#gccr/cfoer I.# /foe A4lo##/c#.#s (New York: Columbia University
Press,1966), 57.

6 Charlie Glenn, personal conversation in Beech Mountain, NC, 24 July 2008.
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life. During my adolescence and into my 20s, I felt a longing for a connection with the

wisdom of an older generation as a result of a transitory lifestyle in which I had moved away

from home to pursue my education, work, and other interests such as leaming more about
traditional music in western North Carolina. Also, my two paternal grandparents died before

I was born, and my matemal grandmother passed away when I was seven followed by my
grandfather when I was sixteen. The elderly singers whom I have befriended over the past

three years were about fifty years older than I, and they have all endured a lot of hardship and
change over their lifetimes. Anyone that reaches a certain age has been through a lot, but
certainly, this past century has been one full of remarkable change, especially in regards to

the growth and impact of industrialization and technology on everyday life. Adjusting to

such changes, in my opinion, must require a hardy strength of spirit, even though
modemization has resulted in many perceived benefits as well as losses.

Hearing their stories and spending time with these women has been profound for me,
not only as a singer but especially as a 30-something woman who has always had one foot

planted in the past, skeptical of rapid change and development and skeptical about the ethics

of how as a whole we live in America. Now, however, is a moment in history when I do
believe we, as Americans and world citizens, must embrace big "change." We need new

technology to get us out of the environmental mess that we find ourselves in as a result of the

unsustainable technology and mass media culture that defined the second half of the

twentieth century. I never dreamed that I would be able to walk down "memory lane" with

women who had lived "off the grid" before that term was ever invented. The passion for
singing that I shared with Zora Walker, Pearl Hicks, Hazel Rhymer, Rosa Hicks and others
helped bridge the gap between our life experience and generations. The music was our

coinmon ground and the springboard for conversations about their lives as well as their
music.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Literature: Traditional Music in Western North Carolina and Beyond

Changing Borders Of Ballad Collecting from Early to Late Twentieth Century
In the mid-nineteenth century, British professor Francis Child systematically

collected versions of the oldest ballads he could find in Ireland, Scotland and England,
described as "the oldest extant gerlfe of song in the English speaking world."7 Child' s

publications as well as the formation of the American Folklore Society in 1888 contributed to

a surge in ballad collecting not only abroad but also in the United States. When Cecil Sharp

cane from England to collect Child ballads in the southern Appalachian mountains, there
were already other local scholars and music enthusiasts such as I.G. Greer in western North
Carolina8 and Kentuckian Josiah Combs who were collecting Child ballads and other songs.
Inspired by the ballad findings of Olive Dame Campbell, Cecil Sharp, in 1916, visited the

southern Appalachian mountains in the United States to seek out and collect the oldest
ballads according to Child's classification. With his assistant Maud Karpeles, Shaap

collected many ballads in the southern Appalachians. His impressive and influential
collections were published in numerous books including E#g/z.sfo Fo/4 So#gr;offl /fee
Southern Appalachians: Comprising 122 Songs and Ballads and 323 Tunes edifrodbry CNIve
Derrrme Ca;rr[pbel] (\917) and English Folk Songs f rom the Southern Appalachians (1932).

7 Meade, Xiii.

8 The W.L. Eury Appalachian Collection at Appalachian State University has created a

digital archive of I.G. Greer's collection of 1,100 document pages (over 300 songs, many
wi:th rnd:I;xphe valr2irlts), " So Mote It Ever Be " : The Folksong Heritage Of North Carolina's
Blue RIdge Mountains, I.G. Greer Folksong Collection, aNaj+Lab,bhe at
http ://contentdm.library.appstate.edu/docapp/greer/index.html. The oldest items in this
collection date back to the mid-nineteenth century.
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Dorothy Scarborough was one of the most famous "song catchers" who came to the
southern Appalachian mountains. In the summer of 1930, she collected in Virginia and
North Carolina,. Her cofleedion, A Song Catcher in the Southern Mountains.. American
Fo/dso#gr o/Brz./I.sfo 4#cestry, was published in 1937. Her life helped inspire the critically

acclaimed motion picture So#gca/cfeer (2000).

Most of the ballads actually sung in the United States are not as old as the Child
ballads, which are believed to have mostly originated before 1700.9 Instead, they originated

from music that was printed in newspapers in Great Britain. These ballads, referred to as
British Broadsides, were composed from the sixteenth to nineteenth century; the greatest
output of the Broadsides likely occurred between 1700 and 1850.'° As a result of their

commercial origins, Broadsides tend to be less poetic and more journalistic and
sensationalistic than the older ballads, typically referred to as Child ballads. In Amerz.ccz#
Bcz//c!dry,om Brz.Jz.sfe Bro¢dsz.des, Laws suggests that some exceptional Broadsides may have

been composed by "folk poets" driven by artistic as well as commercial motivations.1 1

In the United States, British Broadsides were often adapted to reflect American
events. George Malcolm Laws collected and classified these American adaptations in IV¢/z.ve
4merz.ccr# B¢//c!c7r}; (1964). In his discussion of the origins of the Broadside ballads as well

as Child ballads, Laws afflmed the likelihood that composers existed within rural
communities where a ballad tradition thrived: "Wherever there is a tradition of folk singing,

composers will appear, and it is almost certain that the rural communities had their own

9 a. M:a,hoohaLaNIs, lr., American Balladry f rom British Broadsides: A Guide f tor Students
¢#d Co//ec/ore a/rrczc7jtj.o#cz/ So#g (Philadelphia: The American Folklore Society,1957), 66.
'° Meade, xiii; Laws, 31, 58.
'' Laws, 33.
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authors of "broadside" ballads."'2 Laws also made some important assertions about how the

publication of ballads may have helped perpetuate the ballad tradition: "The Child ballads

which have been received only in fragmentary form from singers in America are usually
those which do not have a record of printed texts behind them .... No doubt some of the

glamour is stripped from popular balladyy by the thought that printed texts may have been
such a definite aid in survival."13 Ballads written in the United States that were absorbed in

the oral tradition are called Native American ballads and according to Laws, the majority of
them were written in the final decades of the nineteenth century.'4 A later source for songs

that have circulated into the oral tradition, including in the southern Appalachian mountains,
were songs that were composed and distributed in songbooks called "penny songsters"
during the second half of the nineteenth century and throughout the early 1900s.[5 These

songs are often called "tin pan alley" after the area in New York City where many of them
were sold.

In the 1950s, Frank Brown compiled ballads, folk songs, and other folklore that had
been collected in North Carolina and published it in several volumes. 7lfee Frcr#4 C. Brow#
Co//ec/I.o# a/IVo7~ffe Ccrro/z.#cr Fo/fr/ore, edited by Henry Belden and Arthur Hudson, is an

indispensable resource for any research about traditional music in North Carolina.

As the twentieth century progressed, folk song collectors have expanded the

boundaries of what they pay attention to regarding the singers' repertoires. The widening
12 |bid, 33.

'3 Ibid, 59. His remarks are a direct contrast to the perspective of Evelyn Kendrick Wells: "A

ballad in print is a ballad already dying; it is no more the living organism than is a sheet of
music the sound of that music. Printing stops the creative process; the ballad you sing word
for word and note for note from the page is someone else's version . . . " in Eveyln Kendrick
Wells, 773e Bcr//c}d Tree (New York: The Ronald Press Company,1950), 6.
14 Laws, 58.

15 Meade, Xiv.
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influences on the repertoire of traditional singers, due to the influence of radio, records, and
television, has necessitated a shift in the boundaries of the study and collection of traditional
music. In the 1920s and 1930s, recording companies and music programmers sought music

from the mountains. As a result, mountain stringband music as well as folk songs found a

mainstreani audience. The Carter Family from the Clinch Mountain area of Virginia was one
of the first groups to record at the famous Bristol Session in Bristol, Tennessee in the early
1920s and rise to popularity. The records of mountain musicians were commonly called

"hillbilly" records. Mountain songs have often circulated back and forth between oral
tradition and popular tradition (commercial music). It has become increasingly difficult to

classify songs that have been widely circulated in the oral tradition but that have also been
influenced by the commercial recording industry. "Will the Circle Be Unbroken" is a good

example of a song that has been immensely popular and widespread in the oral tradition, but
that originated in sheet music and was influenced by commercial recordings made by a
variety of musicians from black preachers in the 1920s to the Carter family in 1935 to the
urban group the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band in 1972.16 Traditional singers who grew up in the oral

tradition have, in general, been open to incorporating songs that they learned from
commercial sources into their repertoire.[7 Scarborough in 1937 wrote, "Communal

composition is not the only way to make a folk song. Folk treatment has its pat in creation."

'6 Le;+1awe;Irrstch, A Brief Exploration into the History Of "Will the Circle Be Unbroken, "

97raAd]T:£esefu££oei::::rt::SASE::;a£:i:££::t;:r:i::r:1;tyinMe:gi:i°s°o6;g2s'i[n:;]t]heirrepeltoire.
Bobby MCMillon also discussed how the old-timer singers he knew went back and forth
between gerITes at communal music gatherings without worrying about it; they were openminded about different songs (Bobby MCMillon, presentation at Cece Conway's folklore
class at Appalachian State University, 1 February 2006).
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She explained how published music may be considered folk music once it is "learned" and
"transmitted orally.%18

Despite the fundamental role of the oral tradition, it is important to recognize the

integration of tangible folklore material into the life of the singer and song. Handwhtten
song lyrics, frequently called "ballets" or "ballits" to reflect the folk pronunciation, have

been written down for over two centuries at least, and therefore presumably have been part of
song transmission and dissemination of songs. In an article about Newfoundland ballad
singer Mary Caul, Debora Kodish writes: "We have evidence from the 18th century to the

present of the women' s tradition of keeping enormous scrapbooks, or ballad books, filled

with clippings and handwritten song texts to which they might refer for their own pleasure, to
settle arguments, to entertain, or to provide words for other singers."[9 Kodish describes

singer Mary Caul's songbooks as a "kind of solo display, but a permanent rather than an
evanescent One."2o

Child and Sharp set the standard for ballad classification. Their works as well as

major collections by Laws and Brown serve as a foundation in my research analysis and my
understanding of some of the folk songs and ballads from the repertoires of the singers I
interviewed. However, works that are more regional specific and that provide insight into the
life of singers have shaped my perspective and scholarly interests. In the remainder of this

chapter, I discuss written, sound, and video works that focus on the three different regions of

]8 Dorothy Scarborough, 4 So#g Cc!fcfoer I.73 /7!e A4lo"#/cw.#s, 2nd ed. (New York: AMC press,

Inc.,1966; 1St ed., New York: Columbia Univeristy Press,1937), xii-xiii.

'9 Debora Kodish, "Fair Young Ladies and Bonny Irish Boys: Pattern in Vernacular Poetics,"

77!e Jo"r#cr/ a/4rmerz.ccr# Fo/4/ore 96: 3 80 (April-June 1983): 131 -150.

20 |bid,135.
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western North Carolina where Zora Walker, Pearl Hicks, and Hazel Rhymer were raised and
lived, as well as other works which spotlight traditional women singers.

Madison County, North Carolina
Hazel Rhymer has deep ties to a community with a well-documented ballad singing
community: Madison County, North Carolina. In particular, the community of Sodom is
renowned for its ballad singing, which has been peapetuated by several generations of singing

families, including the Chandler, Norton, and Wallin families. Though Hazel' s repertoire

does include much apparent overlap with the documented singers from these families, a
familiarity with their music helps establish the breath of traditional singing in Madison
County. It also suggests that singing families (or clans of inter-related families) in the

southern Appalachian mountains were a comerstone of the musical tradition.
The John Cohen documentary 77ze E;qd a/4# O/d So#g (1972) depicts a portrait of the
life, music, and suIToundings of legendary Madison County ballad singer Dillard Chandler.
The CD Zlfoe E#d a/47c O/dsong (1975) also features Dillard Chandler's ballads. Peter Gott

and Coheri' s record Old Love Songs and Ballads from the Big Laurel, North Carolina (1964)
as well as the CD Dcrr4 fro//er (2005) feature a variety of traditional ballad singers of
Madison County.

Photographer and author Rob Amberg developed a close relationship with traditional

singer Dellie Norton who is featured in his book of photography and whting entitled SocJo"
£crc4rc/ 4/b"rm. The CD companion to this book features lively and informative commentary

by Dellie Norton and Cas Wallin. This CD is an indispensable resource, as there is no

substitute for hearing the music as well as the live speech and commentary of singers like
Dellie.
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Sheila Kay Adans, a well-known and beloved ballad singer and storyteller today, is a
seventh generation Madison County ballad singer. Dellie Norton, her great aunt, most
profoundly influenced her music as well as Berzilla Wallin and the Wallin men singers.

Sheila has released a number of tapes and CD's on her own record label "Granny Dell
Records." She is an inspiration to many young singers today in the region and these

publications have allowed others to more easily lean songs from her repertoire. Some of
her audio recordings on cassette include foi;z.ng Fo";orc7, £ovz.ng Bczcfr.. 4 Seve72/fo

Generation Ballad Singer (\987) and Don 't Git Above Your Raising (1982) which fieatires
stories about her fanily. Her CD A4y Deczres'/ Deczr (2000) presents fifteen of her songs and
solo ballads while her latest album ,4// ffee O/¢er Fj.#e 77!z.#gr.. rr¢dztz.o77¢/ Love So#gr,

fJj;"#s, cr#d Fj.c}dJe I"#es;o" ffee IVove/ (2004) includes several unaccompanied ballads but
also many tracks with instrumental accompaniment. In Sheila's classic novel A4y O/d rrcje
Love (2004), based on her own faniily legends from the Civil War period, ballad singing

plays a vital role in the lives of the two main protagonists, Larkin Stanton and Hackley
Norton. This novel illustrates how music has been intimately interwoven into the lives of

mountain people, as well as how it created a link from one generation to the next, as the
younger generation listened and learned songs from their elders.

Today, Demise Norton O' Sullivan, Melanie RIce, and Donna Ray Norton carry on
singing traditions of Madison County. They were featured in the A4c7c7z.so# Cow77ty Pro/.ec/..

Docwme#/z.ng /fee Sos/#d directed by the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Folklore

graduate students Martha King and Rob Roberts. In the making of their film, King and
Roberts collaborated intensively with the singers as well as viewers through their interactive
wedstifemadisoncountyprofect.org.
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Bascom Lamar Lunsford, founder of the Mountain Dance and Folk Festival, was born
in Mars Hill, Madison County, North Carolina in 1906. He collected songs from around the
region; according to Hazel's account, he and his son collected several songs directly from

her. He sang ballad and folk songs, played the fiddle and banjo and danced. In 1925, he and

his wife Nellie moved to a farm on South Turkey Creek in Leicester, near Asheville. Hazel's

family also moved to the outskirts of Asheville around this time. In 1928, Lunsford founded
the Asheville Mountain Dance and Folk Festival. In 1949, he recorded about 325 folk songs

from his "memory collection" for the Archive of Folk Song at the Library of Congress.2[

ELghteen of these songs are presented in Bascom Lamar Lunsford: Ballads, Bartyo Tunes,
.4#d SczcrecJ So#gr a/ Web/er# IVor/fo Ccrro/!.7?cr (1996) and Loyal Jones chronicled Lunsford' s

I:ife .TrL Minstrel Of the Appalachians: The Story Of Bascom Lamar Lunsf ord (1984).

Collecting from remote hollows in states throughout southern Appalachia, an unknown
source described Lunsford's zeal for song collecting: "He would cross hell and a rotten rail
for a good folk song."22

Beech Mountain, North Carolina

Pearl Hicks grew up on Beech Mountain, North Carolina where there is a welldocumented history of traditional folk music and ballad singing, as well as Jack Tales and
storytelling. In 1935, author and storyteller Richard Chase met R.M. Ward and began to

2\ Bascom Lamar Lunsford: Ballads, Bartyo Tunes, And Sacred Songs Of western North
Cc!ro/J.#cr, notes ann. by Loyal Jones et al, 21 (Washington D.C.: Center for Folklife
Programs and Cultural Studies, Smithsonian Folkways/ Folkways Recordings,1996). For a

E\2st#&gv±od£E#£&rnd:%#oduosifraec#o%£t%nan%apn=b#hceatgo%ffteermBo:32,a%6LhmarLunsfordstory,
[Redwood Estates, CA]: Custom Flix, [2003].
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collect Jack Tales from Ward and his relations.23 This contact resulted in Chase' s publication

The Jack Tales : Folk Tales from the Southern Appalachians Collected and Retold by RIchard
Cfeczse (1943). Chase wrote, "The Ward, Harmon, and Hicks families of Beech Mountain are

all fine, hospitable folk, and they have taken a keen interest in our setting down this tradition
of theirs for publication."24

Frank and Anne Warmer began their "conscious song collecting" in 1938, on the

occasion of their first visit to Beech Mountain.25 The defining moment for them was when

they met singer, banjo and guitarist Frank Proffitt from the Beech Mountain community of
Reese, North Carolina, and heard him perform "Tom Dooley." The Wamers continued to
visit the area and make recordings over many years. The seeds of their work in Beech

Mountain were planted when they wrote to Nathan Hicks inquiring for one of his homemade
dulcimers. Immediately, a correspondence and friendship were forged between the Wamers

and Nathan and his wife Rena. These personal relationships between the Wamers and some
of the families on Beech Mountain have continued on into the second and third generations.
Traditional American Folk Songs from the Arme & Frank Warner Collection (L984) edrrfed

by Anne Wamer is a good resource for songs collected in Beech Mountain as well as the
North Carolina Outer Banks and other areas. The collection includes excellent photos of
singers and the landscape, details about the singers and their lives, as well as historical
context.

2.3 RIchard Cia;se, The Jack Tales : Folk Tales from the Southern Appalachians Collected and
Re/a/d dy Rz.c¢ond C¢c7se floston: Houghton Mifflin Company,1943), viii.
24 chase, Vii.

2S Ar)rue V\Jarn!ero Traditional American Folk Songs from the Anne and Frank Warner
Co//ecfz.o# (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press: 1984), 2.
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Thomas Burton, a retired professor of English at East Tennessee State University, did

important research in Beech Mountain that has been extremely informative for my fieldwork
and analysis. Burton and Ambrose Manning edited two volumes of folk songs from the
general regjrorL e"rdllLed East Tennessee State University Collection Of Folklore, Folksongs

arid East Tennessee State University Collection Of Folklore, Folksongs 11 (L969). The la;tier

volume, Fo/4songs JJ, focuses on several musicians from the Beech Mountain region
including Tab Ward, Buna Hicks, Hattie Presnell, and Ora Payne, and provides brief
biographical sketches of each singer. It also presents a good selection of songs from each

singer's repertoire, some general historical background on most of the songs as well as the

singer's source for the song ®rovided that the singer can remember). It has impressed me to

see how often people from communities with a history of folk traditions will own copies of

books made about their communities. Musician Rick Ward, the grandson of Tab Ward (who
is featured in some of the aforementioned Beech Mountain sources), introduced me to
Burton's work, and gave me a copy of Burton's book Some Bcr//crc7 Fo/ds (1978). These

books have offered Rick insight as to where his Grandpa learned some of his songs, as well
as the ability to have the lyrics to many of Tab's songs at his fingertips.26

So"e Bcr//cJc7 Fo/ds offers in-depth autobiographical information and insight into the

musical lives of five women from Beech Mountain and their music: Rena Hicks, Buna Hicks,
Hattie Presnell, Lena Harmon, and Bertha Baird. The singers' feelings about the music and
songs themselves are at the forefront of this book. Burton also edited re##cssee rrcrdz.fz.o#cr/
Sz.7!gers.. Tom £4s¢/e};, Sc7" A4lcGee cz72d B"44cr W7!z./e (1981 ). Burton honors the individual

musician that helps sustain the tradition: "Each life is musically a repertoire of traditional

26 Rick Ward, personal conversation, 2006-2008.
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music and of much more-ne sees in each a professional who refines his craft, an
entertainer who is responsive to his audience, an artist who creates and shapes sound, and a
musician who has varied tastes."27

Thomas Burton has also made a lot of documentary films about folk artists in the
area. B"#c7 c77!d Ber/fecr, a short documentary film, presents the two women performing a few

songs and providing some brief commentary about their music. This is the only video
footage of Buna Hicks that I have seen or know of. Burton's documentary 4 Fj./rm 4ZJo"/ Rcr};
fJz.cds.. Beecfo A4lo"#/czz.72, IVor/fo Ccrro/z.#cl presents footage of Ray Hicks in his daily life,

working around the house and in the woods in the company of his wife Rosa and their
children. It is an evocative, almost eerie film, with a soundtrack that is a ruining monologue
by Ray Hicks. The film enables the viewer to enter into Ray's world, both the landscape of
his surroundings and the contours of his mind.

The two-voharne reeordi"gs Of The Traditional Music Of Beech Mountain, North
Ccrro/z.#cJ produced by Sandy Paton and Lee 8. Haggerty in 1964, recently re-released by

Folk-Legacy Records on compact disc, are a wonderful resource for listening to the music

and key performers from the Beech Mountain area. In the liner notes, Paton also gives some
background on the area, the singers, and their songs. The double volume compact disc set
from the Warner CoNlechon Her Bright Smile Haunts Me Still a;nd Nothing Seems Better to
Me: The Music Of Frank Proffiltt and North Carolina, The Warner Collection, Volume 11

(2000) presents a total of nearly one hundred audio tracks including songs as well as some

snippets of dialogue and commentary from the singers. The singing of Lee "Uncle Mouroe"

Presnell of Beech Mountain and Frank Proffitt Reese, North Carolina (located at the foothills
2] B`]rton, Thomas, ed., Tom Ashley, Sam MCGee, Bukka White.. Tennessee Traditional
Sz.73gers (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press,1981 ), 5.
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of Beech Mountain) are also featured on the Folk-Legacy CD Bcr//czc7s cz7!d Songs a/rrcrdztz.o72

/arm ffoe Fo/4-£egrc}; 4rc¢J.veg. According to Sandy Paton in this CD's notes: "Uncle
Mouroe' Presnell, was without a doubt, one of this country's finest ballad singers."28 He was

an influential singer on Beech Mountain and passed on a lot of songs to his kinfolk. In
addition, the album Wcr%73g z.# /fee Par/or, featuring the music of the Beech Mountain

Ramblers Tab Ward and Jack Guy, is a good resource for traditional music of the area.
Pearl Hicks was closely related to many of the Beech Mountain musicians who were
featured in the aforementioned texts. Her repertoire overlaps significantly with relatives such

as Buna Hicks, Tab Ward, and Hattie Presnell. However, Pearl has also integrated other

songs into her repertoire that were not recorded by singers in her community including
traditional folk songs as well as hymns of commercial origins.

The Far West Of western North Carolina
Zora Walker has spent her life in Swain and Graham Counties. I am not familiar with
a documented singing legacy of zora's direct community; however, there are some important
traditional singers who lived nearby. A familiarity with these singers helps establish the

dynanic singing culture that has existed in western North Carolina, specifically from Zora's
general area.

A well-known ballad singer, the late Mary Jane Queen (1914-2007) was raised and

lived in nearby Cullowhee, North Carolina in neighboring Jackson County. Mary Jane is

featured in a number of compact discs, tapes and documentary films along with various
members of her musical family. Neal Hutcheson and Walt Wolfram produced the
doourmeata;ry The Queen Family: Appalachian Tradition and Back Porch Music a;ho"8wilh al
28 Sandy Paiton, ed., Ballads and Songs Of Tradition from the Folk-Legacy Archives, FckLegacy CD-125, booklet, Sharon, CT: Folk-Legacy Records, Inc, 2000.
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companion compact disc recording 77!e gc4ee# Fcrmz./y.. Bcrcfa Porcfe A4l"sz.c. 29 This album

features Mary Jane performing the unaccompanied ballads "Another Sweetheart" (or "All
Through the Cold Scenes of Winter"), "Vincent Young," "Billy Boy," and "Little Black

Mustache" as well as singing and playing the banjo on "Liza Jane." In addition, the compact
disc 772e a"ee# Fczmz7y a/ Wes/er73 IVorffe Cczro/i.#cz recorded live at the Queen family home

place features two of her unaccompanied ballads, "Pretty Saro" and "William Riley." Near

the end of her life, Mary Jane Queen wrote an autobiography entitled 773e I i/e cr#d rz.meg a/
Mary Jane Queen: Her Art, Her Heritage, Her Music (2005). It is a. charming and
informative book, which includes faniily photos as well as some of her hand-made drawings.
She shares her childhood memories and gives the reader a taste of growing up in the

mountains in the early twentieth century. She puts music into a much larger context of
family and daily life, as well as other folklore traditions such as herb gathering and drawing.
Her book also includes two original poems, several favorite childhood poems, and one of her

favorite songs "The Ballad of the Single Girl." Unfortunately, none of these publications

take stock of Mary Jane Queen's repertoire of over one hundred songs that she sang and kept
in her songbook.30

I had the chance to see Mary Jane perform with her family at the Mountain Gateway
Museum in Old Fort in the summer of 2006. She had a wonderful sense of humor and was a
joy to watch. There were and still are many mountain people extremely versatile in different

29 For more information on these productions, visit www.talkingnc.com. Henry Queen, Mary

Jane Queen's son, actively performs the family music for the public and has a website
www.henyqueen.com.
30 Phil Jamison, interview with Mary Jane Queen (unpublished video footage), 2 May 2005.
In response to Jamison, who asked her how many ballads she know, Mary Jane Queen
responded, "Well, I've written down a lot of them, and they say they're over a hundred of
them. I don't know, I've never counted them .... "
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art forms; Mary Jane Queen was certainly one of them. Most of all, it is clear that she was an

incredible source of inspiration for her fanily's music making, and that this music has helped
strengthen and maintain their family ties.

One other note of interest about the western-most region of North Carolina is the
presence of the Cherokee reservation. The Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians contains a
population of approximately 12,000 in the region of western North Carolina3'; they have

maintained strong cultural traditions with crafts, foodways, and music. In her home just
outside of Bryson City, Zora Walker lives just over twelve miles from the Cherokee
reservation in Cherokee, North Carolina.

Walker Calhoun, one of the most respected Cherokee elders, leads traditional

Cherokee dances, sings in the Cherokee language and also plays the Southern Appalachian
mountain styles on the banjo. The incoaporation of the mountain banjo into his repertoire is

indicative of cultural exchange that took place between Cherokee people and people of

European and other origins. Calhoun has two tapes available of his songs, Sc!cred So#gr a/
Medicine (1997) a;nd Where the Ravens Roost: Cherokee Traditional Songs Of walker
Car/¢ow;7 (1991 ).

The CD 7172e A4la/sz.c a/A4lo24#fcrz.# fJerJ.rczge Dcr); (1999), a compilation of the

music of regular performers for the Mountain Heritage Festival at Western Carolina

University in Cullowhee, North Carolina features several performances by the Queen Fanily
as well as Walker Calhoun.
Lance Holland' s Fo#/cr73cr.. 4 Pocke/ fJz.a/ory a/4ppcr/czcfez.cz (2001 ) presents a history

and survey of the westernmost parts of North Carolina, which begins with a treatment of the
Cherokee and early Indians. Holland takes the reader on a journey through the development

3 I Accessed at http ://www.cherokeeheritagetrails.org/.
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of a relatively isolated and unpopulated region into an area that is linked to the nation

through its natural resources and the advent of the railroad. Northern industrialists exploited

the area's copper and lumber to fuel the industrial boom at the turn of the nineteenth century
and throughout the 1920s. The Fontana Dam was constructed in 1942 to harness water

power for aluminum production in the war effort. Holland indicates that it also helped power

a factory in Oak Ridge that helped make U-235, an important component of the atomic bomb
launched against Hiroshima.32 Holland also deals with the lumber carps at Hazel Creek and

the town of Proctor where Zora Walker's family lived and her father worked, as well as the
controversy that resulted from an unfulfilled promise in the 1943 agreement to complete the
construction of Highway 288 so that people could access cemeteries in flooded areas.33 The
National Park Service's IVor/fo S72ore Ce7"efery Decorcr/z.o# Pro/.ec/ J2epor/, authored by Alan

Jabbour, Philip E. Coyle, and Paul Webb, is an ethnographic work based on interviews with

community residents that examines the cultural traditions, values, and beliefs centered
around Decoration Day and the proposed North Shore Project. Zora Walker's song "I'd
Rather Be On Hazel Creek" as well her photograph are included in this work.34
Spotlight on Women Musicians : Miscellaneous Sound and Video Works

The exposure to sound and video recordings of different traditional women singers

has helped frame my understanding and appreciation of the singers I interviewed. Hearing

32 Lance Holland, Fo#/cr#o.. 4 Poc4e/ ffz.a/ory a/4pf7a/c7c¢z.cz (Robbinsville, NC: Appalachian
H£±t:iTansde,r£]e8S7.280.01)O136.

34 Alan Jabbour, Philip E. Coyle, and Paul Webb, IVor/fe Sfeore Cemefery Decor¢f!.o# Pro/.ecf

Repor/ /IVSCDPR/, National Park Service, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, 2005; also

pub. as Appendix G (vol.11) of the North Shore Road Environmental Impact Statement (6
vols., National Park Service, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, 2005) and available at

the following website : http ://www.northshoreroad.info/deisappendices.htm.
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their songs and stories directly through these audio and visual mediums helped give me a

foundation for doing my own fieldwork. I listened to a lot of recordings and documentary
films in my first semester at Appalachian State University, and they helped develop my
interest in this topic, particularly in leaming about the lives and personalities of women
singers as well as documenting their music.
The fiddling and several folk songs of the late Ora Payne Watson (1911-2008) with

the Laurel Creek String Band are featured on fo#eso7"e Roes B/aies, a CD produced by Mary

Greene. Ora Watson was from Isaac's Branch in Cove Creek, Watauga County, North
Carolina, located just at the foot of Beech Mountain. Her music and life are also featured in
the doourmerfuary fii+rn Born a-Dancin' and Makin' Music: Ora Mae Watson Of Isaac 's

Brcz#c¢ (1995) by Cece Conway and Elva Bishop. The documentary film /"/j.e.. O/d rz."e
rcr/es a/ffee B/we Rz.dge (1991) by Conway, Les Blank, and Maureen Gosling features the

singing and commentary of Julie Jarrell Lyons, the sister of famous old-time Sulry County
fiddler Tommy Jarrell (b.1901). Conway, Bishop, and Patricia Sawin also made Bessz.e
E/dreffe.. A4o##fczz.# S/ory/e//er cr7zd Sz.jcger, a documentary film about singer Bessie Eldreth of

Watauga County, North Carolina.
Jean RItchie (b.1922) of viper, Kentucky, a ballad singer and dulcimer player of
international acclaim, sbares her story in BczcAgro#72c7s.. 4 Co#cer/ dy Jecr# Rz./cfo;.e,. J"crges a/
Ke#/"cky dy George Pz.c4ow. Her life and music are also featured in A4loa£72/czj.# Bor#.. 772e

Jec}# Rz./cfez.e S/ory (1996). RItchie and Sheila Kay Adams were the first Appalachian ballad

singers that I learned of in the early 2000s, when I still lived in Cincinnati, Ohio. The
singing of both of these women was inspirational to me. Some essential Jean Ritchie
recordings are her CD JecI# Rz./cfez.e Bcr//crc7s (2003), a reissue of her 1961 Folkways recording
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as well as Fj.e/d rrzp (2001), a reissue of the 1954 LP self-released with her husband George
Pickow. Fz.e/d rrzz} presents numerous ballads that Jean Ritchie collected in England,

Scotland, and Ireland while on a Fulbright scholarship as well as contrasting versions of

some of the same songs from her family repertoire. Her songbooks Fo/ds Songs a/ffee
Southern Appalachians (2:a ed.91997.,1965) and Jean Ritchie 's Swapping Songbook (1999.,
1St ed.,1952) provide insight into songs and the context in which they were sung in the

Appalachian mountains. RItchie' s S!.#gz.ng Fcrmj./y a/ffee C""ber/cr7!ds provides lively

vignettes of her childhood and the music of her family. It also offers some perspective on

changing lifestyles in the mountains and how the singing tradition of the Ritchie family
suffered to a degree due to the competition of radio and a fast-paced lifestyle. Ritchie whtes:
And so in my mind the songs all got mixed until I canie to think on the hillbilly songs

and the old songs as the same kind of thing, got ashamed to be caught singing either
kind, got to liking the slick city music on the radio best, and I guess most everybody

did likewise. Anyway, I remember a time, some few years there, when we in our
family didn't sing our own songs like we used to.

We didn't sing much of anything, though, come to think of it, old songs or
new. There got to be so many different things to do and so many places to go, and

the radio programs to listen to, and the talking machine, and so on, that we just about
quit gathering to talk and sing.35

Ritchie ultimately concludes her memoir on a hopeful note affirming that her faniily' s music
will continue to be sung as long as they remain a family, despite geographical distances

between family members and other obstacles. Jean RItchie's insights into the changing

dynamics of her family's singing tradition illuminate not only the practical challenges that

35 Jean Ritchie, Sz.#gj.ng Fcrrmz./y a//foe C"I"ber/cr#c7s, 4th ed. (Lexington, KY: University of
Kentucky Press,1988; 1St ed., Oxford University Press: 1955), 249.
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arose from modem developments but also the internal struggle and self-consciousness. With

the radio and recorded music, Ritchie' s family had commercialized music standards by

which to compare her family's traditional music. It was not atypical for young people from

the mountains to turn away from the music of their cultural heritage and instead embrace
commercial mainstream music.

When ballad singer Sheila Kay Adams was in her early teens, she was interested in

basketball and rock music. But at the age of nineteen, she had an important epiphany when
she chauffeured Dellie Norton to a ballad swap. Dellie pushed Sheila to perform a ballad
that night saying to the crowd: "If everyone will look around . . . you'll see they're all grey-

haired with a lot of wrinkles. And if somebody doesn't learn the songs, they'll be gone."36

After managing to sing through a whole ballad in a circle of elderly singers, Sheila had the

realization that this music was an important part of her heritage that she wanted to claim.
She said,

I managed to get through it [singing the ballad]. I was in a nervous sweat.

But while I was sitting there I thought, "Yeah, all these people in their 70s

and 80s, and this music is more important than Led Zepplin-this is
mine."37

Sheila Kay Adams also suggests that the isolation of people in the mountains in an earlier era

is what kept the ballads alive when people truly had no other option apart from ballads and
other homemade music for their music and entertainment:
I think what made the music survive was being isolated. It was having to entertain

yourself, after the children went to bed. Dellie talks about this-after the kids were
asleep, sitting on the porch, rocking lonely, singing. Of course, when the kids were
36 Hilary Dirlan, "An Interview with Sheila Adans Barnhill," 772e O/d-rz.me J7e;`did
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babies, I did it. But today, it's kind of hard to sit out on the porch, when you've been
up since six, put in a hard day at school, tried to spend `quality time' with your kids,

sat through `Wheel of Fortune' and `Jeopardy'-then finally you get to go outside
and what's going through your mind is not `Black is the Color,' . . . The tradition is
already gone.38

Despite moments of pessimism, Sheila Kay Adams, like Ritchie, musters up optimism for the
future of the ballads. Sheila talks about some of the changes and technological developments

that have occurred during her lifetime and suggests that maybe a change in the ballad
tradition is what will propel it forward:

So maybe what will happen to this wonderful tradition of singing the old love
songs is that it will change and therefore survive. I think I will choose to believe

this. Somehow, the thoughts of a world where the sound of a single, powerful
voice singing of a distant past is no long heard is just too sad for me to imagine.39

Particularly in my discussion of Hazel Rhymer, the theme of a ballad singer' s tendency to be
conscious and concerned about the future survival of the ballads will re-emerge.

In the early stages of my research, other influential women singers whose names were
quickly and repeatedly suggested to me by singers and scholars were Addie Graham of
Gillmore, Wolfe County, Kentucky; Almeda RIddle a.1898) of Arkansas; and Texas
Gladden (b.1895) of Saltville, Virginia. Addie Graham's music is available on .4ddz.e
Grcrfecrm.. Bee# cr Long rz.me Trove/j.72g ( 1978) with extensive notes by Barbara Edwards and

RIch Kirby. The diversity of her repertoire represented on this recording from religious songs
to old ballads to train songs reveals the influence from the railroad and new songs and styles

38 |bid, 31.

39 Sheila Kay Adans, "Traditional Ballads," 4ppcr/crcfoz.cz7€ £z/e A4crgrzz.#e.. fJis/or)/, fJa!"or

cJ#d C"//"re 46 (Greeneville, TN: OSF Publishing, August 2000): 26-28, quoted 28.
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African American workers brought with them.40 Not only did Graham recall older songs

from a longstanding musical heritage, she accumulated new songs that reflected the changing
times in which she lived.41 Both Almeda Riddle and Texas Gladden were recorded by Alan
Lomax and are featured in several volulnes of his Soa!ffeer72 /o#r7zey series, which includes

thirteen compact disc volumes (1997 Rounder records). In the notes on the back sleeve of
each volume, the Sowffeer# /owr7ze)/ series is described as "evoking the musical world of the

rural south an era before radio, movies and television."

Almeda Riddle and Texas Gladden are quintessential representatives of a true, raw
"country" (in the sense of rural) sound that has long been regarded as unique and rare on the
one hand, and yet common, representing the collective voice of ordinary people. These

paradoxical characteristics associated with ballads and their peapetuators-ommon yet rare,
universal yet unique+represent part of the allure to this art form which has been sustained
over centuries. Texas Gladden's songs are also featured on the recently released CD rej*czs
G/czcJde# Bcz//czd fegrc}; from the Alan Lomax Collection (2001 ). Over eighty of Almeda

RIddle' s songs and an extensive interview with the singer are available on the online /ofe7?
92#.#c}; Wo//Co//ec/z.o7?.. Ozor4 Fo/dso#gr. 42 One of professor John Quincy Wolf's proudest

accomplishments was his "discovery" of Almeda Riddle' s music; he introduced her to Alan

40 Rich Kirby and Barbara Edwards, eds., ,4cJdz.e Grcrfoczrm.. Bee73 cz fo7?g rz."e rrczve/z.#g, 1

disc. mono. 12 in. 33 1/3 rpm., Whitesburg, KY: June Appal Recordings,1978, booklet, 3.
41 Kirby and Edwards elaborate on this point and, quoting Emily Dickinson, describe Addie
Graham's songs as her "letter to the world" (4czdj.e Grczfecrrm.. Bee# cz fo7!g r!."e rrcrve/j.#g,
booklet, 3).
42 The Wolf Collection is available at http ://www.Iyon.edu/wolfcollection/songs/songs.html.

George West, Almeda Riddle: Now Let 's Talk About Singing, doourmeritary Ellrr\, \985, ±s
available at: http://www.folkstreams.net/film,131 ; this website also provides some
background on John Quincy Wolf' s involvement with Almeda RIddle.
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Lomax in 1959, which enabled her to perform on the folk circuit across the northeastern
United States in the 1960s and ultimately, to create her powerful singing legacy.43

0zark singer Almeda RIddle tells her story in her own words in 4 Sz.#ger cr#d f7er
So7tgr.. 4/fflec7cz Rz.czd/e 's Boo fr a/B¢//crc7s (1970), edited by Roger Abrahams. This document

told in the first-person allows the reader to learn in an intimate way of Riddle' s various
musical influences and life circumstances which helped shape her repertoire. In his

"Editorial Note and Analysis," Abrahams makes the case for Riddle's superior abilities as a

singer and performer of traditional music. This argument is important because it helps to
validate the notion that a traditional singer is not just a cog in the wheel of tradition. Instead,
to varying degrees, he or she is a skillful artist, interpreter, and re-creator of traditional song.

Abrchans whtes :
Her singing style and repertoire are deeply rooted in the Anglo-American tradition of

the Ozarks but she possesses an innate musicality and sureness of performance that
distinguish her from many equally authentic folksingers.44
He elaborates on her developed abilities to manipulate lyrics and fit them to melodies in her

performance:

Almeda Riddle is extremely speech oriented in her approach to folksong, both in her
attention to narrative detail and use of musical variation to fit smaller word patterns.

She not only cultivates full and meaningful texts but creates a rich flexibility within
the tune to accommodate the changing speech from stanza to stanza.45

43 Gene Hyde, "A Pioneer Ozark Folklorist," Dz.rty fz.72e# 79 (Dec.1998-Jan.1999),

accessed at http ://www.dirtylinen.com/linen/79/wolf.html.
44 AIrmedaRiddhe, A Singer and Her Songs: Almeda Riddle 's Book Of Ballads, Thoger D.
Abrahams, ed. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,1970),161.

45 |bid,162.
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In the changing contexts and performance venues for traditional music today, where music is
often shared and disseminated through public performances as well as commercial
recordings, it seems that the artistry of traditional singers is more important than ever before.
Lily May Led ford (1917-1985) from Powell County, Kentucky in the Red River

Gorge area46 helped bring traditional Appalachian string band music and folk songs to a

national audience at two distinct periods of her life, as a young woman and then during the
folk music revival in her later years. Lily May became most famous as a performer with the
Coon Creek Girls, formed by John Lair to perform at his Renfro Valley Barn Dance in the
1930s and 1940s. This group was groundbreaking as one of the first all women trios to play

on the radio. On a visit to John Lair, Bascom Lamar Lunsford asked the Coon Creek Girls to
join a group he was taking to the National Folk Festival in Washington D.C. Their

performance in Washington D.C. led to other performance opportunities such as an invitation

to play at the White House for the Roosevelts, who were hosting the Queen and King of
England.47 Lily May retired from performing to raise her four children. However, in 1966,

during the resurgence of folk music called the folk music revival, she found her audience
again, singing and playing the banjo and fiddle. Like many of the Beech Mountain

performers such as Frank Proffitt and Tab Ward, Lily May sang ballads with a banjo
accompaniment. Lily May Ledford' s music is featured on Gems.. £z./y A4cr}; £ecz/ond.. J2czre
Co7ccer/ cz7?d S/"dz.a Jtecorc7z.7?gr /968-/983 (2000). Live recordings of the Coon Creek Girls

46 The Led fords cane to eastern Kentucky from North Carolina and according to Lily May,
there was "a strain of Cherokee" in the family (Cari Norris and Rich Kirby, Gems.. £z./}; A4cJ);
Ledif lord; Rare Concert and Studio Recordings 1968-1983 , C;D IAI007&D 9 ThJhilf yesrdNIgKy..

June Appal Recordings, 2000, booklet, "Lily May Ledford: A Lasting Heritage" by Ellesa

4C7]%yar¥£:in?i.andRichKirby,Gems..rtyA4¢yfed„,.Roreco#cer/¢#ds/"dz.a
Recordz.7zgr /968-/983, booklet, "Looking Back, Looking Ahead" by Cari Norris, 6.
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are inctnded on the a;ndioca;ssettes Welcome to Renf ro Valley.. The Fun and Frolic Of 60
yecrrs I.73 /foe Vcr//e); W72ere rz."e Sfc7#d s/z.// (1999). Appalshop also created a documentary

about her entitled fz./); h4¢)/ I,ecz/ond ( 1988).
Spotlighi on Women Musicians: Miscellaneous Scholarly Works

Several scholarly manuscripts about women singers closely relate to my field of

interest and have in instances, helped validate my research. North Carolina native, Betty
Smith, a ballad singer in her own right, has published extensive research on Jane Hicks
Gentry (1863-1925), the singer who provided sixty-four songs and ballads for Cecil Sharp

and olive Cam:pbctl' s English Folk Songs from the Southern Appalachians (\9\7)9 the rrLosit

songs collected from any individual singer in the United States. Gentry' s family was from

Beech Mountain, North Carolina, but they moved to Madison County when she was twelve
years old. She inherited her repertoire of oral tradition including riddles, tales, songs and

ballads from her mother as well her matemal grandfather, Council Harmon, whose
"descendants have carried on the richest and liveliest heritage of Jack Tales in America."48

Smith's "Jane Gentry: A Singer Among Singers, A Biographical Sketch" presents an in-

depth look at the origins of Jane Gentry's music and stories, the nature of her performance,
her personality and reputation, as well as the role of her stories and songs in the community.
She has pieced together this "sketch" from accounts left by writers such as Irving Bacheller
and song collector Isabel Gordon Carter as well as interviews she conducted personally with
Gentry's descendants. In 4 Sz.#ger j4mong Sz.#gers.. /cr#e fJz.cds Ge#try, Smith presents

Gentry's song and story repertoire. With her detailed research and presentation of Gentry's
repertoire and life, Smith honors the woman behind the songs in Cecil Sharp's collections.
48 Betty N. Smith, .4 Sz.nger Among S7.;7gers.. /c773e fJz.cds Ge72try (Lexington, KY: University

of Kentucky Press,1988), 35.
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Betty Smith salvaged some history, and in the process, shed some light on other singers and

storytellers who might have played an important role in their communities, but who did not

ganier the sane attention and notoriety as Ms. Gentry.
In "The Gap in Oral Tradition" in the 4apcr/czcfez.cr# Sy"pos7."in, Betty Smith

examines the change from 1916 when singing seemed to be a part of life, as noted by Shaap

on his visit to the mountains of western North Carolina, to the mid-twentieth century when
this oral tradition had been interrupted by mass communication. When Sharp visited
communities in the southern Appalachian mountains in the early 1900s, he was impressed
that children as well as elderly people frequently sang ballads. He observed that ballad

singing was less strictly in the domain of the elderly in this region of the United States than
in England. In 1950 when his assistant, Maud Kaapeles, returned to the mountains, she

observed that children no longer learned songs from their parents. Smith' s article brings the

discussion of ballad singing into the modem day, stressing the importance of the oral
tradition including rhymes, songs, and play-party games for the emotional security and
wellbeing of children. Smith sees children as the biggest "losers" from this break in the

tradition.49 She also comments that folk music is for all children and people, no matter if

they are born in the city or country, due to the "participatory nature" of music, as it has been
used to accompany daily tasks and rituals. Smith writes:

Children, wherever they live, have a right to the music of their heritage. It gives
security, a sense of belonging; it helps prepare a child to live in his own community.
Singing traditional songs or telling traditional stories is much like looking into a pool

49 Betty N. Smith, "The Gap in Oral Tradition," 4apcz/crcfo7.cr72 Sy"posz.w", J.W. Willianson

ed. (Boone, NC: Appalachian State University Press,1977),199-205, quotation, 204.
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of deep, clear water. In the depths we can sense the mysterious continuity of history
and culute.50

An interview with Betty Smith conducted by my Appalachian Studies Colloquium class with
Dr. Patricia Beaver in spring 2006 was recently published in the 4ap¢/clcfej.cz7z Joctr7ia/.. 4
Regional Studies Review CW.rrfuer 2;Ou]).

Patricia Sawin wrote an ethnography about singer Bessie Eldreth (b.1913) who has

spent her life in Ashe and Watauga counties. In fz.s/e;7z.#g/or 4 £z/e.. 4 Dj.c!/og!.c

EthnograpkyOfBessieEldrethThroughHerSongsandStories,thetNIfho:horishiig"ysdrf
conscious and analytical regarding the actual process of her discourse and interactions with
Eldreth. As she examines her songs, stories, and autobiographical accounts, Sawin reflects
on Eldreth' s "expressive self-construction"5 I and "self-fashioning."52

Sawin's ethnography is a unique resource because it is a rare attempt to combine

serious scholarship of folklore in southern Appalachia with theories on women and gender
studies.

In contrast, Betty Smith in 4 Sz.72ger ,4j„ong Sz.7!gers.. Jc}7!e ffz.cds Ge#/r}J decided to

leave gender analysis to other scholars. Her main intention was to reveal Jane Hicks Gentry
as a person and make her story accessible to a wide audience beyond academia. Betty Smith
said, "I didn't want to get so academic that you couldn't see her [Jane Hicks Gentry]. I really
wanted it to be a book that a lot of people could read .... "53 In a conversation with Thomas

Burton at East Tennessee State University several years ago, Burton told me that he had not

intended Some B¢//c7d Fo/ds to be a feminist work, even though it featured five women
50 Ibid, 203.

S' Perhich Sa;will, Listening f ;or a Lif e: A Dialogic Ethnograpky Of Bessie Eldreth Tlurough
fJer So#gr cr#d Sforz.es (Logan, UT: Utah State University Press, 2004), 21.
52 |bid, 22.

53 Annie Bryant, Phil Janison, Carl Jenkins, Susan Pepper, Leila Weinstein, with Patricia D.

Beaver, "Interview: `Singing Just To Make Music': Betty Smith in her Own Voice,"
Appalachian Journal: A Regional Studies Review 32.. 2 (V\Jiriver 200]).. 7 \ .
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singers. I had intended to address gender roles within the folk music tradition in Appalachia
in a more specific manner. However, as I interviewed and befriended Hazel Rhymer, Zora

Walker, Pearl Hicks and other women in the region, I was overwhelmed by the body of
music and life stories that I heard. My focus shifted to the task of collecting and presenting
these women' s stories, music, and folklore in the fullest light possible.
Methodology: Fieldwork and Presentation

Through varied coursework at Appalachian State University, assistantships with the

Center for Appalachian Studies, and work with the Appalachian Heritage Council bringing
musical and cultural programs to campus, I was exposed to a broad range of musical and
cultural traditions both in the local area and region. For example, experiences such as

interviewing residents in Meat Camp in fall 2005 with Patricia Beaver' s anthropology class

and helping Cece Conway organize a concert on the African roots of the banjo, including
performances by Daniel Jatta, James Leva, and Rick Ward (fall 2005), gave me a general

foundation on which to conduct my own fieldwork and research. I also attended events in
the community such as the annual Jack Tales Festival at Bollick's pottery. In the spring of

2006, I began to apprentice playing the fretless mountain banjo from Watauga County

musician and instrument maker RIck Ward. I have learned many songs directly from Rick as
well as from the recordings of several Beech Mountain women singers including Hattie
Presnell, Buna Hicks, and Mariorie Harmon. I also learned songs directly from Rosa Hicks

as well as Pearl Hicks. The repertoire and styles of traditional music found on Beech

Mountain have given me a musical "home base" from which to view traditional music from
the southern Appalachians in general.
A w.sz./ more than an z.#/ervz.ew would aptly describe the context in which I befriended
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and documented the singing traditions of these women. Alan Jabbour used the term

"meaningful ethnographic contexts" or "ethnographic events" to describe his work with
residents and community members on the North Shore in Western North Carolina.54

"Ethnographic event" is also an applicable term for my work; however, in subsequent
chapters, I will normally refer to my fieldwork "interviews" as w.sz.ts, doc""e72/ed w.szts or
c7occ/rme7?/ec7 sessJ.o#s with the singers.

My main strategies in performing fieldwork were 1 ) to listen carefully to the singers
and to let them primarily guide the discussion on certain occasions, 2) to engage in more
informal discussions and experiences with the singers, and 3) to visit them numerous times in

order to get deeply acquainted with them. Another important aspect of my fieldwork was the
development of friendships with the singers based on trust and mutual respect.55 I did not

necessarily intend to develop friendships, but I think it is a natural consequence of this work

if it is done in an intense way over a substantial period of time of several years or more. A

friendship bond resulted from our exchange about a subject, for which the singers and I
shared a mutual passion. Any relationship involves a give and take. The singers shared with

me tremendous gifts, not only of their time and energy but also their trust. As a result of our
dialogue and the friendship we forged, I continue to want to stay connected to their lives and
to give back to the women in any way that I can.56

54 Tabbour et al, IVSCDPR, G-6.

55 This is sometimes referred to as the "friendship model" for folklore fieldwork. I first

heard this term at a panel with Henry Glassie at the American Folklore Society meeting in
2006. Scholar Jeff Todd Titon also uses the "friendship model"; see his biography accessed

#nttE//i:i'e°;.,9n°E/of#o[i:e£::„#[8Tagit£::;:tu:;;dthe"friendshipmodel"offolklore

fleldwork and talked about "deep engagement with the human beings with whom we are
doing fieldwork." He also said, "If you are going to do work that is good enough to get the
data to be able to handle the continued dominant theory in folklore, than you're going to stay
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In the winter of 2004, I attended a workshop by anthropologist Phillip (Ted) Coyle at

the Folk Art Center on the Blue Ridge Parkway near Asheville, which gave me some
direction for the fieldwork I did over the subsequent few years. Coyle shared with us several

lessons that stayed with me. One was to listen to my collaborator and to interrupt him/her as
little as possible. He demonstrated how instead of speaking, we could nod our heads and use
facial expressions to encourage our collaborators to keep talking and sharing their stories. At

the workshop, Coyle conveyed to me the importance and value of the recording of the human
voice as a historical document. (He explained that editing out the interviewer's voice can be

both a difficult and unpleasant process.) Coyle also encouraged us to say "Tell me more" as

a way to draw out more from the collaborator without influencing the particulars of the
dialogue. He suggested that everyone has a story to share and that, ultimately, everyone
desires to have her story heard by somebody. One other memorable lesson that Coyle shared

was to avoid making assumptions about what is important to your collaborators, and instead,
to listen for the values that they, in fact, /e// or rei;ecr/ to you in the process of the interview or

ethaographic event.
In my experience, all three women were prepared on several occasions to share with
me a certain body of songs. In these meetings, the singer, by and large, guided our interview.

On the other hand, I have also learned a lot from informal dialogue and interactions with the
singers. With Zora Walker, I believe our banter on some of our visits helped her recall songs

she shared with me over later visits. In my experience, it has been helpful to have the

long enough to really be friends with people." Finally, he discussed obligations that the
folklorist has to the folk artists with whom he works: he must publish scholarly work as well
as find other ways to publicize the folk art of his collaborators in order to beneficially impact
their lives. See Gregory Hansen, "An interview with Henry Glassie," Fo/4/ore Fora!rm 31 :2
(2000): quotation,104-105.
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opportunity to record sessions with the singers in which they guided the flow of discussion,

doing almost all of the talking and singing, as well as informal get-togethers, during which
the singers and I engaged in more casual dialogue.

Though Patricia Sawin may be hyper-aware of her participation and influence in the

shaping of Eldreth's voice-by her presence in the fieldwork context as well as by the
consequences of her writing about Eldreth-she does offer some useful insights about the
collaborative process in the context of folklore fieldwork in fz.s/e#z.72g/or cz fz/e.. Bess'z.e

I/c7re/fo. One issue that emerges in Sawin's analysis is the idea of what constitutes an

"authentic" fieldwork context. She found that highly personal conversations between just her
and Eldreth recorded in intimate settings such as by Eldreth's bedside or at the kitchen table
were extremely revealing. This surprised Sawin, whose preconceived scholarly notions had

her convinced she must capture Eldreth in the most "natural" of settings such as with her
family and friends. Ultimately Sawin realized that her intimate conversations with Eldreth

were in their own way authentic and "natural." Sawin writes:
Without reinvesting in the notion of "natural context," I believe it is possible to argue

that Eldreth's and my kitchen table conversations were certainly a no less-and
possibly even a more-suitable context for the creation and sharing of parts of her life
story than the supposed prior settings with family and friends into which I felt bound
to Project them.57

An o#/sz.c7er fieldworker who befriends histher collaborator may often be privy to information
that acquaintances and family members (z.7?s7.c7ersJ may not ordinarily hear. It seems,

therefore, ideal to perform fieldwork in both a setting amongst your collaborator's
community as well as apart, in conversations that occur solely between the principle
collaborators.
57 sawin,14.
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Sawin also discusses how Eldreth is more prone to talk about extraordinary work-

related events rather than her most mundane chores or daily routine. Sawin comments:

The everyday, repetitive women' s work that must have taken up the bulk of Eldreth's
time . . . tends not to make it into her stories except as kind of glancing references . . .

The instances of work that she does spontaneously narrate tend to be those that
involve a striking image upon which to dwell, those in which she herself feels that she
Went beyond usual expectations.58

There are more general implications of her example of Eldreth' s account or lack of
account of the mundane in her work life. Undoubtedly, our collaborators are more likely to
present the most memorable "story-worthy" anecdotes, though there are exceptions. This
suggests that it could be important to inquire into the daily life and work of the collaborator

in order to facilitate, perhaps, more reflection and detail about how she has spent the bulk of
her time. In addition, poignant and related anecdotes or stories can emerge through this sort
of inquiry. In the initial stages of my fieldwork, I also consulted Joan Moser's 4 Boa/rce
Boo fr/or 4apcz/crcfez.cr# A4l"sz.c S/afc7j.es (1975) to get an idea of questions that might be

important to ask.

I was self-conscious and almost apologetic when I first endeavored to interview and
do field recordings. I was afraid to impose. In retrospect, especially as I watched video

footage from my time with Pearl Hicks, I realize that she and the other women were enjoying
the process of sharing with me. During our visits and interviews at Pearl's home, she was

eager to share with me as many songs as she could remember. Towards the end of our first
interview on June 16, 2006 as well as on subsequent occasions, she shared some of her life

history and personal anecdotes. Part of me, almost selfishly, wanted to have the raw
experience of visiting with these women without any technological intrusion. However, Ted
58 sawin, 53.
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Coyle and Cece Conway both conveyed to me the idea that the recording device, whether it
be a digital audio recorder or a video camera, is an active agent and part of the interaction.

Cece carries a calnera right up on her shoulder when she first arrives at a setting in which she
plans to conduct fieldwork. Likewise, Ted recommends putting an audio recording device
close to the collaborator's mouth in order to produce the best quality recording possible.

I have found that in most cases, traditional singers are not particularly self-conscious.

I don't believe that taping is a hindrance to authentic discussion and exchange. In fact, it can
facilitate and inspire dialogue as well as the singer's musical performance. However, from a

personal standpoint, I was glad and felt it was beneficial to have the opportunity to spend
time with all of the singers both on and off-camera.59

0n one occasion, Hazel was uncomfortable with the camera. It was my second

documented visit with her and she was recovering from bronchitis that day (which I did not

know until we got there). She was a little "out of it," and my friend who filmed her that day
had a large caniera and also brought some extra lighting. As a result, Hazel was intimidated

and even told us, "That thing [caniera] scares me." However, we went on anyway. It was

just an off day.

59 A folklorist engages in a different sensory experience (which perhaps shapes a more
holistic perspective) when she actively participates in the activities or rituals of an
ethnographic event as a "surrogate" community member, when a community is gracious
enough to invite and welcome her participation.
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Fig. 1. Hazel Rhymer at a retirement center near Asheville, North Carolina,
June 20, 2008. A "new" songbook sits on her lap and my Edirol
digital recorder is pictured right. Unless otherwise noted, photos by Susan Pepper.

On one visit, I brought a digital recorder to Pearl's house instead of the camera,
which I had brought on the previous visit. Almost as if she was disappointed, she said to me,

"You didn't bring your camera." A lot of her relatives were recorded and featured on CDs
and in books. She was also recorded and expected to be on a CD, but whoever recorded her

said that something had gone wrong with the recording. I think, in a way, she felt good about
being recorded again. Zora Walker was unsure at first about being recorded. However, as
we went on, she was extremely generous and willing to be recorded so that I could have her
songs and poems on tape. It seemed like she realized that her music, compositions, and

personal stories were of real interest and value to me, and she was glad to share. Apart from

her son Johnny Walker and his wife, Shirley and other faniily members, particularly some of
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her grandchildren, I also got the impression that Zora does not have that many people in her
life who are deeply interested in tradition and the songs and stories that go with it. She was

very tickled when I brought RIck Ward with me to her home, since he was knowledgeable
about the songs and stories she told. One evening, a lot of her family came over and we all

sang together for a few hours and had a wonderful time. Over a year later, she commented
on how much she had enjoyed that night.

Fig. 2. Zora Walker with her family on February 24, 2007, the evening we had a "singing

party" together; (left to right) Carolyn, Zora's daughter, and her husband Jimmie Hall; Zora
Walker; Johnny Walker and his wife Shirley.
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Fig. 3. Jimmie Hall, Zora's son-in-law, with guitar. He accompanied a

lot our singing that night; he also leads music at his church.

The American Folklife Center, established in the Library of Congress in 1976,

defined "folklife" as "community life and values, artfully expressed in myriad forms and
interactions" in a 1991 publication.60 Folklore is usually passed on through oral tradition,

imitation and in an informal setting (non-institutional).6] In the presentation of my research,

I sought to uncover what the singer had revealed to me that may be significant and unknown,
or lesser known, in published sources. Rather than dissect and analyze the overall contents

of any of the singers' repertoires, I instead highlight specific songs and life stories that are
unique from a folklore perspective. Since I ant naturally more analytical than scientific in
my thinking; examining details such as specific songs, stories, or personal anecdotes helps

60 Jan Brunvand, 4 S/„dy a/4"erz.ccz# Fo/#7ore, 4th ed. (New York and London: W. W.
Norton & Company,1998; 1St ed.,1968),17.
61 |bid,12,17.
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me understand, appreciate and hopefully convey to the reader some of the complexities and

meaning within folk music traditions in southern Appalachia.
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Background
I met Hazel Rhymer for the first time in October 2005, shortly after I had entered the
Master's program in Appalachian Studies at Appalachian State University. Professor Fred
Hay, who was teaching my Bibliography and Research Methods class, introduced us. In his

class, I created a bibliography on women musicians of Appalachia with an emphasis on
traditional music in an earlier era. I entitled it "Old-Timey Women Musicians in Appalachia:
1860's to 1942."62 Seeing my interest in this topic, Professor Hay told me about Hazel, who

a few years prior had donated memorabilia to the W.L. Eury Appalachian Collection at
Appalachian State University. This collection of family photos, non-commercial and

commercial music recordings, and other memorabilia documents the music and life she and
her late husband, Johnny Rhymer shared for over sixty years, particularly Johnny's fiddling
career in the region.
Hazel 's Roots in Madison County

Hazel Rhymer was born in 1923 in Madison County, a region of western North
Carolina renowned for its ballad singing tradition. Her mother and grandmother were also
both raised in this area. Shortly after Hazel's birth, her family moved to the outskirts of

Asheville in Buncombe County. However, the fanlily continued to make regular weekend

visits to Madison County to visit her grandmother, Nancy Cody, wife of Garrett Cody, who
lived in Wolf Laurel, which was called Big Laurel back then. According to Hazel, this once
pastoral area has since been developed into a giant ski resort. Hazel fondly recalls her

grandmother singing while rocking on her old porch. Hazel credits leaming several songs

from her grandmother, such as "The Man from the North Country," "The Poor Widow," and

62 Available at: ham ://www.library.appstate.edu/appcoll/research aids/spepper.html.
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"The Old Man on the Hill" (or "The Farmer and His Wife"). Hazel describes her

grandmother and how she used to sing:
She used to sit out on old porch with splinters in it and rock in her chair. I can see her

now. And she would sing, and her voice wouldjust go, seem like echo through the

mountains. And she had a beautiful voice. I wish I could remember everything she
sang. She'd sit there and rock and sing, just about all day [chuckles].

When I asked Hazel how she learned the songs from her grandmother, she explained, "She
just went around singing and I just picked it up. She didn't sit down and teach me."63

One song Hazel leamed from her grandmother was "The Farmer and His Wife,"
which she also refers to as "The Old Man on the Hill." Sheila Kay Adams also performs a

version of this song and Jean Ritchie includes her version, "The Old Man in the Woods," in
her songbook.64 The song is about a husband who believes he can do more work than his

wife: "He swore he could do more work in one day than his wife could do in two." His wife
challenges him to try switching roles for a day; he could do all of her chores while she

followed the plow. He accepts but quickly fails. When he goes to milk the cow, old Skinny
kicks up a storm:

Oh Skinny she jumped, oh skinny she. kicked
Oh Skinny, she wouldn't stand still;

If ever I milk old skinny again
It will be against my will.

At the end of the day, the farmer concludes that his wife could accomplish more in one day
than he could in three:

He went to feed that old settin' hen
That she may not go stray,
63 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 3 February 2006.
64 Jean RItchie, Je¢# Rz./cfoz.e 's Swcrj2pz.ng Song Boofr (Lexington: University of Kentucky
Press,1999) 48-49.
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But he plumb forgot the hank of yam
That she spun yesterday.

He swore by the stars and the moon and the leaves

That grows upon the trees,
That his wife could do more work in one day
Then he could do in three.65

After she finished the song, Hazel said, "That's a good song. I never will forget my
[grand]mother rocking in her old rocking chair, and singing that [giggles]. There is no telling

where that cane from-somewhere in Madison County, I guess. That's where she was
born."66

:::°£gL)#;Sin:re,ge°r¥o#aeL:i::infge#¥oarTeir2#8e.r'Hpeerr::::Le:t:ro£:tw;i:r:Th:::i:.cane
from suggests, perhaps, the influence of earlier collectors including Bascom Lamar Lunsford
who would have likely inquired about the origins of songs, as they interviewed or learned
songs from her. In this instance, Hazel's use of "mother" instead of "grandmother" was an
oversight or a result of a memory lapse. Hazel has consistently referred to her grandmother
rocking in the rocking chair on her porch in Madison County. Also, she gave her

grandmother as the source of "The Farmer and his Wife" on a visit on November 25, 2005.

Fig. 5. Nancy Cody, Hazel's matemal grandmother, in Madison
County, North Carolina. Courtesy of Manuscript Collections,

Johnny Rhymer Collection, W.L. Eury Appalachian
Collection, Belk Library, Appalachian State University.

Hazel's mother, Altha Cody Boone, also sang, especially in the kitchen, where she
spent her time providing for ten children. Hazel recalls, "My mother she had ten children.
They were all around her feet and legs. But still, the poor old thing would go around singing
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an old song .... "67 Hazel also recalls singing with her mother at their home. Hazel dropped

out of school when she was in the eighth grade in order to earn money and help support the
family.

I quit in the eighth grade to help support my younger [siblings]-there was ten of us.
I had to help support the younger one's. My Daddy told me I had to do that, so that's

what I did-gave him my money to live on. We were very, very poor and there was
ten children and you can imagine what a time, and that was in the Depression when a
nickel was a lot of money. But I would go around the house and sing those old songs

even then. My mother would sing-me and her. She never did get out in public. She
never thought she sang well enough or something. Anyway, she never got out of the
house and sang. She had ten children to take care of.68

Hazel's own words give a sense of who Hazel is and the values and expectations with which
she grew up. When Daddy told her to do something, she did it because he said so, and

probably because she knew that the livelihood and wellbeing of her family were at stake.

She was raised at a time when getting to finish high school was a privilege for many and not
necessarily a right. The passage also shows a strong division of labor and responsibility

between the mother and father; he was in charge of the money and providing for the family
and she raised the children. It sounds like her mother was all but house bound.

67 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
68 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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Fig. 6. Hazel Rhymer at about fifteen years old,1938, around the

time she began to perform at the Farmer' s Federation Picnics.

Photo from the personal collection of Hazel Rhymer.
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Fig. 7. Hazel Rhymer, a young lady, all dressed up,

date unknown. Photo from the personal collection of
Hazel REymer.

Hazel most often refers to her grandmother as the source for her songs; however, it is

probable that her mother also taught her a lot. Hazel suffers from some memory problems.
Sometimes her memory is confused. During our first meeting, she credited most of the songs
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to her grandmother, while in later visits she talked about her mother singing some of those
songs, which is also possible. Despite her memory loss, Hazel remembers in great detail

much of her singing life as well as the songs themselves. People who suffer from memory

loss often do better with their long-term memory and can recall memories from their
childhood and younger days. Nevertheless, the fact that Hazel has managed to keep the
memory of her musical history and repertoire alive is in itself a wonderful tribute to the
significance of music in Hazel's life.

Hazel is the daughter of Earnest Richard Boone. According to Hazel, her mother and
father were married on horseback, and this strikes her as something "unusual." She gives the
impression that she has told this story numerous times or at least has heard it told often.

They got married on horseback. Boy, they were young. They had gone to church

that day and the preacher was riding behind them, a pretty good ways behind `em,
and my Daddy said, "Altha, let's get married. Here comes the preacher." And she

thought he was joshing her. And he said that, "I'm serious and I want to marry you

and I want to marry you today." And they stopped their horses and the preacher
stopped his horses. He drug out the Bible and he married them on horseback. That

was unusual wasn't it? I wonder how many people he's married on horsebacks.
Maybe they're the only one's. They're the only one's I know of, got maITied on
horseback.69

Hazel's tendency to employ and slip into dialogue makes her an entertaining and effective
storyteller. When she starts to say, "And he said that ..., " she easily could have continued

on in the third person, but she chooses to bring dialogue and her father's voice back in to the

story. At a workshop at the Mountain Gateway Museum in Old Fort, North Carolina, Sheila

69 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 22 July 2008.
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Kay Adans said, "People who sing ballads are natural storytellers."70 Sheila's claim does

not sound far-fetched, since ballad singers immerse themselves in the dialogue and drama of
ballads as well as refine their memories in order to learn and remember songs. In an
interview published in 772e O/d-rz.rae fJercr/d in 1989, Sheila Kay Adams also described how

a great imagination helps a ballad singer remember the verses and stay in the moment,
especially while singing a song arnidst potential distractions such as restless listeners (who

are unaccustomed to listening to lengthy ballads). She said:

"Oh Lord! Here I ani in the middle of `Little Mathey Groves' and they're starting to
get restless, and I've got 15 more verses to go! What do I do?" What I do is, in my

head, I go back to sitting on Dellie's porch, and I hear her say, "The best way to

remember those ballads is just to play it in your mind. You're right there with Little

Mathey Groves, you're right there with Lord Dan'l and his cheating wife."
If you get up there on stage and lose the picture in your mind, you lose the
words. You know what's going to happen next because you're watching it happen.71

Pearl Hicks provided wonderful descriptions that brought aspects of her childhood to

life. Zora Walker has brought her childhood, history and perspectives to life through stories
and poems rich in detail. The propensity for storytelling aniong older singers is also in part a

reflection of the era in which they were raised, when ballads were still sung as entertainment,
for nursing and tending to babies and young children, and helping to pass the time while
performing hard work or on lonely nights. In this culture, storytelling was also a pastime. In
this way, a ballad singer could be conditioned to both balladry and storytelling.

70 Sheila Kay Adans, ballad singing workshop at the Mountain Gateway Museum, Old Fort,
North Carolina, 2 August 2006.
71 Dir|am, 31.
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Introduction to Hazel 's Music

Hazel is of a rare generation where we might discuss songs from the nineteenth

century and earlier that she learned from her grandmother in one sentence, then Loretta
Lynn's song "Coal Miner's Daughter" in the next. However, for the most part, her
knowledge base and interest have been in sharing her song repertoire and memories from the
hey-day of her music making beginning in the 1930s and continuing through the 1960s. As

is typical of singers of her generation, Hazel has a diverse repertoire of sacred songs, ballads,

and folk songs as well as more popularly influenced music, all of which she refers to
interchangeably as the "old songs," "country ballads," and "old mountain ballads." She has a

wide breath of exposure and experience spanning from real immersion in the oral tradition at
home and in Madison County, to participation in early days of radio, to performances at
festivals and community events prior to and during the folk revival.

In her earliest days, Hazel was surrounded by the music of her grandmother and
mother. She recalls days of sitting around the pot-bellied stove when there was nothing to
do, and all the neighbors came over to sing. As a young girl in the early 1930s, she

performed on WISE radio with her two sisters, Dorothy and Betty, in their trio called the
Boone Sisters. They also performed in churches, schools, and "just about everywhere."72

Since Hazel had mentioned that her mother was a singer but did not perform outside of the
home, I was interested to see what Altha's reaction was to her daughters' public

performances. Hazel said that her mother was "proud" and would "tell us every time we
came home what the radio announcer had said."73 Her mother' s encouragement must have

72 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 2 February 2006.
73 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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had a positive impact on Hazel' s singing. Her brother Claude Boone became a professional

recording artist and performed with Carl Story and his Ramblin' Mountaineers.

Fig. 8. Claude Boone, Hazel's brother, with

his royalty check for his original song
"Wedding Bells." This photo appeared in Car/

S/ory 's So#gboofr; courtesy of Manuscript
Collections, Johnny Rhymer Collection, W.L.

Eury Appalachian Collection, Belk Library,
Appalachian State University.

A Musical Marriage: Hazel and Johnny's Music
Hazel was just sixteen or seventeen when she met her husband Johrmy. In Hazel's

words, she was still "just a kid."74 As a young woman and throughout her marriage with

74 Ibid.
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Johmy Rhymer, an esteemed fiddler in the region, she performed at folk festivals in
Asheville and at Mars Hill as well as at the Farmer's Federation picnics across western North
Carolina in the 1940s and 50s.

Hazel and Johnny Rhymer married in 1941. He had been performing at the Farmer's

Federation picnics well before they got married. Hazel shared with me the story of how they

met at a schoolhouse where he was performing. He asked if he could drive Hazel home. Her
parents gave their permission, but they drove right behind the young couple. They went back
to her parents' house and Johnny helped himself to a big piece of cake. She recalled their

first meeting with a chuckle. Betty Huntley reminded Hazel at our visit at the Mcclure-

Clarke homeplace at Hickory Nut Gap fami in October 2006, that she and Johnny had
received the award for youngest married couple at one of the picnics. Mr. Mcclure also

requested her to sing a song about "Oh Johnny" during their courtship, when according to

Betty, it was clear to everyone that they would many. This song they referred to as "Oh
Johnny" was a war song written in 1917 by Ed Rose and Abe Olman entitled "Oh Johrmy,
Oh Johnny, Oh!" It was performed that year in a stage show called Fo//ow A4e, and it

continued to be performed by famous groups, gaining renewed popularity in the 1940s when
Glen Miller, the Andrews Sisters, and Wee Bonnie Baker performed it.75 Hazel's

performance is humorous, since in this particular song, a girl is smitten over a boy named

Johnny, just like her husband's nane. Hazel gives a lot of personality to this song,

particularly on the refrain "It's oh Johnny, oh Johnny," in which she acts out the infatuation
of a teenage girl in love.

BH: Hazel, do you know the song that Mr. Mcclure always had you sing?
HR: "Silver Haired Daddy of Mine"?
75 Accessed at hay ://www.firstworldwar.com/audio/ohj ohnnyoh.htm.
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BH: That and also "Oh Johnny"-that was before Hazel and Johrmy were married, so
it was a love song.

HR: [starts singing the "Oh Johrmy" ("Oh Johnny, Oh Johrmy, Oh")]

Oh Johmy, Oh Johmy, how you can love;
Oh Johrmy, Oh Johrmy, heavens above.

You make my poor heart jump with joy
And when you're near I just can't sit still a minute.

I just Oh Johnny, Oh Johrmy please tell me dear

What makes me love you so?

You're not handsome it's true

But when I look at you,
I just Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh.
[Everyone laughs.]

BH: Hazel, you remember every word [laughs.] That is something. And Mr.

Mcclure loved it. And of course, I think everybody knew that you and Johnny were
real sweethearts at that time.
Hazel's rendering of this song is quite impressive, and is just about identical to the original

lyrics. One would think that her memory might have twisted around more of the words, but
she was extremely faithful to the song. This indicates that she indeed performed this song a

lot, so much that she never forgot it; and also demonstrates how exacting she was in learning
the song lyrics that she was capable of replicating them almost to perfection.

Through public perfomance opportunities with the Farmer's Federation as well at

communal music gatherings at the homes of Bascom Lamar Lunsford and the Mcclure-Clark
Family in Hickory Nut Gap, Johnny and Hazel found a suitable outlet to express their

musical abilities and commitment to their mountain heritage, in an era when the oral tradition

was begiming to fade.
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Despite her direct exposure to commercial music through her brother as well as her

own public performances on the radio and at community venues, Hazel demonstrates her

familiarity with a culture in which, unlike today, music performances were more informal
and centered on family and community gatherings. When we mention a song on the phone
or in person, Hazel will just start singing it without any introduction. Zora Walker also sings

songs to me in a similar fashion on the telephone. This tendency suggests that music can be
interwoven into these singers' lives casually as well as more formally. Hazel comments:

Those songs will die and no one will ever hear them again, I know. That's what my
mother used to say about the same songs [laughs]. It's the heritage, the mountain
heritage. People just went around singing all the time.76

It's important to recognize that her mother did more than just sing and help pass on songs to
her daughter; she also instilled in Hazel a concern for the singing tradition itself, and its

future viability. As a result, Hazel had probably cultivated her own values and ideas about

the ballad singing tradition, long before she ever met Lunsford or the Mcclure-Clark Family.

Ultimately, those ties Hazel forged with Bascom Lamar Lunsford and the Farmer' s
Federation gave her even more perspective on the ballads as well as the opportunity to

perform and continue singing them for others. When she says, "It's the heritage, the
mountain heritage. People just went around singing all the time," it brings to mind the

commonly referenced quote in which Cecil Sharp observed that the people of Madison
County, whom he encountered during his song collecting trips in 1916 and 1917, sang as

naturally as they carried out conversation: "I found myself for the first time in a community
in which singing was as common and almost as universal a practice as speaking."77 Hazel's

76 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
77 Cectl Shirxpo ini;Iodichon, English Folk Songs f rom the Southern Appalachians, by Cecil
Shaap and Olive Dame Canpbell, (New York: Knickerbocker Press,1917), viii.
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use of the words "heritage" and "mountain heritage" suggests the possible influence of

Bascom Lamar Lunsford and her exposure to programming that emphasized the uniqueness

of the Appalachian heritage-to attract audiences and in the case of Lunsford' s initiatives
and the Farmer's Federation Picnics, to also help restore the dignity and pride of Appalachian
people in a time when hillbilly stereotypes were prolific in the national media.

Fiddlin' Johnny Hkymer

Fig. 9. Johnny Rhymer performs on his flddle.
Photo from the .4sfeew.//e a./z.ze#-rj.j„es, date

unknown. Courtesy of Manuscript Collections,
Johrmy Rhymer Collection, W.L. Eury Appalachian
Collection, Belk Library, Appalachian State University.

Johmy and his band were a fixture at the annual Mountain Dance and Folk Festival,
which was first held in 1930, as well as at the Shindig on the Green, a more informal
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gathering of musicians that began in the 1970s.78 Johnny was the 1994 recipient of the

Lunsford Award at the Bascom Lanar Lunsford Festival. The award was started in 1967 to

honor the work and life of Bascom Lanlar Lunsford, and is awarded to "individuals who have
made significant contributions to the folk traditions of the southern mountains."79 According

to Hazel, Johrmy "played at every mountain folk festival there was. He opened the festival

every year, I guess for twenty years-Johmy Rhymer and his Bear Creek Raniblers."80 In
addition to kicking off the festival every year, Johnny also played regularly at Lunsford's
music parties. Hazel described the big crowds that flocked to the Lunsford home on South

Turkey Creek Road:

HR: I remember Johnny, even before we were married, he would go out to Bascom

Laniar Lunsford' s house and then there would be a huge crowd there-playing the
mountain songs at Bascom Laniar Lunsford's home out on South Turkey Creek Road.
And it became so big that people from Marion and Bumsville and everywhere would

go-to listen to the music. He finally just had to quit having them. Well, he got old
and other things. He got old. But that was a lot of fun. No drinking.
SP: Not even whisky?

HR: No whisky, no drinking, not even wine or beer. There was a song about the
liquor still . . .81

A recording of a concert that Johnny performed at the Warren Wilson College
Kittredge Theater in November 18,1977 is housed in the Warren Wilson College Archives;

Johrmy' s band on the recording includes Chub Parham, Phil Rhymer and Louie Taylor.
Saniples of seventeen items from the recordings at Warren Wilson are available at the Dz.gr./a/
78 Accessed on the Manuscript Register for Mountain Dance and Folk Festival & Shindig on

the Green (University of North Carolina at Asheville, D.H. Ramsey Library/ Special
Collections/ University Archives) :

Pgttz:c/:te°sts°:ifbo.ni£:.:da?cfi;nmd£:g:::SJ:SsS:o::Pet:tfinvaT::::ftee:aiuu]:.shfi¥ifestiva|.com.
80 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
8l Ibid.
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£z.Z7rcrry a/4ppcJ/¢c¢z.a, " including tunes such as "Chinese Breakdown," "Boogerman," and

"Bonaparte's Retreat," as well as some discussion by Johmy in which he describes the older
styles of fiddle pegs and fiddle strings of his younger days.

Fig.10. Johrmy Rhymer's matemal uncle who

gave him his first fiddle. Courtesy of the Manuscript
Collections, Johnny Rhymer Collection, W.L. Eury

Belk Library, Appalachian State University.

82 Auccessed at the Digital Library Of Appalachia.. http..//"r"J"r.acardla,.ore.
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Fig. 1 1. Johnny Rhymer playing his fiddle with a guitarist,

identity unknown. From the personal collection of Hazel Rhymer.

Johnny is also referenced in a recent article in the .4sfeev7.//e Cztz.ze#-rz."es in which

Clyde Cable, the original fiddle player of the Stoney Creek Boys, recalls how in 1974, there

were two house bands at the Shindig on the Green. Cable was the house band for the
clogging teams and Johnny Rhymer' s band played for the "smooth dancers."83 Recordings

of Johnny Rhymer with the Farmer' s Federation Stringband are housed at Mars Hill College.

According to Betty Huntley, who worked as secretary to Farmer' s Federation founder, James
(Jim) G.K. Mcclure, Johnny was in "high demand" and probably performed several nights a
week.84 Betty also sang ballads for the Farmer's Federation and her husband, Bob Huntley,
began his job as the Farmer Federation's press coordinator in 1952. According to Betty, the

highway department where Johnny Rhymer worked gave him flexibility in his schedule so
that he could assist Mr. Mcclure with his music.85 According to Hazel, Johnny learned his

"mountain fiddling" style from his grandfather, a "mountain fiddler." He also played trick
83 Carol Mallett Riflcin, "42-Year-Old Summer Festival Is Back," 4s¢evz.//e Cz./z.ze#- rJ.meg,

27 June 2008; accessed at: www.citizen-times.com.

::Pb:#Huntley,Phoneinterview,170ctober20o6.
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fiddle. He lifted his leg and played under it, and he also played the fiddle on his back.86

Johnny's father was [Alcie] Rhymer and his grandfather was [Zekie] Rhymer. 87
Farmer 's Federation Picnics Leave Footprint on Hazel ' s Life

Hazel said she started singing the "country ballads" publicly at about thirteen years

old. James Mcclure heard her sing one of the ballads she learned from her grandmother.

Mcclure told her, "Hazel, nobody knows these old ballads but you." The Mcclure-Clarke
family brought her to the Farmer's Federation picnics to entertain. Hazel told me, "And from
then on, he was after me all the time to go on the picnics to sing those old songs. And I was
surprised because they took me about everyda-y to one: MCDowell, Yancey, all counties in
western North Carolina."88 This was back in the late 1930s.

Hazel explained to me in great detail the wonderful, charitable work of Jim Mcclure
and the Famier's Federation:

All of the farmers in western North Carolina in MCDowell, YanceyHvery year they
had a Farmer's Federation picnic. The Farmer's Federation was a very, very, very
old thing. The Mcclures set it up like that to give to the poor people. They were so

poor--the farmers were so poor trying to make a living on the red dirt and he [Jim
Mcclure] went sweeping around the country and it was wonderful the way the fields
were red, just old red clay, and then after he came and the Farmer's Federation gave
them seed and things, the hills became green and beautiful. And they gave a lot of
their money and themselves to the people here in North Carolina."89

A few moments later, after she had completed her lengthy description of how the "rugged
rock" and red clay were transformed into beautiful fields of green clover, she said, "They

86 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 20 June 2008.
87 I am uncertain of the spellings of their names; Hazel provided these manes but did not

§Pe±]a:::mRhf;::r:.persona|interview,25November2005.
89 Ibid.
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[Mcclure-Clarke Fanily] did it because they loved the mountains. They were very, very
wealthy people, those were."90 When I asked her how the country people felt about the

Mcclures in light of their wealth, she replied, "Everybody loved them." Hazel not only
cherishes her memories of performing at the picnics, she also maintains a strong visual

recollection of the great work of the Federation in the region. Her visualization and
descriptions of the green fields may have been solidified from years of singing along to "The

Pasture Song," which was performed at each picnic. The song is about how the land

transformed after the Federation gave fertilizer to the famers.9]
In my interview with Hazel and Betty Huntley, they recollected together about how
much of ajoumey it was to get to places like Bumsville on the dirt roads back then. The

effort mountain folk put forth in those days to travel and congregate for these picnics-ften
leaving before daylight to get to a particular destination and arriving home after nightfallhelps demonstrate the tremendous allure of the picnics. Hazel said a lot of singing went on in

the car on the way to and from picnics:

We rode with Mr. Mcclure and we'd sing in the car on the way to those places we

went-long way, like Brevard. We'd go [on] long trips and we'd sing. And he
would say, "Sing some Hazel." So, I sang a lot of songs on the road.92

The large numbers that congregated at the picnics is a reflection of their success during that
era. According to Ager, as many as 800 to 1000 people would gather at the picnics when they
became established in the early 1930s.93 Picnics were held two or three times a week from

90 Ibid.

9t I only leaned of this song on our visit on June 20, 2008. It was included in a new binder

that had Hazel's songs typed out. Unfortunately, I did not obtain a copy of it that day.
92 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
93 John Curtis Ager, We P/ow God's Fz.e/c7s (Boone, NC: Appalachian Consortium Press,
1991), 376.
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July 4th through August in order to fit in about fifteen picnics or one in each county that
housed a Farmer' s Federation.94

Fig. 12. Betty Huntley, Susie Clarke Hamilton (granddaughter of

Jim and Elizabeth Mcclure), and Hazel Rhymer at the old McclureClarke homeplace, Hickory Nut Gap Farm, October 4, 2006.

94 Betty Hunt|ey, phone interview,17 October 2006.
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Fig.13. Hazel Rhymer and Susan Pepper (author) at the Mcclure-Clarke
Farm, October 4, 2006. Photo from the personal collection of the author.

I asked Hazel about the role of the picnics on her singing.

SP: Do you think you would have sung so much if it had not been for the picnics?
HR: No, I wouldn't have had an opportunity to get around. I went to every county in
North Carolina and performed those old songs with the Farmer's Federation.95

If she had not sung the songs on those picnics, it is likely she would not be singing them for

me today, and there would have been many songs that she never would have learned.

Furthermore, the picnics and her involvement with the Farmer's Federation were highlights
of her life:
I wish, I wish, well I'm not though, [1 was] younger, so I could go to the schools [on

the picnics] and sing. But all the ones even who ran it-Mr. Mcclure is gone and Mr.
Dumont Clarke is on. They're all gone, so I don't think they have them [picnics]
95 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 22 July 2008.
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anymore. But we had good times singing all day long, singing all day and eating

fried chicken. And just having fun-that's what kept me young, having fun on those
Picnics. And I got a lot of practice with my singing that way too.96

Various Roles Of the Mcclure-Clarke Family in Promoting Mountain Music

Hazel told me on numerous occasions that Reverend Dumont Clark's wife, who she

also referred to as "the old woman," taught her a lot of songs. Reverend Dumont, Mcclure's
brother-in-law, directed a religious component within the Farmer's Feder?tion, which was
called the Lord's Acre Movement. It integrated Mr. Mcclure' s Christian ideals into the

collective by promoting farmers to tithe with agricultural goods and to set aside one acre of
their crops for this purpose. According to Annie Fain Liden in her thesis 773e Bc4sz.#ess a/

Taking the Egg and Turning It Into the Baby Chick: The Farmer 's Federation in Western
IVor/fe Ccrro/I.#cr, the Lord's Acre Movement became a model for similar projects not only in

the region but across the country and globe.97 Hazel says, "A lot of these songs cane from

the Clarke Family .... Ms. Clarke, Reverend Dumont Clarke's wife, she's the one who

taught me most of these songs. I mean a lot of them." Hazel often referred to an "old lady"
from the family who was "Elspeth' s mother-in-law"98 (Mrs. Dumont Clarke) from whom she
had learned some songs and who "researched all those things [songs]."99 Hazel remembered

having learned both "My Horses Ain't Hungry" and "Black Jack Davy" from "Mr. [Jim]

Mcclure." Susie Clarke Haniilton also suggested that Elizabeth Mcclure might have played
old phonograph records for Hazel.Ice

96 Ibid.

97 Liden, 20.

98 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
99 Hazel Rhymer, Betty Huntley, and Susie Hanilton, personal interview at Hickory Nut Gap
Farm, 4 October 2006.
loo Ibid.
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The kinship ties between the Clarke and Mcclure falnilies carried on to the next

generation, and their love of the mountain music has also been passed down through at least

four generations of the fanily. Dumont' s son, Jamie Clarke married Elizabeth (Elspeth),

daughter of Elizabeth and Jim Mcclure. Elspeth and Jamie inherited their parents'
appreciation of mountain music and continued to nurture the musical traditions in the region.

Hazel recalled how Janiie and Elspeth often came to Johrmy's and her home to hear the
"mountain songs."'°' Hazel also described crowded parties up at Hickory Nut Gorge: "Jamie

would have Johrmy up to his house on Hickory Nut Gorge and there would be hundreds of
people just scattered . . . sitting on the ground and everywhere else and that's where he
played a lot of fiddling."]°2 As Hazel often reminds me, Jamie Clarke became a congressman

from North Carolina (from the Eleventh Congressional District), after having served three
terms in the North Carolina Legislature. 103

Betty Huntley explained that Mr. Mcclure encouraged her to learn and memorize old
mountain ballads. Huntley shared, "Mr. Mcclure loved the old English ballads and asked me

if I would learn them, the] encouraged me to memorize some of those songs Hazel was
singing the other day [at our visit together at Hickory Nut Gap Farm in October 2006]."104 I

asked Betty how she felt about the ballads. She replied, "I thought they were unique."]°5

Betty was first exposed to religious songs in her early childhood from her father, who was a
minister and composed songs on the piano. He would ask her to help him sing them.

However, she did not learn the old ballads until her family moved to Hickory Nut Gap, where

101 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
102 Ibid.

:::£:;;'fi]u3n.t|ey,phoneinterview,170ctober2006.
105 Ibid.
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her father worked doing just about anything on the farm grounds. Elspeth Mcclure Clarke
taught Betty some songs. '°6 Betty Huntley is actually better documented than Hazel Rhymer

in some of the published and non-published records available on the Farmer's Federation.

Several of Betty Huntley's songs were recorded such as "Wayfndng Stranger" (recorded
November 9,1953) and "Silver Haired Daddy of Mine" (recorded November 13,1950); the

recordings are housed in the Farmer's Federation archives at Mars Hill. No recordings of
Hazel Rhymer have been located at Mars Hill College.

There are numerous references to Betty Huntley performing at picnics in We P/ow
God's Fields : The Lif e Of James G.K. Mcclure.'Or Mosit Of tk: rose perfo:rrrranees are

documented in letters that Elizabeth Mcclure sent to her daughter Elspeth and son-in-law
Jamie Clarke when they were in Washington D.C. where Jamie served in the 1940s.

Elizabeth Mcclure's letters are full of detail as she transcribed the events and music at the
picnics as they unfolded. This book also features some wonderful pictures of the picnics and

musicians including Johnny Rhymer playing with the band at the Famer's Federation
Warehouse meeting]°8 and three of Hazel's siblings, her older brother Claude Boone, and

younger siblings Betty Jean and Eugene with their two guitars at a picnic in Caldwell County
in 1943.109

One of Elizabeth's letters contains an interesting reference to a performance of
"Groundhog" by Hazel's brother Eugene who she refers to as "little Gene Boone." From a
Bumsville picnic in 1955, Elizabeth Clarke wrote: " . . . little Gene Boone is singing "Gro-u-

nd Hawg"-a most wonderful version that he undoubtedly learned from his grandfather as he
106 Ibid.

]°7 For references to Betty Huntley and her family's music, see Ager, 317, 381, and 388-9.

:::fbi:,r'338Zt
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sings it in the traditional half singing-half talking fashion of the pioneer, with a wonderful
drag and slur and melancholy whine to Gr-aa-o-und Haw-g that is just inimitable."I ]° This
passage demonstrates Elizabeth's zeal for mountain music, her close observation of
performances, and in particular her fascination with the older singing styles. Elizabeth's

flowery writing style illustrates her enchantment with the mountain people and their ways.

Hazel' s grandfather also appears as another singing member of the family and potential
influence on Hazel' s music, though she never mentioned him to me.
The Atmosphere at the Picnics

In October 2006, Susie Clarke Haniilton and I arranged a visit with Hazel and Betty

Huntley at Hickory Nut Gap Farm. Susie is the daughter of Jamie and Elspeth Clarke. She
developed a strong interest in the ballads and the old folk songs through her exposure to
mountain music throughout her childhood. When she was a little girl, she heard Hazel sing.

Over tea that afternoon, Susie, Hazel, and Betty clued me in on the great festivities that
occurred on these picnics. People flocked to the picnics. Betty and Hazel recall the "pop" of

the watermelon as it was cut and then passed out to everybody mid-day. They also served
fresh lemonade and sandwiches, which everybody enjoyed and enticed people to attend. As

M. Mcclure would approach the picnic site in his truck, he would yell out the window, "Are
you coming?"lil According to Ager in Wre P/ow GocJ's Fz.e/c7s, the dual puapose of the

picnics was to "educate people about the programs offered by the federation, and to
encourage the musical talent of the mountains, both string players and choirs and quartets

Ilo Ibid, 381.

I I I Hazel Rhymer, Betty Huntley, and Susie Hanilton, personal interview at Hickory Nut
Gap Farm, 4 October 2006.
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from rural churches."I '2 Within the agricultural franework of the Federation, there also

existed a cultural mission similar to that of Bascom Lanar Lunsford to uplift the mountain
people by honoring and promoting their mountain heritage and music. Clearly, they also

reaped the promotional benefits of the mountain heritage music in spectators who might be
persuaded to join the organization or buy fertilizer for their crops. Ager explained to me the

need to mix entertainment with the informational and educational aspects of the picnics. If it
had all been informational, it would not have been effective. 'L3 In addition to the music,

buck dancing, and faming information, there were numerous contests held at the picnics
such as: oldest and youngest married couple, largest family, bald-headed man, biggest liar,

and largest truckload of people who cane to the festival.I [4 "It just kept [the] audience
spellbound," Betty said. She explained that the people at the festival "took things sincerely"

and were "dyed in the wool."]]5 Betty's husband Bob was originally from New Jersey and

educated at Princeton before he moved to western North Carolina to work at the Farmer's
Federation. Since she was tied into the organization through her own work as well as her

husband's, Betty had a different perspective and attitude about the picnics than Hazel. She
clearly saw herself as slightly removed from the country farmers and other mountain folk.

She described Hazel to me as: "a darling-just a little pretty mountain girl is all I know how
to say it." She also added that Hazel "was always a gentle type of person."'[6

The Farmer's Federation was a cooperative that brought together people of various

social classes and backgrounds to improve the conditions of rural farmers in western North

:::fo8ir'A3:e6r.,persona|conversationatHickoryNutGapFarm,40ctober2006.
:::Pb:#Huntley,Phoneinterview,170ctober20o6.
I 16 Ibid.
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Carolina. The reality of class difference among the people who were involved in the
organization is sometimes starkly apparent, especially in comments made by Hazel, Betty,

and John Ager. However, social barriers broke down within the Farmer' s Federation and as
Hazel put it to me on the phone: "It was like a big family."117 Perhaps the Federation was in

part so effective as a result of the mutual admiration and respect that existed between the
organizers and the participants. Ultimately, at the picnics, everybodry was an active

participant, as evidenced by Elizabeth Mcclure' s letters and other accounts in We P/ow
God's Fields.Il8

Hazel and Johnny Rhymer, Betty Huntley, and other mountain musicians also

performed at fundraisers for the Farmer's Federation in northern cities including New York,
Washington D.C., and Philadelphia. Traveling to those cities and performing for large
crowds clearly left a deep impression on Hazel. Hazel told me on nulnerous occasions that

she had performed this or that ballad in Washington or New York City. They performed at
the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. She liked to perform "Lamp Lighting Time in the
Valley," which becane a hit in the 1930s when it was released by the Vagabonds.]'9 Both

she and Betty sang "Silver Haired Daddy of Mine," a song co-whtten by "singing cowboy"
Gene Autry and Jimmie Long. Gene Autry recorded this song in 1931, and by the end of the

I ]7 Hazel Rhymer, phone conversation, 2 July 2008.
]]8 See, in particular, the chapter "The Picnics," Ager, 376-398.
" ALccessed at th:e wefost+te The Birthplace Of Country Music.. In Association with the
S77cz.ffeso#z.cz# J73sfz.fz¢fz.o7®, http: //www. birthplaceofcountrymusic.org/node/239. A field

recording of "Lamp Lighting Time in the Valley" as performed by Ollie Gilbert in Mountain
View, Arkansas on March 12, 1970 is included on the on-line A4dr H##fer Fo/k So#g
Co//ccfz.o# at maxhunter.missouristate.edu/ 1083/index. html.
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year, it had sold over 500,000 records.'2° Hazel and Betty sang "Silver Haired Daddy of

Mine" in harmony during our visit at Hickory Nut Gap Farm.
On one occasion, before and after she sang the song "The Poor Widow" for me,
Hazel reminisced about performing it in Washington D.C. She said, "I used to sing it ["The

Poor Widow"] to the Clarkes because they loved it. Jamie asked me to sing it when we went
to Washington D.C. Those people couldn't get over [it]. That was back in the nineteen and

forties." After she finished singing the song, she went on to explain:

I was a very young girl when-back in the forties when I went to Washington D.C. I
sang this song, and there were people in the audience just wiping their eyes. They

had never heard anything like that before toause]. But I wouldn't take anything for
all of those old songs. And they're long-verse after verse after verse . . .'2[

The song "The Poor Widow" would have been appropriate at this venue since it is about a

starving family. What better song to help win over the hearts and solicit the funds of wealthy

northerners to contribute to the improvement of the livelihood and quality of life of farmers

in western North Carolina. According to John Ager, when Jim Mcclure brought down
potential benefactors to western North Carolina, he would also bring them to the picnics,
where they could meet local people and witness some of the lower standards of living
firsthand.122

Hazel sings twelve verses of the "The Poor Widow." The second and third verses
are:

]2° Accessed on the website CA47'by Country Music Television, Inc., a Viacom Company

and division of MTV Networks at www.cmt.com/artist/autry /autry-gene/bio.jhtml.
[2] Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 20 June 2008.
[22 John Ager, personal conversation at Hickory Nut Gap Fain, 4 October 2006.
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And very hard, this woman toiled
To feed her children four;

In honest pride, this woman went
Though she was very poor.

To labor, she would leave her home

Four children must be fed;

And glad was she when she could buy
A shilling' s worth of bread.
Hazel sings this song in a somber tone and communicates a deep feeling of sadness and

sorrow. Before she started the song, Hazel said, "My mother said that was a true story about
the widow .... it's a very sad story about a widow and her children. She had to raise her
children. It's a sad song but it's a beautiful old country song."]23 After she finished singing

it, she added, "That's a very sad song. But those are all true old songs. Yeah, they are.
They're true. But that poor widow .... "124 Traditional ballad singers are apt to comment on

how a song is "true" or was "supposed to have happened." Ted Hicks explained how singing
was "the way they carried the news .... "125 This perspective, perhaps, helps inspire the

emotion that ballad singers sometimes communicate through their performances. Without

changing the tempo or dynamics of a song, a traditional singer can convey feeling through
the quality and subtle variations of his or her tone. On the Soc7om fcr"re/ j4/a"":

Appalachian Ballads f rom Madison County, North Carolina, Cas TN aiIT+n exphirrs tuow
"Pretty Saro" was based on a true story. He says, "it was supposed to be a true song . . .

[23 Hazel Rhymer, interview, 20 June 2008.
124 Ibid.

125 Rosa and Ted Hicks, personal interview, 11 October 2007. See also Burton, So"e Bc7//crd
Folks, 1.
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showin', you know, how people loved. That man never did forget `Pretty Saro." Wallin
goes on to say, " . . . when you're singing a song, you wanna kindly get the expression of it

and sing-sing a song mostly like you mean it."]26 Some of the most moving ballad singers

do "get the expression" of a song which allows them to evoke the mood of the story or events
which transpire in a ballad or folk song.

Hazel would surely have been a crowd pleaser at the informal picnics as well as at the
regal fundraisers in northern cities, with her ability to communicate the humor in songs like

"Burglar Man" and "If I had but Fifty Cents." Furthemore, she could round out her
performance with serious, dranatic ballads like "The Old Man From the North Country,"
"My Horses Ain't Hungry," and "The Poor Widow." Hazel's singing style with her emotive
inflections she inserts into the music, humorous and dramatic songs alike, truly engages the
listener and often elicits a response such as laughter or tears.
Hazel Khymer: A Singer Of Old Ballads

I have often asked Hazel if she performed with Johnny's band. Indeed, there is a

photo of her doing just that when she was an older adult, perhaps in her fifties, in her
personal collection. Betty said that the band did sometimes back Hazel up "unless it was just
some old song Mr. Mcclure had her singing."[27 She said that sometimes Hazel also sang
with her older brother Carl and younger sister Betty.[28

In my discussions with Hazel, she recalled singing with her sisters on the radio as a

young girl, however she never spoke of performing with the Farmer' s Federation Band at the

[26 Fth Arhoerg, Sodom Laurel Album: Appalachian Ballads from Madison County, North
Ccrro/I.#cr, accompanying CD to Sodo" £¢a/re/ j4/b"in, Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press in association with the Center for Documentary Studies, 2002.

:::Pbe£#Huntley,Phoneinterview,170ctober2006.
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picnics nor on any other occasion. Instead, she gave the impression that her primary role as a

perfomer was to sing unaccompanied ballads and folks songs independently. In the various
field recordings, newspaper articles and other documents about the Farmer's Federation
picnics and the Mountain Dance and Folk Festival, Hazel is never mentioned or included

with Johnny and the Farmer's Federation Band.
Hazel explained to me: "I didn't sing those ballads with music. Most of them, they

have minor keys, and you just can't play music with them-maybe strumming or something.
I didn't Play instruments. I just sang, and mostly without music, you know."L29

The extent to which she performed with the band is not of particular interest. What is
important is that Hazel defines herself as a ballad singer, and the experiences that she

highlights to me support that identification. Furthemore, the performance background she
has shared with me helps explain why and how she took on the identity of a ballad singer,

and not, for example, that of a lead or back-up singer in her husband's mountain stringband.
Clearly, Hazel did perform with Johrmy on occasion, but that experience, for whatever
reason, was not as significant to her nor as memorable. Perhaps her true opportunities to
express herself and to receive recognition were based on her solo performances, particularly

her performance of the songs of her childhood that she learned from her mother,
grandmother, and other kin as well as early commercial country songs, which she
incoaporated into her repertoire. Hazel takes tremendous pride in both her heritage and her
knowledge of the songs as well as her ability to now share and pass them on to other singers

of a younger generation:

`29 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 3 February 2006.
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I'm glad you all came when you did because I am 82 years old, and I can't imagine

singing these songs before I was married, a teenager, not even a teenager, I don't

guess, ten, twelve years old. And I don't know what caused me to remember the

words. It's like God taught me to remember the words and they're on my brain, and
they'll never go away [laughs]. People here [at the retirement home] ask me, "You

said your memory is bad Hazel. How in the world do you remember these songs a
mile long?»130

Hazel has a strong respect for the ballads and a sense of their importance as well as a
desire that they be passed on. These sentiments and concerns over the longevity of ballad
traditions seem to be typical among older ballad singers. Her decision to turn over her and

husband's memorabilia to the W.L. Eury Appalachian Collection at Appalachian State

University illustrates her true commitment to help pass on and perpetuate mountain music
traditions. Undoubtedly, as one considers the various influences on Hazel' s music, it would

be her grandmother Nancy Cody and her mother Altha Boone who gave her a foundation in
their singing of old ballads and songs. The opportunities she received through the Farmer' s

Federation Picnics and through Bascom Lamar Lunsford and his Mountain Dance and Folk
Festival nurtured her love of unaccompanied singing and allowed her to perform, expand her
repertoire, and take pride in her "mountain heritage."

130 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
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CHAPTER 4
Hazel's Music Inside-Out

Hazel 's Repertoire

For the scope of this project, it is helpful to draw a distinction between the songs with

which Hazel is finiiliar and those she makes her own-the ones that we could truly consider
to be a pat of her lifetime performance repertoire. Hazel's repertoire consists of about thirty
songs, although she has clearly been immersed in a much larger body of mountain music (see
Appendix A for song repertoire list). The songs included in her repertoire are ones that she

knows well and has more than likely performed repeatedly in the past. I would attribute her
continued mastery of these songs to her singing and performing them regularly. Her old
songbook contains sixty-eight songs, but for reasons that I will discuss later, only seven of

them are included in what I designate as her repertoire. In addition, she has sung snippets of

other songs for me as well as joined me in singing other songs that are not included in her
songbook.

Hazel also gave me a homemade tape, which includes twenty-one songs, of which she

sang for me all but four. The fact she sang to me the same general body of songs that she
committed to tape in her private time suggests that despite my bias towards older, less

commercial songs, she has presented me with a fair sanipling of her repertoire. This is

probably due, in part, to my approach of letting her share freely with me and thus letting her
reveal her life and music to me in a more objective and holistic way. A list of the songs on

her homemade tape as well as the entire contents of her old songbook are included in order to
give the reader a glimpse of Hazel's various influences and choice of repertoire (see

Appendices 8 and C). Her repertoire is composed of hymns, folk songs and ballads,
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including Child Ballads, British Broadsides and Native American Ballads, that she learned

from members of her family and community. In addition, she draws many of her songs from
Tin Pan Alley and early commercial popular and country music. Hazel is familiar with many
of the songs that are included in her old black songbook such as "Farther Along,"

"Watermelon on the Vine," and "The Storms are on the Ocean." She was able to sing the

first verse or remember some of the tune to most of the songs, but she would reach a point
where she could not remember how to sing the rest of it. Hazel clearly had significant

exposure to "mountain music" that was popular during her lifetime, in particular from the
1930s to the 1950s. Many of the popular titles that Hazel sings were integrated into

"traditional" mountain music repertoire such as "Burglar Man," "Little Rosewood Casket,"
"Daddy Don't Go To the Mines," and "May I Sleep in Your Barn Mister."

Two particular fascinating songs from Hazel' s repertoire which I will examine further
in this section were passed to her directly from her grandmother, Nancy Cody. One is a

Native American ballad called "The Madison County Crew" that was written about a murder
in Madison County that occurred in 1894. There is a written text of the song entitled "Sams
and Morgan" housed in the archives at Mars Hill College. Hazel's singing of this song,

which I recorded, is the only audio record of this song known. "The Madison County Crew"

is related and probably derived from the song "The Rowan County Crew" alternately titled
"The Rowan County Feud,"131 which was an account of a murder that took place on Election

[3] Accessed on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rowan County_War; Asa Martin and the

Cumberland Rangers, Dr. Gz.#ger B/#e, prod. and arinotated by Guthrie T. Meade and Mark
Wilson, notes,19 (Somerville, Mass.: Rounder Records,1974).
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Day in 1884[32 between members of the Martin and Tolliver families[33 who were involved

in a century long feud in Rowan County, Kentucky.
Hazel sings a spirited version of "The Old Man from the North County," which is a
version of "The Two Sisters" (Child 10). She claims Bascom Lamar Lunsford learned this

song from her and described to me a night at the Asheville Mountain Folk and Dance
Festival when Bascom and his son learned songs from her backstage.
"The Madison County Crew" : an Old and Rare "New World" Ballad

"The Madison Country Crew," also known as "Sams and Morgan," recounts a murder

committed in 1894 by a John Robert Sans who at that time was a former president of Mars
Hill College.134 The murder occurred on Valentine's Day of that year, when Willis Morgan,

a student at Mars Hill College cane to Sans' house to cout his daughter.135
"The Madison County Crew"`36

(As sung by Hazel Rhymer)
1 . Come gentleman and ladies,

Come fathers and mothers too,
1'11 relate to you a story

Of a Madison County Crew.
2. It was in the month of April

One cold and snowy night,
132 Ibid.

`33 Guthrie T. Meade and Mark Wilson, Dr. Gz.#ger B/we, notes, 9. Also, these notes provide

other sources for recordings of "The Rowan County Crew."

]34 Blaise Shaw, "Making History at Mars Hill College," 7lJ!e f7z.///ap: 1-2; accessed at

P3¥:;/#;I:t.OP.nthc.edull20301thistorynight.asp.
[36 A recording of Hazel's rendition of "The Madison County Crew" is available on the

Hazel Rhymer DVD sanipler, see appendix L.
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When Morgan left his room, sir
Went to see his intended wife.
3. He knocked upon the door

Sans ordered him away.
Said if you come again, sir
1'11 take your life away.

4. Within one half an hour
That knock was heard again.

Sans stepped to the door
With a shotgun in his hand.
5. He raised it to his shoulder

And taking deadly aim.

Poor Sams['] heart was ruled and tom up
By a cruel and insolent man.

According to Jeffrey Smith, an undergraduate history major at Mars Hill College who in
2001 wrote his senior thesis on the ballad "Sanls and Morgan," this murder remains shrouded
in mystery, as only vague details were given in the news report in the .4sfeew.//e D¢z7y Cztz.ze72

on February 15,1894, the day following the murder. There was only one mention of the

murder in the college publications that year, and it did not disclose the identity of the
murderer who was simply described as a "prominent person" in Mars Hill.L37 Smith

indicates that there was probably a "polite effort" made on the part of the college as well as
local newspapers to protect the reputation of the former college president. It seems that the

higher powers in the region wanted this murder case to disappear, and yet despite their

137 Ibid, 2.
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efforts, someone wrote a song about it that is still known and sung by at least one woman
today, one hundred and fourteen years later. Music can indeed preserve history and folklore.

It was Jeffrey Smith's discovery of the ballad text of "Sans and Morgan" that apparently
inspired him to research this murder case.

According to Smith, Willis Morgan was interested in Sams' fourteen-year old

daughter, Mac, but Sams did not approve of the relationship. Morgan showed up at the Salns'
home intoxicated on the afternoon of February 14, 1894, and when he returned again that

evening, Sans shot at him from the door, apparently in defense of his and his daughter's
lives. '38 There are some other mysterious details surounding the murder. For example,

Morgan was found dead with a pistol in his hand that actually belonged to the town
physician, who in turn denied having any knowledge of how this had occurred.[39 There was

also speculation that the murder was related to a Masonic conspiracy. ]4° Jeffrey Smith had a
difficult time in his research about the ballad, and according to 772e J7z.///ap, some community

members are still reluctant to provide information related to the event.
The ballad text in the Bascom Laniar Lunsford Collection at Mars Hill College is

called "Sans and Morgan." At the end of the text, the author's name is given (but nearly
illegible) and is said to have come from Yancey County. The mane of the person who

provided the text is [Preces] Creek, who heard it sung at the age of fourteen. The name of
the singer who [Preces] heard it from is noted on the handwritten ballet as well but it is also
difficult to decipher. Most of this text is very similar to Hazel's except it includes several

more verses and the tone is much more sympathetic to Morgan. An addition in the first verse
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already creates the bias that Morgan is an innocent lover. In the fifth verse, this point of view
is solidified:

"Sons and Morgan%14l

(Deviations and additions from Hazel's version are delineated in bold.)
1 . Come gentleman and ladies,

Come fathers and mothers too,
1'11 relate to you the story

Of a Madison County Crew,

Who with deadly weapons and with a wi]lfu] strife
Conspired against a lover
To take his innocent life.
2. It was in the month of April

One cold and frosty night,
When Morgan left his room sir
To see his intended wife.

3. He knocked upon the door

Sans ordered him away.
Says if you come again sir
1'11 take your life away.

4. In one half an hour
His knock was heard again.

Sams stepped to the door

With a shot gun in his hand.

]4[ Transcription of handwritten ballad "Sans and Morgan" accessed in the Bascom Lanar

Lunsford Manuscript Collection, Appalachian Room Archives at the Liston 8. Ramsey
Center for Regional Studies, Mars Hill College.
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5. He raised it to his shoulder

And taking deadly ain.
Morgan's life was ended

A pure and innocent man.
6. They took him to his room

One eighth of a mile away.

They laid him on the floor
Until the [dawning] of day.
7. His father came to see him

With the Bible in his hand.
Said he came to his death
By a cruel assassin's hand.
8. The burial procession's

Soon started for the toombe (?tomb).
Mars Hill was left behind a village

Of death, gloom and despair.
9. I never more shall see him

In this cruel world again.

But oh lord, may I meet him

In a bright and fairer land
"Writen [written] by [Pausy] Wilson [Houy] who came from Yancey Co. She heard

Les[sJ HudgL]'s sing it. [Preces] Creek heard it when she was 14."

This rendition of the song develops the love story that envelopes this murder case. In

the first verse, there is the addition of, "Who with deadly weapons and with a willful strife,
co#spz.rec7 czgrz.#sf cr /over to take his innocent life." In Hazel's version, good and evil are
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reversed. The last verses of her version are: "Poor Sams[s'] heart was ruled and tom up by a

cruel and insolent man." Furthermore, the text "Sams and Morgan" develops further the

aftemath of the murder with Morgan's father coming to see his dead son's body. The
sympathy is turned towards a grief-struck father who carries a Bible in his hand. After the
funeral procession carries the corpse to the tomb, Mars Hill is transformed into "a village of

death, gloom, and despair." Finally, the last stanza of "Sams and Morgan" conveys a

sorrowful, sentimental tone that could represent the perspective of either Morgan's father or
his lover: "I never more shall see him in this cruel world again/ But oh lord, may I meet him

in a bright and fairer land."
Clearly, Hazel's version favors Sanis' innocence while the text "Sams and Morgan"
depicts the murderer as a "cruel assassin." It is significant that two versions of the song have

been in circulation that are closely related and seem to have originated from one source; and

yet, changes and omissions from one version to the other alter the meaning of the song. It

would be interesting to lean of other versions of this Madison County ballad to know where
the sympathies most often lie. How did Hazel's version come to reflect the killer Sanls'

innocence rather than the suitor Morgan's? Where did Hazel's grandmother, Nancy Cody,
first hear "The Madison County Crew" and what particular version did she hear? Likely,

some alteration occurred from the time that Ms. Cody heard it to the time that I heard it
performed by Hazel. Some of the mysteries surounding the song's origins and its meanings
will probably always remain a mystery; however, further research about "The Madison

County Crew" or "Sams and Morgan" amongst ballad singing families and their descendants
that still reside in Madison County today could be worthwhile.
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North Carolina Folk Heritage award winning ballad singer, Bobby MCMillon of

Lenoir, North Carolina, made me aware of the song "The Rowan County Crew" and
suggested that it might relate to "The Madison County Crew." The parallels between the
songs suggest this is the case. In all likelihood, "The Madison County Crew" was inspired

by "The Rowan County Crew," since it is about a murder that took place ten years following
the double murder in Rowan County. Also, "The Rowan County Crew" seems to have been
in greater circulation in the oral tradition in Rowan County; it eventually made its way onto

several commercial records by folk artists. "The Rowan County Crew" was recorded by Asa
Martin and the Cumberland Rangers on the LP Dr. Gz.nger B/"e, as well as Dock Boggs,[42

who performs his own banjo rendition that is over six minutes long on Smithsonian
Folkways. Robert L. Days sings "The Rowan County Crew" in an old-sounding
unaccompanied style on the compilation Ke#/"cky A4lo##/crz.# A4l"sz.c.. C/czssz.c Jtecordz.jegr a/
ffee /920s cr72c7 /9305. 143 The song is also the first track on the Bruce Buckley album Ofej.a

Bcz//crc7s released on Folkways Records in 1955.[44 A version entitled "The Tolliver Song"

[Law[s] E 20] is included in Fo/fr-Songs o/ffee So"f73er72 U#z.fed S/c7/es. "

According to the Guthrie Meade and Mark Wilson in the notes of Dr. Gz.#ger B/z4e,

this song was widely known across Rowan County. Many people could sing twelve verses of
it, and copies of the ballad text were also in circulation.L46 The notes also indicate that "The

142 Mike Seeger, producer, Doc4 Boggr.. fJz.s Fo/tways yecJrs /963-/968, CD and booklet,
Washington D.C. : Smithsonian Folkways,1998.
\43 RIch2rrdINev."s, Kentucky Mountain Music: Classic Recordings Of the 1920s and 1930s,7
sound discs, vol.1, N.p.: Yazoo Records, 2003.
144 Accessed on http://www.discogs.com/1399375.
\4_5 ]osjHchH. Cowls, Folk-Songs Of the Southern United States (Folk-Songs du Midi des

i/czfs-U7#.sJ, ed., D.K. Wilgus (Published for the American Folklore Society, Austin and
London: University of Texas Press,1967),161.
[46 Guthrie T. Meade and Mark Wilson, Dr. Gz.#ger B/"e, notes, 9.
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Rowan County Crew" was most often sung to either the tune of "Texas Rangers" or the tune
that Doc Boggs uses.]47 Meade and Wilson's comments as well as the existence of various

handwhtten song texts and commercial recordings suggest that "The Rowan County Crew"
achieved a much greater recognition in Rowan County as well as regionally than did "The
Madison County Crew." This is probably because the incidences in Rowan County stemmed

from a long-standing feud between two faniilies, while the circumstances behind the murder
at Mars Hill were, perhaps, less understood or known by the community at large.
There are a lot of similarities between the two songs. They both begin with the
"Come gentleman and ladies" verse. Doc Boggs sings, "Come all you mothers and fathers,
brothers and sisters too/ 1'11 relate to you the history of the Rowan Country Crew .... " In

the second verse of Boggs and Asa Martin's versions, they sing, "it was in the month of . . . "

which is similar to "The Madison County Crew." In both Martin's version and another
version called "The Tolliver Song," the "door" to a grocery is an important part of the stage

of the murder, just like the door of Sam's house in "The Madison County Crew." In "The

Rowan County Crew," one or more of the protagonists "stepped up" to the bar of the grocery,
which parallels Sans who "stepped up" to the door. The word "tomb" is also used in "The

Rowan County Crew" performed by Asa Martin, which corresponds to the ballad text "Sams
and Morgan." The somber tone of the ending of "Sams and Morgan" corresponds more
closely with "The Rowan County Crew" than Hazel's version of "The Madison County

Crew." Three of four different versions of "The Rowan County Crew" aforementioned,
excluding Doc Boggs', end with a waming to the listener. Asa Martin's version ends:

Young men please take this waming,
From the fate of these two men.
147 Ibid' ,9.
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Your guns will cause you trouble,
On this you can depend.

In the bottom of a whiskey glass,
A lurking devil dwells,

That bums the throat of those that drink,
And sends their souls to hell. [48

Hazel is unfamiliar with the historical events which inspired "The Madison County

Crew," even though the murder involved high-profile individuals who lived in her mother's
and grandmother' s community in Madison County, North Carolina. The only details she

recalls are her mother telling her it was based on a true story and that the dead body was laid
out on the table. Hazel said she remembered that detail because it was so strange.

Furthermore, Hazel has no knowledge of who wrote this song, even though the author came

from Yancey County where Hazel's father grew up. Probably in part the effort to bury this
scandal has contributed to Hazel's lack of knowledge about the details. But it also seems that

Hazel has the tendency create to her own imaginary associations for songs of differing
origins. For example, the song "Rocking Alone in an Old Rocking Chair" triggers her

memories of her grandmother rocking in her "old rocking chair" on the porch. She started

singing the song one day, and interrupted herself after the first line "Rocking alone in an old
rocking chair . . . " and said, "I had pictures of my Grandmother rocking in ffecr/ old rocking

chair."149 This comment seems to reflect in pat her memory loss, but also an interplay in her

mind between fiction in the songs and memories of real events and scenes from her own life.

Hazel's rendition of "The Madison County Crew" suggests that the form and style of
the song have been more important to her than the historical ties of this song to her
'48 Guthrie T. Meade and Mark Wilson, Dr. Gz.nger B/"e, notes, 9.
[49 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
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community of origin. She sings this Native American ballad, "Madison County Crew," with
a similar frame of mind as when she sings a Child ballad or Broadside. One characteristic

often associated with folk music is that the composer/author is anonymous, unknown, or
insignificant to .the tradition bearers.]5° Hazel's performance of this song illustrates how a

Native American ballad can meld into oral tradition and folklore, losing its association with a
specific author.

At the same time, it must be noted that there are communities in which folk songs or
ballads are tied to the landscape of a particular place. The book 4 Tree 4cc#rs/ presents the
lore behind the ballad "Frankie Silvers" as told by Bobby MCMillon. The ballad is based on

the murder of Charlie Silvers, Bobby's third cousin,'5] in the area of the Toe River in
Mitchell and Yancey Counties, North Carolina in 1831. The lore and tie to place have been

so well preserved around this murder and the murder ballad "Frankie Silvers," that singer

Bobby MCMillon drew a detailed map of the Toe River area where Charlie and Frankie and
their relatives lived. The map, which is included in i4 Tree 4cc"rs/, depicts geographical

landmarks such as names of mountains and roads and also indicates where the murder and
related events occured.[52 This map is fascinating because it represents an intersection of
lore and reality, but it is visual and accessible to the outside world. A dot on MCMillon's

map points out a "hainted house" that is located near Shelving Rock as well as the Silver
Cemetery. In this way, MCMillon' s map is a visual representation of "cultural landscape" L53

150 Brunvand,12.

\5\ Darlid w . Pa;tterson, Bobby MCMillon and A Tree Accurst.. Stories Of Frankie Silver,

{f2h[##4£:;5=dLondon:UhiversityofNorihcarolinapress,2ooo),32.

153 Wendell Berry refers to BaITy Lopez's writings about the "cultural landscape" of the

Eskimos. In Berry's words, the "cultural landscape" of the Eskimos is "the landscape as
they know it-that is always a little different from the actual landscape, which nobody will
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where the people and their tales-their lives together and their imaginations-are
inextricably linked with the features of the natural topography. Wendell Berry says:
In a functioning culture the landscape is full of stories. Stories adhere to it. And

they're most interesting when they're told within the landscape. If say, an oralhistory project records somebody' s story and puts it in the university archives, then
it's a different story. It' s become isolated, misplaced, displaced. L54

Traditionally in southern Appalachia, folk music has reflected the natural environment and
the culture of its people.

West Virginia native Raige Elizabeth Pierson wrote a Master's Thesis "Pretty Polly' :

Following the Threads of a Murdered Girl Ballad," in which she claims to have found the
location of the "real" woman in history who inspired the ballad "Pretty Polly." In a

presentation at the Annual Meeting of the American Folklore Society in 2006, Pierson

suggested that there were different regions in Appalachia that identified with the song and
claimed that the ballad was whtten about "their" Polly. On one level, this indicates that the
murder of young girls was a trend. On another, it illustrates how some ballads were part of a
community ' s consciousness and identity.

"Tom Dooley," another murder ballad that originated in the Appalachian Mountains,
is also connected to place. Pearl Hicks understood that this ballad was based on event that

had occurred in a nearby county, but she did not know about the history of the murder in any
great detail. This is just to say that the importance of historical background of a ballad might
depend on the ballad singer as well as the community in which a song is sung. It would

probably depend most on whether or not a singer had connections to people involved in the

ever fully know" in Jeff Feamside, "Digging In: Wendell Beny on Small Farms, Local
Wisdom, and the Folly of Greed," 773e S"# 391, July 2008: 5.
154 Feamside, 5.
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murder events as well as the liveliness of the folklore and tales that were perpetuated about

the murder in the singer's community.
"The Old Man from the North Country" : An Old World Ballad in America

Hazel sings a wonderful version of "The Old Man From the North Country," which
like "The Madison County Crew," she learned from her grandmother Nancy Cody. This
"murder love song,"155 in which an older sister kills her younger sister, is one of the most

falnous and widespread as well as oldest in the Anglo-American ballad tradition. There are

fascinating different versions of this ballad. Hazel' s version does not reveal the motive for

the murder but other variants of this ballad indicate that the two sisters were both in love with
the same man. Lee Mouroe Presnell performs a beautiful version of the "Two Sisters" on
The Traditional Music Of Beech Mountain, North Carolina, V of.1. Aiccording to Serndy
Paton in the liner notes of that album, Presnell's refrain is relatively rare. The ballad begins:

There were two sisters that loved one man
Jenny, flower gentry rosemary;

And the youngest of them he loved the best,
And the jury hangs over the rosemary.

In Hazel's "The Old Man from the North Country," the father (who is the "old man
from the North Country") buys his youngest daughter a silken hat. The eldest, in turn,
pushes the youngest one into the river and her drowned body floats down to the miller's
pond. Some versions from the Appalachian region which have a similar structure and refrain
as Hazel's include: Virginia singer Horton Barker's "Bow and Balance,"156 "There was a

[55 Sheila Kay Adanis, ballad workshop at Mountain Gateway Museum, Old Fort, North
Carolina, 5 August 2006.
'56 Sandy Paton, producer. fJor/o73 Bcrr4er.. rrczdztz.o#cr/ Sz.#ger, analog disc and notes,
Washington D.C.: Folkways Records,1962.
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young sailor" or "1'11 be true to my love" by Clarice Shelor of Dan, Virginia]57 as well as
"Bow Your Bend to Me" in Jean Ritchie' s Fo/4 Sor3gr a/ffee So"/feer# 4ppcz/crcfoz.cz#s.

Bascom Lamar Lunsford' s version of "The Man from the North Country" as transcribed
from a recording he made in 1949 in Washington D.C.,[58 is all but identical to Hazel's

except for a slight moderation to the refrain. As for Lunsford's source for the song, Bronson
whtes that he learned it "in the region around Asheville, N.C." but no actual source or singer
is listed. Like Lunsford's, a version provided by Otis R. Kuykendall of Asheville in 1939 in

The Frank C. Brown Collection Of North Carolina Folklore is alrrrost idenfjroal to Hal:zi3r s

word for word. [59 It has the same six verses. Kuykendall carries the refrain throughout,

unlike Lunsford's version which drops part of the refrain after he sings the first verse. The
only difference in Kuykendall's version is the use of "water's brink" in place of Hazel's

"water's brim" in the third verse.
"The Old Man from the North Country"160

(As sung by Hazel Rhymer)
[HR: This is the story about the old man from the North Country. It seems like he
Was living there all alone in the woods . . . L6L]

1 . There was an old man from the North Country

Bow dour,
'57_AiccessedonDigitalLibraryOfAppalachia:hip..I/wwvJ.acardra.ore.
'S8 Bedran!dHarrisBrouson, The Traditional Tunes Of the Child Ballads With Their Texts

According to the Extant Records Of Great Britain and America, Vof.1 (Pri"ceton,Nil..
Princeton University Press, 1959), 151.

]59 Henry M. Belden and Arthur Palmer Hudson, eds., 7lfoe Frcr#4 C. Browg Co//ecfz.o# a/

North Carolina Folklore, Vol. 11: Folk Ballads f rom North Carolina (DNIrfuz]rn,INC.. Dulse
University Press,1952), 33.
]6° A recording of Hazel's rendition of "The Old Man from the North Country" is included

on the DVD Sampler in Appendix L.

161 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005.
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There was an old man from the North County
Bow down and balance me,

There was an old man from the North Country
He had daughters one, two, three
And 1'11 be true to you my love

If you'll be true to me.

[This format with the "Bow dow" refrain is repeated in each verse.]
2. He bought the youngest a silken hat . . .

He bought the youngest a silken hat . . .

He bought the youngest a silken hat
The eldest daughter couldn't stand that . . .

3. They walked down by the waters brim . . .

They walked down by the waters brim . . .

They walked down by the waters brim
The eldest pushed the youngest in . . .

4. She floated down to the miller's dam . . .

She floated down to the miller's dam . . .

She floated down to the miller's dam
The miller drew her to dry ground . . .

5. And from her hand he took five rings . . .
From her hands he took five rings . . .

From her hand he took five rings
Then he pushed her in again . . .

6. They hung the miller on the gallows high
They hung the miller on the gallows high . .

They hung the miller on the gallows high
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The eldest daughter hung close by . . .

[HR: Boy, I'm telling you that one is so old. The oldest sister wasjealous of the

younger girl and she pushed her into the dani (chuckles).]

One of the most striking aspects of Hazel's performance is that the melody and singing of the
singer do not immediately reflect its content and message. Despite the tragic and macabre

drama, the song is upbeat. With its catchy refrain "bow down and balance me," "The Man
from the North Country," imbues a cheerful air and is enjoyable to sing and hear. This
ballad was likely used to accompany dances in an earlier era, when a singer's voice might

substitute for instruments. However, during Hazel's life, she sang this as an unaccompanied
ballad for her own enjoyment or to entertain, rather than to accompany a dance.[62 To recap

the story, in Hazel's rendition, a father buys his youngest daughter a silken hat. (In other
versions, the silken hat is often substituted by a beaver hat.) The eldest daughter, in ajealous
rage, pushes her younger sister into a river. She drowns and floats down to the miller's dam.

The miller steals the rings from her fingers and pushes her back into the water. Ultimately,

the miller and eldest daughter are hung "on the gallows high" one next to the other.
Jessica Braun-Ferris, a singer, recounted how ballad scholar and singer Margaret

Bennett taught a fragment of a song in Gaelic that was related to "The Two Sisters" at the
Gaelic Singing School at Lees-MCRae College in Banner Elk, North Carolina. In the Gaelic

song, one sister braids the other sister's hair to seaweed, so that the sister will drown when
the tide comes up. ]63 That the themes and storyline of this song remain intact despite

modifications in versions across different regions of the world is a testanent to the

]62 For a discussion of "play-party songs," see Brunvand, 281, 443-445.
]63 Jessica Braun-Ferris, personal conversation in Todd, North Carolina, 5 October 2008.
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remarkable strength of individual and collective memory that is expressed through the ballad
tradition.

Looking finther into the content of "The Old Man from the North Country," one must
wonder why the eldest daughter would be so jealous of her father buying her younger sister
the silken hat. Likely, the prospects of marriage and spinsterhood are at stake. Perhaps, the

father in buying his youngest daughter a new hat has pronounced the eldest daughter
ineligible for marriage. The youngest is now equipped to attract a suitor with her new hat. In

other versions collected in Vermont and Yorkshire in the early twentieth century, after it is
established that an old man lives in the North Country, in later verses, aj;ocj;cg man comes to

the North Country and he brings a gift, be it a scarf or beaver hat, to the youngest daughter.

Hazel's and Bascom Lamar Lunsford's versions both leave out the "young man" from

the North Country. All of the words are the same throughout their versions with just a few
minor variations. First Lunsford begins, "Was an old man in the North Country" instead of
Hazel's "772ere was an old man .... " In the first verse, Lunsford performs the complete

refrain like Hazel; however, he collapses the refrain in the five verses that follow. In the first

verse, he follows the first phrase ("Was an old man from the North Country") with "Bow

Down," and after the next phrase (repetition of "Was an old man from the North Country"),
he inserts "Bow down and balance t' me" like Hazel. However, in the final five verses, he

sings "Bow down, bow down" after the first phrase and completely omits the "bow down and
balance t' me" refrain after the second phrase. However, throughout all the verses, he
continues with the last part of the refrain: "1'11 be true to you, my love, if you'11 be true to

me." Overall, their versions parallel one another; the slight variations between their

renditions are emblematic of balladry.
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The melodies that Hazel and Lunsford use appear similar, with some of the same
interval shifts between notes, especially in the first two phrases. Looking at Bronson' s
rrNIstroal "oidrd]on .ir\ The Traditional Tunes Of the Child Ballads With Their Texts According to
/72e Ex/¢72/ Records a/Gre¢f Brzt¢z.# cz7€d.4merz.ccr, it is apparent that Lunsford sang the song

with a lot of variation from verse to verse. However, it is difficult to compare the tunes

without a copy of Bascom Lamar Lunsford's actual recording of the song from the Library of
Congress.

When I related to Hazel that Bascom Lamar Lunsford sang her same version (or at
least lyrics) of this ballad, she told me that he had learned it from her. Hazel describes to me

how Bascom and his son learned songs from her.

SP: You know, Bascom Lamar Lunsford, he sung the same version of you of "The

[Old] Man From the North Country" and I wondered why?
HR: Well, he heard me sing it on the Mountain Jamboree. And, Bascom Lunsford

got quite a few words-songs-from me. Bascom and Bascom Lamar Lunsford, his
son, did too. 0, that was a long time ago. They're both dead now, I guess, because

they were old then.

SP: Did they get them from your Grandma?

HR: They got them from me. I was just a little-I've known these all my life, just
about. Bascom Lamar Lunsford and Bascom, we were at the Mountain Follies at the
Asheville Civic Center backstage and that's when they heard me sing those songs for
them. Backstage at the Asheville Civic Center. It's called the Mountain Folk

Festival. I don't thinkuth, I know they don't have that anymore.[64
The Mountain Dance and Folk Festival is still held annually at the Asheville Civic Center,

but unfortunately, Hazel has been cut off from the old-time music scene and performance
venues since the death of her husband Johnny Rhymer in the early 2000s and particularly

L64 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 20 June 2008.
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since her move to a retirement community. Hazel has talked a lot about her and Johnny's

friendship with Bascom Lamar Lunsford and how they would go to his house on Turkey
Creek for lively and crowded music parties. However, it was only on my most recent visit in

June of 2008, when I asked her about the similarities between Lunsford and her versions of

"The Old Man from the North Country" that she described to me in vivid detail an evening
when she shared her music with Bascom Lamar Lunsford and his son. Hazel's account
seems plausible. She never gave any indication that she had learned songs from Lunsford,

only the opposite-that he and his son had learned from her.
Hazel's Old Songbook: A Symbolic Memory Tool

Hazel's original and largest songbook includes sixty-seven songs. The pages contain

handwritten lyrics in a pretty cursive handwriting and are enclosed in an old, crumbling black
binder. Hazel has confusion around the origins of this songbook, an instance in which

Hazel's failing memory clouds our understanding of some of the details of her musical and
life story. However, a lot of information and insight can still be gleaned from her patchwork
account.

On our very first meeting in fall 2005, accompanied by Dr. Fred Hay, Hazel told me

that the songbook had belonged to Johnny's first girlfriend. On that same day, she even

offered to give me the book, but I declined-saying that I would be interested in getting a
copy made instead. On another occasion, Hazel suggested that a long time ago, somebody
might have given her the lyrics which she then copied longhand. This is possible since the

lyrics seem to have been whtten out all at once in a neat, pretty cursive handwhting, with a
few additional pages and scraps clearly added to the book at a different time. However, a
footnote at the end of the song "Forgive Me" reads: "You can type this and read it better." It
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appears that someone may have whtten out this songbook for Hazel, Johnny or someone else
(since a person writing a songbook for herself would not typically leave such a suggestion to
type it Out).

Though Hazel gives differing accounts of where the book came from, she definitely
claims it as her own, always referring to it as "my songbook." She was very concerned over
the course of several months when her songbook was missing. She would often say
something like, "If I only had my songbook. I wish they'd give it back." One time, she

explained, "As the years go by, you sort of forget what all you did sing. And if I had my

book-it makes me mad. Because if I had my book, it has them written down."165 She
thought first that it had been lost when she moved from independent to assisted living (which
occurred after our first meeting). Then, she thought her brother Ernest R. "Cheeze" Boone
had it.

The irony is that despite her wony over the missing songbook (which eventually did
reappear), it only includes seven of the thirty or more songs which she sang over the course
of our visits. These songs are "If I had But Fifty Cents," "The Letter Edged in Black,"

"Lanp Lighting Time in the Valley," "I Wish I Was Single Again," "Red River Valley,"
"Awake, Awake," and "Barbara Allen." The latter two ballads were most likely added by

Hazel to the book at a different time. "Awake, Awake" was typed out on a typewriter rather
than written in cursive. "Barbara Allen" was written out in a more haphazard and less

perfected format than the bulk of the texts, as if she wrote it out from memory or by listening
to the song rather than copying it. Most of Hazel's favorites, which she sang regularly for

me, were not included in her old songbook such as "The Madison County Crew," "The Man

[65 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 3 February 2006.
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from the North Country," "My Horses Ain't Hungry," "Little Mawhee," "The Burglar Man,"
"Rocking Alone in an Old Rocking Chair," "May I Sleep in Your Barn Tonight Mister," and
"Silver Haired Daddy of Mine."

On my most recent visit in June 2008, I asked her to sing a number of songs from her
old songbook in order to assess her familiarity with the songs. She seemed to struggle with

them, only able to sing a verse or two, in contrast to her ease with both the melody and the

words of the songs in her usual repertoire. Her lack of mastery of the songs in the songbook
seems to confirm that she copied the lyrics from somebody else or was given the songbook.

These were not for the most part the songs of her childhood that she knew by heart. In
contrast, the songs that she has sung most frequently during our visits are the ones that she

has retained in her memory and likely, therefore, the ones that she most often performed
during her teenage and married years.
Strangely, on our visit in June 2008, Hazel had in her possession a smaller songbook

that someone had typed up for her. After knowing Hazel for two and a half years, this was
my first time seeing this book. Perhaps she had lost it for some time or perhaps it had
recently been put together. Again, Hazel' s recollections were not lucid, and she could not

remember who had made it for her. This songbook actually contains Hazel's common
repertoire and the songs that she still sings today. Likely it was her brother "Cheeze" and
his wife who had compiled it. They are Hazel's only close kin still living, and they oversee
her care.

This songbook, as opposed to the old black book, may prove to be useful to her
continued singing, since it contains the songs she actually sings (especially in light of Hazel's
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memory problems). On June 20, 2008, she referenced the typed songbook to find the later

verses of "If I had Fifty Cents" and "The Poor Widow."
More than a practical tool, it seems that the old black songbook might play a
symbolic role in keeping the songs and her musical life alive for Hazel. She told me in June

2008 that she does not know if she would have remembered these songs if they had not been
whtten down. Having this tangible songbook has helped remind Hazel over the years that
she is a singer and that she knows a large repertoire of songs, even though her main
repertoire did not consist of the songs in that book.

In the past, Hazel has also recorded herself on audiocassette tapes. She no longer

seems able to perform this activity. I doubt she even listens to tapes on her radio/tape player

anymore, but she does keep one in her room at the retirement community. It is likely,

however, that having her songs on tape during the past decade or two has helped enable her
to maintain such a strong recollection of her repertoire, despite the decline of her memory.

Though it is Hazel' s short-term memory that is most affected, the whole process of taping
herself and playing back the tapes likely helped seal those songs in her mind. She gave

several of her homemade tapes to the W.L. Eury Appalachian Collection at Appalachian
State University (which are included in the Johnny Rhymer Collection), and she also gave
me one of the tapes. In addition to some unaccompanied ballads, the tape includes several

recordings of Hazel singing a harmony part with old country hits and other commercial
singers, including "Amazing Grace" with Judy Collins. (She apparently had a set-up with

two radios; she played the country hit in the background, as she sang a harmony part into the
microphone.) Hazel is good at singing harmony and we have enjoyed singing songs like

"Storms are On the Ocean" and even the "Little Mauhee" in harmony. The efforts Hazel
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took to record herself, as well as her contribution of some of these recordings to Appalachian
State University, demonstrate not only her passion for this music but also her value of her

our voice.
A New Venue

Since Hazel moved to the retirement home, she sometimes sings at its Friday "Wine
and Cheese" social gatherings. It is clear from her description that the main audience there is

not from the culture in which she was raised. "They always say, `Hazel, sing one of your

mountain ballads.' They seem to enjoy them-these people from New York and
everywhere."`66 She also sang some of her songs for her "memory doctor": "The memory

doctor, very impressed he was, he'd never heard-there are so many people that's never
heard country ballads or songs, never heard of them. They're new to `em. Some people love
`em, some people don't."]67 Hazel is acutely aware that her songs are rare, and that most of

the people who she meets, who were not raised in mountains, are unaccustomed to hearing
them. She is obviously comfortable enough with her singing and "mountain heritage" that
she can accept that some people will not enjoy the music, while others will. She is a singer

who has a lot of experience with "insiders" and "outsiders" of her mountain music and

cultural traditions. The combination of influences in her life-starting with music at home in
her childhood and performance opportunities on the radio with her sisters, to exposure and

interactions with other mountain performers from the region throughout her marriage with
Johnny Rhymer, and an array of performance venues and opportunities to receive positive
feedback and encouragement from both I.#sz.der and owtsz.der populations-together helped

'66 Fieldrecordings and notes with Hazel Rhymer, 2005-2008.
167 Ibid.
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keep music at the center of Hazel's life. Even in the retirement center, she has managed to
perform and receive some appreciation.
Of the three singers central to this thesis, Hazel is the most extroverted and attuned to
performing publicly. She is an expressive and versatile singer. With her melodic voice, she

interprets a range of emotions from sadness to humor depending on the nature of the song.

Though a hint of vibrato indicates an influence from early commercial country music, her
style is infomed by traditional mountain music and balladry. Her mountain dialect
punctuates her singing, and she ends many of her musical phrases with an inflection in which
the pitch goes up, a characteristic of some old-style ballad singers.]68 Hazel brings out the

character of each individual song, whether it be a comedic song like "Oh Johnny, 0 Johnny,
Oh" (also "If I had but Fifty Cents," "Molasses," and "The Burglar Man"), an Old World

ballad like "My Horses Ain't Hungry" (also "Black Jack Davy" and " The Old Man from the

North Country"), a Broadside ballad like "The Poor Widow," or an early commercial hit such
as "Silver Haired Daddy of Mine."

[68 A strong inflection at the end of phrases was a distinctive stylistic feature of several
Madison county singers including Dillard Chandler and Cas Wallin.
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CHAPTER 5
Pearl Hicks: A Beech Mountain Singer

"I never did learn music-I just sing. " --Pearl A. Hicks

Fig. 14. Pearl Hicks outside, Beech Mountain, summer 2006.
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On a Mountain Top

Fig. 15. Presnell's Chapel Primitive Baptist Church on

Beech Mountain, 2008.
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Fig.16. Close-up of sign on Presnell's Chapel.

In the winter of 2006, I visited Primitive Baptist churches in Watauga and Ashe

counties as part of my research for a course in Appalachian Religion at Appalachian State
University. I was interested in the Primitive Baptists' strong singing tradition and old-time

singing style. For the first thirty minutes of each service, Primitive Baptists sing
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unaccompanied hymns from a hymnal which includes lyrics without any musical notation.
At Presnell's Chapel, the congregation sings from the "Goble" hymn book, which is the
Primitive Baptist Hymn Bookfior All Lovers Of sacred Song co"p;\leddy D.H. Gobhe. Ir\

January 2006 at the Northfork Primitive Baptist Church in Ashe County, I met Sharon
Kellum, a Primitive Baptist and active shape note song leader. We talked at length about
old-time singing and my interests in interviewing elderly women singers. She told me that

she had heard of an elderly woman nanied Pearl Hicks who sang at the Presnell Primitive
Baptist Chapel on top of Beech Mountain. I was immediately full of anticipation to visit this

little church way up on top of the mountain, and that is just what the preacher, Elder John
Jackson, calls it: "the little church on the mountain." As we were walking into church one

afternoon, Elder Jackson commented, "This view is powerful enough to convert even an

atheist." The journey up the mountain takes you on windy, dirt roads past old barns and

finhouses. The view as you near the top is spectacular with overlooks of a vast mountain
range that stretches across the horizon. This side of Beech Mountain, "old Beech" as

opposed to the ski resort on the other side, is one of the more pristine areas left in Watauga

County (Beech Mountain encompasses both Watauga and Avery counties). A lot of open
pasture remains. Rock outcropping and large scraggly stones dot the fields and
mountainside.

__

Fig.17. A Beech Mountain scene; A mural of this view is painted on the
wall inside Presnell's Chapel.

Fig.18. The view from the road up Beech Mountain (on 194 as

you drive up from Valle Crucis).
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Fig.19. An old homestead on Beech Mountain.

Beech Mountain is one of those rare places where a person can truly feel/Pee. A
resident of the area described Beech Mountain to me as "heaven on earth." Pearl captures

this feeling in her poem called "On the Threshold of a Drear" in the verse: "This is my place
on a mountaintop, where the crows fly and rabbits hop. I love this place more each day,

where I dream and pray."

"On The Threshold of a Dream"
(A Poem by Pearl A. Hicks)

I have this drear.
This dream is mine.

In faraway places
A better time.
A place to love.
A place to live.

A place to be happy.
A place to give.

A place where all could share.
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A place to go without a care.
This is my place on a mountain top,
Where crows fly and rabbits hop.
I love this place

More each day.

Where I go to dreani and pray.
This place close to Grandfather Mountain, North Carolina. '69

Pearl wrote this poem around the last decade of her life; it strongly affirms who she was,
where she came from and what she stood for. She describes a new world that she envisions
where people "share" and shed their burdens ("a place to go without a care"). Although

Pearl spent her adulthood off the mountain, the poem confirms what was so evident to
anybody who knew her; she was at home on Beech Mountain and was so happy to return
there after her retirement.
Unfortunately, development is increasing at a rapid pace even on the old Beech
Mountain. The land and wildlife Pearl describes in her poem are threatened. The land above

her house was bought up and a gate erected, so that she was no longer able to walk up to that
particular mountaintop. One woman who lives on Beech Mountain explained how all the

surrounding land used to be kept within local families but now everyone "wants a piece of
it." The development has changed people's relationship to the land; they no longer feel the
same freedom to access land that they once did. Despite property lines, there used to be a

communal sense of belonging to the landscape. Everyone had an innate right to wander

`69 See Appendix D for a copy of her original poem in her own handwriting from her
songbook.
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freely on the mountain. Now, the laws of ownership seem to have shattered, in part, that
irmate sense of belonging.170

I did not actually read or hear this poem until the final days of Pearl's life when she

was on her deathbed at home. Her family showed me the poem and immediately, a melody
came to my mind. I have adapted the poem into a song with a dulcimer accompaniment.

Unfortunately, I never got to sing it for Pearl, but I did perform it in summer 2007 for her
family members and community at the annual Presnell Chapel fundraiser held at Matney
Community Center. During our second visit on July 22, 2006, Pearl was looking at songs in

her yellow spiral songbook and had it open to the page with her poem on it. On this

occasion, she shared with me some details about her attempt to get the poem published, but
she did not actually read me the poem nor even name its title. The following dialogue took
place:

PH: That's a poem I made up. I sent if off and they wanted to publish it. But I think

they was wanting money more than they was wanting the stuff in it [laughs] .
SP: They wanted money from you?
PH: Yes.

SP: They should pay you!

PH: Well, that's what I thought [laughs].

It is strange that I did not inquire more about the poem, considering my interest in the

creativity of traditional folk singers. Had it been a song, I probably would have inquired

'7° "The commons" is a term that has been used to define land which residents in a

community may access and use for certain purposes, despite property lines and boundaries.
For more information, see Jefferson C. Boyer, "Reinventing the Appalachian Commons,"
Socz.a/ ,4#cz/ysz.s, 50: 3 (Winter 2006): 217-232, copyright by Berghahn Journals; republished
in J7! /¢e G/obcr/ Jdecz a/ffee Co7"rmo#s, Donald M. Nonini, ed. (New York & Oxford:
Berghahn Books, 2007).
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more, which shows that a folklore student should be careful not to neglect something of
importance because it does not seem immediately related to her primary focus.

Unlike traditional Appalachian singer, songwiter, and poet, Zora Walker, who
readily shares her poetry and songs out of her notebooks for friends, family, and visitors like
myself, Pearl was not as vocal about her original poem. Of course, she was not as prolific as

Zora either; "On the Threshold of a Dream" is the only poem that we know Pearl wrote.
Only Pearl's son Jesse knew about her poem before she was on her deathbed. Perhaps, he
helped her send it off for the publishing "contest," as her daughter Joyce Dickens called it.]7]

Joyce said she was surprised that her mother had not written songs as well, "because she was
SO good at it [singing].»172

Beech Mountain Roots

Alice Pearl Hicks, who everyone called "Pearl," was born on May 7,1929 in a place

she called Bald Knob, known today as Russell, in White County, Arkansas (about fifty miles

from Little Rock). Her true roots, however, were deeply sown on a desolate, pastoral, and

breathtaking stretch of mountain called Beech Mountain located on the Watauga and Avery

County boundary line in western North Carolina. Pearl was descended from Cutliff Harmon
who settled in the Watauga County area of North Carolina in the early 1800s and purchased
522 acres of land.]73 Her father, Samuel Ward, and mother Susan were both from Beech

Mountain, North Carolina, but her family moved around a lot for work. Susan Ward gave
birth to thirteen children.

:;:::]yd:eHicksDickens,phoneconversation,100ctober2008.
]73 fJ¢rowo# Fc7mj./y f7z.a/or};, compiled by Terry Harmon, from the personal collection of
Jessie Hicks, 6.
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Fig. 20. Pearl's parents, Susan and Samuel Hicks (couple on left). Photo from the
personal collection of Pearl Hicks.

Her mother was pregnant with Pearl when the fanlily moved to Arkansas. Four years
later, Susan Ward died during a delivery when she gave birth to twins. Two months later, the
twins, Ida and Ada, both died. Her father remarried and left for California. Pearl was sent to
live with her father's parents, John Benjamin (Ben) and Julie (Presnell) Hicks on Beech

Mountain. Pearl also spent time with her matemal grandfather, Ben and his second wife,

Mary Ward (Ben Ward remaried after the death of Martha Ward, his first wife and Pearl's
grandmother). After her father Samuel Ward's second wife passed away, he moved back to
Beech Mountain. In the midst of her fanlily's frequent moves, Pearl's birth was not
registered, and she had to go to great lengths later in her life to get a birth certificate: "They
didn't even register for my birth. I had to get evidence that I was born before I could get a
birth certificate .... That's hard work, trying to find out stuff about yourself . . . and they
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charge you like crazy too for that stuff, for them census papers."]74 It was through the census

records that she learned the exact day of her birth. Even though this was a hardship, Pearl

often interrupted her story with her own laughter.
One silver lining of some of the unfortunate circumstances and instability of Pearl' s
early childhood was the opporfunity to be brought up in her birthplace. She was deeply

immersed in the traditional folk music of Beech Mountain as a young girl, where she lived

with her grandparents and spent time with other kinfolk. Pearl explained to me that at the
age of seven, she was sent back from Arkansas to live with her grandparents:
See I lived away from up here a long time before I come back. I guess I was about

seven years old when we come back from Arkansas. And Grandma used to take us
around to all the places where kin people was supposed to be.'75

Her grandfather Ben Hicks was an instrument craftsman. He crafted banjos, dulcimers, and
fiddles but could not play them. Ben also told stories:

About all the old people died out back in here who used to tell stories. Ray [Hicks]

used to be a storyteller. And my grandpa. They used to come and tape him tellin'

stories-Grandpa Ben [Hicks]. But,like I said, about all of `em have done died out

that telled-I used to sit and listen to him for hours. We didn't have no televisionnothing like that [laughs]. We just listened to Grandpa.

She lived nearby the home of Ben's son, Nathan Hicks, and his wife Rena and spent a lot of

time making music with her kin there. Eventually, Nathan and Rena would become her inlaw' s when she married their son Nathan Mouroe "N.A.".

Nathan and Rena Hicks's home has been a legendary gathering place where Jack
Tales and songs have been shared for many generations now. Ray Hicks, son of Nathan and

Rena, and his wife Rosa eventually took over the homeplace and carried on many of the
]74 Pearl Hicks, personal interview,19 June 2006.
]75 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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family' s traditions including farming, herb gathering, storytelling, and singing. Today, Ted

Hicks, the son of Rosa and Ray, is eager to tell Jack Tales he learned from his father to
visitors who stop in. Rosa and Ted live permanently at the homeplace, and Rosa's other
children visit regularly, especially Leonard who maintains the property and grows an

enormous potato "tater" patch.
Pearl showed me a picture of her singing as a girl with her sister and two first cousins

that was taken on Rena and Nathan Hicks' front porch. The girls were around eight and nine
years old. A different photo of this scene is featured in the Wamer' s rrodz./z.o#cr/ j4777erz.cc7#

Folk Songs f rom the Anne and Frank Warner Collection with the captiLon CCBenHicks,

Nathan's father, with the four little singing girls,1938. Frank and Bessie Proffitt are behind
them '']76 Pearl and her sister wear two matching homemade dresses. She recalls that one of

her first cousins in the photo is wearing a store bought dress that she was given in exchange
for guiding some visitors in the mountains. Later in their lives, Pearl and her cousin had
reminisced on the story of their cousin's dress. Pearl's photo was a close-up of the girls and

did not include her grandfather or Frank Proffitt. She carried it with her throughout her life,
and perhaps, it helped her keep the memories of her childhood alive, particularly singing with
her kinfolk.

176 warner, 7.
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Fig. 21. Pearl Hicks and the singing girls on the Hicks' porch,1938. Pearl

Hicks is the little girl (far left); her sister wears a matching dress (second from

right). Also pictured: Pearl's grandfather, Ben Hicks (far left) and Frank and
Bessie Proffitt (behind Pearl). This photo was published in the r7'odz./z.o#c7/ 4merz.ccr77

Folk Songs from the Anne and Frank Warner Collection. Corrfu;eay o£ ]e££ Warmer.

Pearl's father, Samuel, took the girls to churches and had them sing. Pearl said:

"He'd put us up in front of a big crowd [laughs], say `sing'." According to Pearl, he took
them places to sing in order to get money. Pearl added, "0 me, I'd be scared to death."177

Arme Wamer describes how the four little girls were shy, but that when she and Frank were

]77 Pearl Hicks, personal interview,19 June 2006.
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doing something else, they had lined up and begun to sing many verses of "There'll be No
Sorrow There."178 This was still one of Pearl's favorite songs to perform when I met her.

Music-Making Kirfolk on Beech Mountain: Passing around Songs

Pearl's grandfather, Ben Hicks, had a brother, Roby Hicks, who was well known for
his banjo-playing and large ballad repertoire. Roby married Buna (Presnell) Hicks, who was

adored for her fiddling. She also played the dulcimer and sang ballads, and acquired many

songs from Roby and his family. When I asked Pearl about Buna Hicks, she explained that
Buna was her great aunt and commented, " . . . I've heard Buna ever since I've been up in the
mountains."]79 Pearl went to gatherings at Buna's house on Spice Creek when she was

twelve or thirteen years old, near the Rominger School where she attended. Buna and Roby
Hicks's daughter, Hattie Presnell, was also a wonderful singer, and her music is featured in
Burton's Sorme Bcr//crd Fo/ds. They had other children who carried on the family musical

traditions including Rosie Jane, Stanley, and Captain Hicks. Rena Hicks, Pearl' s mother-inlaw, had a large collection of ballads, which was published in Some Bo//c7c7 Fo/ds.

178 wamer, 7.
]79 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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Fig. 22. Rena Hicks, Pearl's mother-in-law,

with a baby. Photo from the personal
collection of pearl Hicks.

Pearl's uncle Edd Presnell was a renowned dulcimer maker and wood craftsman. He
made 1,840 dulcimers, and those werejust the ones he recorded after he started counting. He

got his pattern from his father-in-law, Ben Hicks. Pearl also recalled Edd' s homemade
blueberry and dandelion wine; she referred to him jokingly as the "wineman."180 Rosa

Hicks, Pearl's sister-in-law and a ballad singer in her own right, explained how Pearl had

been sent to do a lot of work for Edd when she was a young girl. Everyone sent their pigs'
feet to Edd, and Pearl helped him scrub clean the pigs' feet. Rosa said that she must have
had a hard time doing all of that work.[8' Pearl played the dulcimer but had to quit because

180 Pearl Hicks, personal conversation, 25 April 2007.
]8] Rosa Hicks, personal conversation, 4 July 2008. Pearl told me that her stepmother had

also put her to work; she remembered stacks of dishes that her stepmother had left for her to
wash. This pattern of hard work seems to have continued throughout Pearl' s life.
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of arthritis. She gave her dulcimer, which had been crafted for her by Edd, to her nephew
who lives out in Arkansas. She never tried to play the guitar or any other instrument.

Fig. 23. Edd Presnell with a handcrafted dulcimer.

Photo from the personal collection of Pearl Hicks.

I believe these years in the mountains with her kin people were particularly influential

on Pearl's music. Furthermore, the landscape and the community touched her heart. She felt
at home in the mountains, like nowhere else; and though she left Beech Mountain for much
of her adult life, she eventually returned.
Pearl 's Marriage and Adult Life
In 1945, at age seventeen, Pearl married nineteen year-old Nathan Monroe Hicks, the

son of Rena and Nathan Hicks. Nathan Monroe was called "N.A." in order to distinguish
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him from his father.]82 In 1950, Pearl and Nathan moved "off the mountain" to Lexington,

North Carolina, where she spent the next fifty years of her life. Chuckling, she described her
moving off the mountain as a "bad move." "I don't like it down there," she told me.183 She

worked for many years at the Lexington Furniture Company, once called the Deep Sea

Furniture Company, where she cleaned and repaired furniture and eventually, became a
furniture inspector.

Fig. 24. Pearl Hicks and N.A., her

husband. Photo from the personal
collection of pearl Hicks.

182 Warner, 187, transcription from a recording of Rena Hicks in 1951.
183 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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Fig. 25. N.A.'s car at their home in Lexington, North
Carolina, June 1957. Photo from the personal collection

of pearl Hicks.

Pearl was originally a Freewill Baptist but she joined the Greer' s Chapel United

Methodist Church in Linwood, North Carolina. She sung at the Methodist Church: "I've

sung in a choir for ten year but I never did learn music. They tried to teach me music
[laughs]. I never could catch on to all those queegly little marks [laughs], so I never did learn
music. I just sing."184 She also commented on her experience singing in the choir there, "I

had a pretty good time."'85 Since the Primitive Baptist hymnal has no musical notation, it

was probably a natural fit for Pearl.

Pearl and her husband, Nathan, had eight children: Sammy, Jesse, John, Gerald,
Frankie, Joyce Dickens (in. Bobby Dickens), Susie Tencelski, and Elizabeth Phillips. Sadly
184 Ibid.

185 Pearl Hicks, phone conversation, 7 January 2006.
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four of her children passed away during her lifetime including Susie, Elizabeth, Gerald, and
Frankie. Pearl's singing ability has not been lost in the next generation: "I've got three boys
who could sing real good."186 Her son Jack sang at Presnell's Chapel and also at the funeral

of Ray Hicks. He is an expressive and moving singer like his mother. Pearl said that her
son Frankie (deceased) was also a good singer. Also, Carrie, Pearl's great-granddaughter

(the granddaughter of her daughter Joyce), is a budding poet. She is only twelve years old
and has written two "books" for school. Joyce Dickens said, "I am really excited about
that."187

Pearl had a number of difficult years in the early 1990s when her two daughters
passed away as well as her husband (d.1990). Obviously, Pearl is a resilient woman to

maintain such a good sense of humor despite these tragedies. She comments, "So, I had a
couple of bad years there. Anyway, I had a rough go at it there for awhile."188 Around the

time of her husband's death, she purchased a plot on top of Beech Mountain from her
brother-in-law Ray Hicks.189 It is located about a half mile down a rough and rocky dirt road

that is not state-maintained. She worked for several more years at the furniture company
until she reached age sixty-five and took her retirement.

[86 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.

:::5Oeyarc|eHHifcckkss,Pet:skoennas]'£pn:::e;ecg:¥2r;:i];02>o;8.October2008.
]89 Rosa Hicks, personal conversation, 4 July 2008.

Fig. 26. Pearl at work in Lexington, NC on her retirement day,
circa 2000. Photo from the personal collection of pearl Hicks.

Fig. 27. Pearl's home on Beech Mountain that she and her sons
built in the 1990s.

Fig. 28. Pearl Hicks (sitting), Rosa Hicks, Jessie Hicks (Pearl's grandson), and

Ray Hicks (sitting right) on the porch at the home of Rosa and Ray Hicks.
Photo from the personal collection of Pearl Hicks.

In 2000, she moved into her house on Beech Mountain, which she had built herself

with some assistance from her sons. The first winter after she moved up there, a big storm
came: "First winter I moved up here I got snowed plumb in for about seven days. They had
to get a road grader to come on up here to get me out."]9° She explained how all her family
was woITied about her; meanwhile, she was just fine.

Pearl was a founding member of Presnell's Chapel Primitive Church that has a
history intimately tied to deep family roots on Beech Mountain. After Edd Presnell died and

his widow Nettie became housebound, community and family members asked Elder John
Jackson to preach at Nettie's house. After Nettie's death, they continued to meet and hold
services at different houses in the community. Eventually, they decided to build a church,
190 Ibid.
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which was erected over the past decade. It is dedicated to Edd and Nettie Presnell; a portrait
of the couple along with Nettie's dulcimer hang on the wall in the church entryway.191 The

official dedication of the church occurred on May 7, 2006. Pearl shared with me that she

thought some churches had "too much music" and this was part of the reason she had decided
to "help out" with Presnell' s Chapel.192 Pearl was clearly open-minded to different Christian

faiths. She was also exposed to revivals as a child. When she told me about the preachers

who hollered, I asked her how she liked that. She said, "I was cryin'-scared me to death."
She also said that she did not always believe that some of them knew what they were talking
about.193

At the Presnell Chapel, on the second and fourth Sunday of each month, Pearl sang a
few verses of the hymn "There'll Be No Sorrow There" (Goble 279)]94 by herself, when

Elder Jackson called upon her to do so. The rest of the church congregation wouldjoin in on
the refrain. The first two verses of the song are:

0 sing to me of heav'n when I am called to die;
Sing holy song of ecstasy to waft me soul on high.

[Refrain:]

There'll be no sorrow there, there'll be no sorrow there;
In heav'n above where all is love, there'11 be no sorrow there.

[9] Nettie Presnell helped her husband Edd carve omate decorations on his dulcimers such as

flowers and birds. Her dulcimer that hangs at the Presnell Chapel is extremely omate; the
tuners are carved into the shapes of birds and flowers, and cardinals and flowers are carved
into the fingerboard and top of the dulcimer.
192 Pearl Hicks, phone conversation, 7 January 2007.
]93 Pearl Hicks, phone conversation,12 October 2006.
\94 D.H. Gobhe, ed., Primitive Baptist Hymn Bookf;or All Lovers Of Sacred Song, 4th ed.

(Greenfield, Indiana: published by D.H. Goble,1887). A recording of pearl's performance
of this song at Presnell's Chapel is included in the DVD Sampler in Appendix M.
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When cold and sluggish drops roll off my dying brow;
Break forth in songs of joyfulness, let heav'n begin below.

Pearl also sang a solo of a verse or two of "Amazing Grace" before the rest of the church
joined in. This sort of recognition probably does not happen in most Primitive Baptist
Churches in the country, since this faith believes in congregational singing, always
unaccompanied. Jackson's willingness to single out Pearl's singing probably has to do in

part with the fact that he is a preacher of a new generation and entered this vocation in recent
years. Elder Jackson also has a beautiful singing voice and imparts an old-style sound in his

singing. He admires the singing of Jean RItchie and said that he hears the old ballad singing
style in the singing of primitive Baptists today.L95 The special place of pearl's music at

Presnell's Chapel is also a testament to the strength and beauty of pearl's alto voice. On a
Sunday service in late 2006, when her health was deteriorating as a result of diabetes, she

canie to church in her wheelchair with her leg afflicted by gout; but nevertheless, even from
the back of the church, I could hear her beautiful voice amidst the other seventeen or so
people in the congregation.
From Tragedy to Humor: An Overview Of Pearl's Music

Pearl was not able to recall the source or person from whom she learned any
particular song. This is probably because she learned many of them so early on her life.

]95 Elder John Jackson, personal interview, spring 2006. During the interview, Elder Jackson

expressed a concern that the ballad singing tradition continues. He compared the language of
the ballads to scripture that refers to "ancient pathways" and "ancient landmarks." Jackson
said, "I hope we never lose that tradition-that singing style-I hope we never lose that.
There's some scriptures and proverbs, I believe it's Jeremiah, about the ancient pathways,
ancient landmarks-the old pathways. That's part of it. That's the old pathway and ancient
language. But I hope we never lose it."
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When I asked her where she had learned a particular song, her typical response was that she
could not remember. When I prompted her to sing the song about Tom Dula, Pearl

commented that Frank Proffltt had sung "Tom Dooley" on a "tape" she owns. Pearl had in
her possession the two volumes of 772e WcJr#er Co//ec/I.o# compact discs. When I asked her

if she had learned it from the tape, she replied that she had learned "Tom Dooley" long

before the tape was ever made. In an interview in fall 2006, Betty shared that her first ballad
was probably "Barbry Ellen" because it is the one song she cannot remember leaming. Her

family said she sang the song just like her grandmother and that it had been her
grandmother's "baby rocking song" for her. In her own words, Betty answers the question

posed by one of my classmates: "Do you remember what was the flrst ballad you learned?"
I think it was probably "Barbry Ellen" because I don't remember leaming it. My

aunt Lena came to spend a week with me one time, and she said, "You sing `Barbry
Ellen' more like Momma than anybody does." I said, "I don't think I learned this

from my grandmother. Are you sure?" And she said, "Oh yes. That was her baby
rocking song, and you were the oldest grandchild, and you've been hearing that ever
since you were born." I do not remember leaming it. I just hear that song in my
head.196

In other words, when a child learns a song very early in her life, it can be difficult for her to
remember where she learned it. When I asked Pearl where she learned her version of
"Barbara Allen," she said, "I leaned it so long ago. I can't remember."197 When I asked her

where she learned her songs in general, she replied, "I don't know. Most of them have been
in my head all of my life, I guess . . ."L98

196 Amie Bryant et al,165.
]97 Pearl Hicks, personal interview,19 June 2006.
[98 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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On the other hand, Hazel Rhymer is fairly clear on which songs she learned from her
grandmother, and Zora distinguishes songs which her mother sang from those which her
father sang. Beech Mountain banjo player, singer, and craftsman Tab Ward cited a source
for many songs but for others, he simply stated that he learned them from his "folks."[99 The
ability to link a song to a particular source ultimately depends on the circumstances and the

singer. However, in Pearl's case, I imagine she heard so many songs from so many different

people as a small child that it was hard for her to distinguish which songs came from which

person. Furthermore, that she eventually left the mountains and therefore spent less time

with her musical folks, may have hindered her ability to remember details about who had
taught her which song. In many cases, individuals in her community sang different versions

of the same song, and she would have heard the same song perfomed by different people.
Pearl knew she had learned a religious hymn, "Gathering Flowers for the Master's Bouquet,"

much later than the majority of her songs, but she could not recall where she had leaned it.
The hymn was written by Marvin Blumgardner in 1947 and recorded by Kitty Wells that
same year.200 It was later recorded by Kitty Wells and Hank Willians Sr. as a duet as well as
by the Stanley Brothers.201 After Pearl finished singing this particular hymn, she said, "Now

I don't know where I heard that song sung. I just heard it and learned [it] and it sticks in my
head."202 She also said, "I must have heard somebody sing it sometime or other. I sung this

one at a funeral one time."203 She did make it clear to me that she had not known this song

199 See Burton and Manning, Fo/dsongs JJ, 1 -40.
200 Accessed at: deehymn.homestead.com/masterbouquet.html.
201 Accessed at:

http : //www. I ast. fro/music/The+ Stanley+B rothers/ /Gathering+F I owers+for+the+Master%2 7
§o+2Bp°euarqiufiticks,persona|interview,19June2006.
203 Ibid.
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all her life, unlike most of the others. Pearl seemed fascinated, just like Zora and Hazel, at
her ability to recall these songs. Her phrase "it sticks in my head" brings to life how alive the

songs are in her memory. It seems, therefore, that for Pearl, once a song enters her intemal
musical "cauldron," its origins all but evaporate.
Other than humorous "ditties,"204 such as the song about the little piggy (explored

later), her songs are for the most part somber and often tragic. Her song repertoire is rooted
in the feeling of old style singing that predates both the 1930s and sounds of early country
music in the United States. She sings older ballads like "Barbra Allen," folk lyric songs like

"Down in the Valley" and "Careless Love," as well as Native American Ballads like "Down
in the Willow Garden" and "Tom Dooley." She sings "Knoxville Girl" and "Pretty Polly,"

songs that were adapted in America from British Broadsides and "The Little Rosewood

Casket," which originated as a parlor song though its author and date of origin are
unknown.205 She has lovely and lengthy versions of "Old Smokey" and "Down in the

Valley," songs that are so commonplace, they can sometimes bore us. Her version of "Old

Smokey" contains twelve verses. Ten of them are very similar to the ten verses that compose
Frank Proffitt's version, which is included in the Frank Brown Collection.206 Also included

in her repertoire are humorous songs like "The Little Piggy" ("The Little Pig"/ "Old Joe

Finley") and "Old Joe Clark" as well as numerous religious hymns both of traditional and
commercial origins.

204 Both Rosa Hicks and Zora Walker referred to little fun or silly songs that their fathers
sang as "ditties." Rosa also called them "jig songs" (Rosa and Ted Hicks, personal
interview, 11 October 2007).

205 Be|den and Hudson, 2: 361.
206 Be|den and Hudson, 3: 287.
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Pearl was inspired one night to write down sixteen of her favorite songs in a thin
orange spiral notebookjust over a decade before we met (around 1996). She commented, "I

don't know why but I was thinking about them and I wrote `em while I was thinking. Keep
`em in my mind I reckon." Later she commented, "The day I wrote these all down, I was

thinking about most of them. When I started whting, I kept thinking about more-more
[laughs]. Then, I didn't get them wrote down. I got some on tapes, but my tape player-tore
up. I gave several people tapes."207 Pearl says that she does not know why she was thinking

of these songs. It is likely that an event or a loss in her life might have triggered her

reminiscence. However, it is important to realize that at this time in her life, at the beginning
of her retirement, Pearl had more free time to ffez.#fa and to think about these songs and to

commit them to paper and tape, in contrast to her mid-life, when she was busy raising
children and working outside of the home. Like Hazel, Pearl Hicks made tapes of her own
singing, which she gave to family and friends. (For a complete list of the songs from my
field recordings with Pearl as well as the contents of her songbook, see Appendices E and F.)

207 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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Fig. 29. "Barbra Allen" from Pearl's songbook, partial lyrics.
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Pearl's singing is moumful and plaintive. It is soulful in the truest sense. She seems

to go to a private internal place when she sings, and it is as if I anl not even in the room. Her

performance of the following ballad "Pretty Polly" is typical. She sings the song slowly and

matter-of-factly. She seems to be in no hurry, but neither does she draw out notes
excessively. It is just her natural rhythm. Her voice expresses the tragedy of the ballad, and

yet it is as if the story of the ballad is part of her. In other words, she does not have to be

dramatic. She has known sorrow herself, and this sorrow comes out naturally in her singing
of ballads as well as religious songs.
"pretty polly"208

(As sung by Pearl Hicks)
1 . Polly, Pretty Polly, come take me in kind
66

C6

C6

Come and sit beside me, let me tell you my mind.

2. My mind is to marry and never to part
66

66

(6

The first time I saw you, it wounded my heart.
3. Polly, Pretty Polly, come go along with me
C6

C6

6C

Before we get married some pleasure to see.
4. He led her over mountains and valleys so deep
6C

66

6C

Pretty Polly mistrusted and then began to weep.

208 A recording of Pearl's rendition of "Pretty Polly" is included on the DVD

Sampler in Appendix M.
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5. [Oh] Willie, oh Willie, I'm afraid of your ways
C6

CC

C6

The way you've been ramblin', you'll lead me astray.
6. Polly, Pretty Polly, your guess is about right
6C

66

C6

I dug on your grave the biggest part of last night.
7. He led her a little further and what did she spy?
CC

6C

C6

A new made grave and a spade lying by.
8.
66

She fell down before him and pleaded for her life
CC

CC

Let me be a single girl if I can't be your wife.
9.

10. [Oh] Polly, Pretty Polly, that never can be
6C

C6

CC

Your past reputation's [has] been trouble to me.

1 1. He opened up her bosom as white as any snow
6C

6C

CC

He stabbed her to the heart and the blood it overflowed.

12. He threw a little dirt and what did he say?
C6

CC

6C

I've killed Pretty Polly and got to get away.

13. He got on a ship with his heart full of sin
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The ship struck a rock and little Willie went in.
Pearl sings this song with no hesitation; it is one that she knows well. "Pretty Polly" is an

abbreviated version of the English Broadside "The Gosport Tragedy" or "The Perjured Ship
Carpenter" which dates back to at least 1750.209 In the Easf re#j?essee Sfcr/e U7ez.versz.fy

Co//ec/z.o# a/Fo/#/ore.. Fo/dso7zgr J7, there are versions of this song collected from Tab Ward
and Hattie Presnell. Hattie's version includes seven extra verses and more Old World ballad
style and content. Hattie cited her father-in-law, Lee Mouroe Presnell, as her source.210 Tab

Ward claimed to have leaned his version from the singing of Molly 0' Day on an old 78
apm.2[ I Hattie's version includes seventeen verses while Tab's has eight. The first two

verses of Hattie's version set the stage and also connect this song back to its English roots:
1 . I courted a/crz.;` };o"7?g /crdy, in London she dwelled

Her love arid her beauty no human tongue can tell.
2. Her name is Pretty Polly, over yonder she stands,

W.i.th gold rings on her f ingers and lily-white han!ds:2\2

These verses contain the comfflo7?p/czce words and phrases (noted by italics) that are rooted in

the old ballad tradition from England, Scotland, and Ireland. Hattie' s version helps show that

perhaps it is Polly's beauty that wounds Willie when he first sees her with its lingering

description of her beauty that "no human tongue can tell" in the first verse. There is a

common storyline as the murder unfolds in the three different Beech Mountain renditions of
209 Burton and Manning, Fo/dsongs JT, 2; Belden and Hudson, 2: 234.
210 Burton and Manning, Fo/dsongs J7, 67.
211 Ibid, 2.

212 |bid, 67-68.
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"Pretty Polly"; however, some of the differences illustrate how a song was often altered over

the course of time even within the sane community. It also indicates the penetration of the
commercial "hillbilly" records into the mountain community and their inevitable influence

on mountain music.
Pearl recorded the following song, which she referred to as "The Little Piggy"2[3

song, on a tape for her nephews at their request. She learned it when she was about four or
five. She had fun singing this song.

"Little Piggy"
(As sung by Pearl Hicks)

1 . 0 Joe Finns he bought him a pig, umph humph
CC

6C

66

It was so little it wouldn't grow big, umph humph.

2. He fed the little piggy and he went to bed, umph humph
CC

6(

6C

Got up the next moming little piggy was dead, umph humph.
3. The old man grieved hisself to death, umph humph
CC

CC

(6

Because the little piggy couldn't get no breath, unph humph.
4. The old woman died so very soon after, umph humph
CC

66

C6

By hanging herself on a piggy pin-rafter, umph humph.
5. So there they went just 1, 2, 3, umph humph
2[3 A recording of Pearl's rendition of "The Little Piggy" is included on the DVD Sampler in

Appendix M.
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An old man, an old woman and little piggy, umph humph.

After she finished singing "Little Piggy," she said that she learned this song "way back" and
did not know whether "it's an old song or still around today."214 According to the F7'cr#4 C.

Brow# Co//ecfz.o#, this is an old English "nursery ditty" (Brown 130). It has a variety of

names in this country including "The Little Pig" and "Old Joe Finley" (in this case "Old Joe
Finns"). Her version most resembles Brown 130b entitled "The Old Woman's Little Pig"
from C.E. Buckner of Asheville, sung in May 1920 and learned from her mother.2L5 Pearl's

version leaves out a verse that explains how the pig dies. In Brown 131b, the little pig runs

around the farm, which explains why the piggy could not get any breath and dies (in Pearl's
verse 3). However in Brown 130a, the piggy dies for want of bread, so the cause of death is
not essential to this musical rhyme for children. Both versions 130a and 130b have a playful

last stanza that Pearl omits:

There it lays upon the shelf, mm-mm-mm
If you want anymore, you'1l sing it yourself, mm-mm-mm.
Brown 130a includes "There's an old song book that lies on the shelf," so we can infer that
"it" is the songbook.2[6 This last verse might be a prompt to get children to join in the

singing of this song. It is also a humorous punch line. The inclusion of the song about the
little piggy in her repertoire demonstrates Pearl's lifelong sense of humor.
2[4 Pearl Hicks, personal interview,19 June 2006.
215 Be|den and Hudson, 3 : 181.
215 |bid, 3: 182.
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"Old Joe Clark" is another humorous song that Pearl shared with me. Her singing of

this song was interrupted by eruptions of laughter. After she started the song, "Old Joe Clark
was ..., " she began to laugh and stopped to explain to me, "We used to sing that for the fun
of it."217 She was looking at the lyrics she had written down in her songbook for the first

three verses, and then she remembered a fourth verse that she had not written down.
"Old Joe Clank"

(As sung by Pearl Hicks)
[PH: Old Joe Clank was (starts to sing and breaks into laughter) . . . we used to sing

that for the fun of it.]
1. Old Joe Clark was a preacher's son, preached all over the plain.

The only text he ever knew was hi-lo Jack and the gate.
Chorus:

Fare thee well old Joe Clark [laughs], fare thee well I say.

Fare thee well old Joe Clark to hear my fiddle play.
2. Old Joe Clark had a mule, his nanie was Morgan Brown
Every tooth in that old mule' s head was sixteen inches round.
Chorus:

Rock, rock old Joe Clank, rock, rock, I say

Rock, rock old Joe Clark, you better be getting away.

2'7 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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3. Old Joe Clark had a cow, she was a muley brown

[laughs] It takes ajaybird a week and a half to fly from town to town.

Pearl struggles to read the words from her songbook and says "I haven't sung this in
a long time."]

Chorus:

Fare thee well old Joe Clank, fare thee well I say

Fare thee well old Joe Clark you better be getting away.

[PH: Now, I haven't sung that one in a long time. Made a mess out of it.

SP: So would you sing that while there was fiddler?
PH: Yeah, I could sing it with some music I guess. We used to sing it all the time

back yonder, just to-I think I had more to it.]
4. Old Joe Clank was mad at me 1'11 tell you the reason why,

Got into his onion patch made his onions fly.

Chorus:

Rock, rock old Joe Clark, goodbye Betsy Brown
Rock, rock Old Joe Clark, I'm going to leave this town.
[PH: There's more of it. I didn't get it all wrote down.]
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Fig. 30. Pearl outside her home on Beech

Mountain, 2006.

Homemade Toys: The InNention Of the Potato Head

As a child, Pearl knew how to have fun not only with songs but also with homemade
toys. Pearl told me that a newswoman once cane to the mountains to do a story, and Pearl
told her about how they had made their own toys as children including potato heads,
comstalks fiddles, and swimming pools by damming up a creek. She shared these
recollections with me as well.

I guess we invented the first potato head [laughs]. We'd take Irish potatoes, some of
`em would grow long, some of `em would be round. And so we'd take sticks and

stick down one and put the other on top of it and the head, arms, legs, and then dress
them with leaves and stuff. We had all kind of toys [laughing].
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We never did get nothing bought out of the store. I guess we got along just as

good, you know. I used to make a bow and fiddle-a violin-a bow-make music
out of comstalks [laughs]. You cut a comstalk in-between those joints in them and

lift that stuff that is on them-lift it up and put a stick under each end and then make
you a bow the same way and rake it across and it will sound like a violin [laughs]. I

bet nobody had made one of them in a long time.

We used to get out and do all kinds of stuff like thatulani up dams in the
creek and make us a swimming pool [laughs]. There used to be a creek running

through my grandpa's farm down here, not too far from here. We'd dam it up and
make us a swimming pool. Done pretty good `til it would wash away.2]8

Pearl obviously took a lot of joy in playing and being creative as a child outdoors. This may

have been the foundation for her remarkable sense of humor that she carded with her all of
her life. Pearl showed pride at their resourcefulness as children: "I guess we invented the

first potato head." A lot of homemade toys were musical in nature, and most instruments in
the mountains were also homemade. More rudimentary instrument-making such as the
comstalk fiddle might have inspired and helped prepare a mountain child to craft a dulcimer,
banjo, or real wooden fiddle at a later stage. Apparently, she enjoyed her freedom and
independence outdoors. In this way, making her own fun seemed to have its advantages: "I
guess we got along just as good you know."2]9

Songs Of Faith: New and Old

Finally, Pearl showed the most passion when she sang religious songs. At church,

Elder Jackson usually requested her to do a solo on one of two hymns: "There'll Be No

Sorrow There" or "Amazing Grace." Pearl also sang several more contemporary hymns. "If

2]8 Pearl Hicks, personal interview,19 June 2006.
219 Ibid.
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That Isn't Love"220 is a hymn that was composed and performed by renowned southern
gospel singer, Dottie Ranibo (1934-2008). She could not recall where she had learned the

song, but she told me that Loretta Lynn had also sung it. She had performed this hymn a few
weeks before our visit at church on a Sunday when I had not attended. This hymn is based
on natural metaphors, as are many older hymns and lyrical folk songs. Pearl indicated that
this was a song about the crucifix. It is difficult to capture the depth and beauty of Pearl's
voice in words. When she sang "If That Isn't Love," her voice sounded subdued and relaxed,
as it flowed calmly and steadily. In short, her gentle yet unfaltering voice sounded the most
soothing of lullabies. The chorus of "If that Isn't Love" is:

If that isn't love, then the ocean is dry
There's no stars in the sky, and the sparrow can't fly;

If that isn't love, then heaven's a myth
There's no feeling like this, if that isn't love.

Pearl' s rendition of this song is a distinct contrast to Dottie Rambo' s country gospel
inteapretation.221 Like all her songs, Pearl sang "If That Isn't Love" unaccompanied and

unadomed-like an old sacred hymn or folk song; whereas Dottie Rambo performed an
emotionally charged and dramatized rendition with either piano or guitar accompaniment. In

performances for the Trinity Broadcasting Network, Rambo testified during her
performances of "If That Isn't Love," using hand motions and inserting religious words and
scripture in between verses.222 Ranbo said phrases like, "listen feel this" and "such unity in

Jesus." Despite contrasts in their styles, Rambo and Pearl' s interpretations of this song were
both powerful.
220 She never referred directly to the name of the song.
22] Accessed on youtube.com.

222 At least three different performances of "If That Isn't Love" by Dottie Rambo are
accessible through the search engine on www.youtube.com.
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Pearl included the hymn which she called "Death is An Angel" (or "Gathering
Flowers for the Master's Bouquet") in her songbook. Pearl said, "I sung this one at a funeral
one time-kindly sad I guess."223 This hymn is also centered around lovely natural imagery.

The first verse and chorus are:

Death is an angel sent down from above,
Sent for the buds of the flowers we love;

True is so for in heaven's own way,
Each soul is a flower in the master's bouquet.

Gathering flowers for the master's bouquet
Beautiful flowers that will never decay;

Gathered by angels and carried away
Forever to bloom in the master' s bouquet.

Perhaps, there is a parallel of her committing these two contemporary hymns to memory and

her own heavy use of natural imagery in her poem "On the Threshold of a Dream."
Pearl had her own ideas of what the music at church should sound like. After we

tried a harmony at her house on one of the hymns, she said that we would have to perform it
together in church. She also mentioned that there would be a better sound in the church if
more people tried to sing and also sang harmony parts,
PH: If we could get a few more to sing. Some of `em don't want to sing.

Some of `em can sing butjust don't want to. Some of the men can sing but
they just don't want to [chuckles] . . .

SP: Might as well sing, right?
PH: . . . Just go ahead and try anyhow.

223 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
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Not everybody has the talent, desire, or will to share his or her music and musical/cultural
heritage. That is why folklorists as well as community members appreciate the singers,
musicians, and other folk practitioners who do carry on traditions. Indeed, at a candlelight
service held one evening at Presnell's Chapel, I had the opportunity to sing harmony on the

chorus of "There'll Be No Sorrow There" with Pearl. When Elder Jackson asked her to

perfom her solo, she invited me to sing with her, and it was a true honor.
Pearl Hicks is a true Beech Mountain legacy. She performs about a dozen songs that

are frequently part of the repertoire of other traditional singers from her community. She
incorporates other interesting songs such as "The Little Piggy," "Down in the Valley," and

twelve verses of "Old Smokey" that seem to have been less common on Beech Mountain.
Pearl is not as playful with lyrics or melodic inflections as Hazel Rhymer. Pearl's singing is

subtle and subdued with an underlying strength and soulfulness.
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CHAPTER 6
Zora Walker: Traditional Singer, Songwriter and Poet

"Or is it `cause I'm a poet, I'mjust a-making it up." --Zora Walker

Fig. 31. Zora Walker in her home, 2006.

Introduction: " I'd Rather Be On Hazel Creek"

"You're not going to rob me, are you?" she asked me upon our first meeting at her
home near Bryson City, North Carolina. It was a snow-dusted day in January 2006. Zora

Jenkins Walker, age 86, was not going to take any chances when a strange young lady from
Boone invited herself to come over and interview her. Zora made sure that her
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granddaughter Laurie was present at our first visit. To tell the truth, initially I was not sure if
Zora was even going to agree to meet with me.
Let me go back and describe how I was introduced to Zora. Several months earlier in

fall 2005, as a beginning graduate student, I attended the American Folklore Society Amual

Meeting in Atlanta at the suggestion of my professor Cece Conway. At the conference, Ted

Coyle of Western Carolina University at Cullowhee, with whom I had already been

acquainted, introduced me to Alan Jabbour, founding director, now retired of the American
Folklife Center at the Library of Congress (1976-1999). Coyle and Jabbour had collaborated

on a project commissioned by the National Park Service concerning the Decoration Day

rituals that have been revived in recent years at many of the North Shore cemeteries that are
accessible only by boat and foot. As a lifetime resident of Swain and Grahani Counties, Zora

Walker was a perfect consultant for their project. As a small child, she lived through the

construction of Fontana Dam during World War 11 and suffered from some of its negative
impacts on residents of the area. A small town called Proctor where she had lived with her

family for about three years as a young child was covered up by the water, like many other
small towns in the area impacted by the dam. In addition, many cemeteries became
accessible only by water. Zora wrote a song about the dam entitled "I'd Rather Be on Hazel

Creek," which focuses on the loss of land and community, which had meant so much to her,
as well as injustices concerning the govemment's unfulfilled promise to build a road that
would facilitate access to cemeteries. Her story "A Paradise Lost" also deals with this topic.

At the American Folklore Society meeting, when I shared my field of interest with
Coyle and Jabbour, they told me about Zora Walker. Zora's vast song repertoire was not in
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the scope of their project, and they generously shared with me her contact information as
well as the transcriptions of their initial interview with her.

Two things about Zora excited me in particular, one that she was a songwhter and
two, that she had written a political song about the Fontana Dam. Ironically, I had also

crafted a song about the Fontana Dam (nearly thirty years after Zora) when I was living in
Asheville in 2003. One of the provisions of the 1943 agreement between the TVA, the State

of North Carolina, Swain County, and the National Park Service/U.S. Department of Interior

was that that a road would be constructed through the land acquired by the TVA to help
replace parts of us-288 that were covered up by the reservoir to allow residents easier access
from Bryson City to land around the Fontana Dan, including old family cemeteries.224 Only
approximately 8.67 miles of the promised road has been constructed and it lacks

approximately thirty more miles. Many people now refer to this portion of the road as "The

Road to Nowhere." Besides the great monetary cost that futher construction would entail,
environmental concerns and regulations continue to be the major obstacles against the

completion of the road.

Debates about whether or not the North Shore Road, "The Road to Nowhere,"
continue today. 225 When I was in Asheville in 2003, community forums on the issue were

held in various towns in the region, and several interesting historical stories about the
Fontana Dani appeared in the ,4sfoevz.//e Cj./z.ze#-rz."es. One article in particular told the story

2:2.4 See A|ppendrx a North Shore Cemetery Decoration Project : Ethaohistorical and

Ethnographical Investgations For the Proposed North Shore Road aicoessed at

P2¥Pi/i:H.:I?£hds:::evr£%::.into:::£esra#eh:ftfocrei:.ahit:ccountanddocumentationofthe
construction of the dam and its impact on the area in Fo"/cr#¢.. 4 Poc4e/ Hz.s/ory a/
4apcr/czcfoz.c}. For the controversy about the North Shore Road, see especially p.188-197.

Also, see the website of the National Park Service, U.S. Department of Interior
www.northshore road.info.
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of a woman who was forced to leave her hometown of Proctor. This woman carried off
flower seeds from her old home place to the place that was to become her new home. Her
story moved me to write a song, which I called "The Road to Nowhere."

The second main reason that I was excited to learn more about Zora's art was that
when I first thought about pursuing a master' s degree in Appalachian Studies, I considered
focusing my study on women songwriters in Appalachia. Ultimately, I chose instead to look
at song tradition in a broader sense through the lens of several elderly women singers.

However, with Zora Walker in particular, my iriterests in songwhting merge with the study
of folk music traditions. Ultimately, an inteaplay between creativity and traditional patterns

help define folk music.

Fig. 32. The Tuckasegee River near Zora's home in Bryson City,

North Carolina.
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Fig. 33. The mountains surrounding Bryson City.

Our First Meeting

As I neared Bryson City, I pulled into a gas station to call Zora to get some more

detailed directions to her house. She uttered several "right then rights" and abruptly hung up

the phone. I pulled over at a coffee shop in town-Mountain Perks-to get some further
direction on the route to her house. Luckily, she had given me a good landmark. A Baptist
church sits in the valley right below her house. After our abbreviated phone conversations, I

was surprised that Zora seemed excited when she greeted me at the door. What first struck
me about Zora, whose friends and family often call her Zorz.e, were her enthusiasm and shaap
mind. Her eyes are constantly lit up as she works out some problem or puzzle in her mind.

Zora had seemed quite ambivalent about my coming to see her. Understandably, she

had concerns not only about my being a stranger but also about safeguarding her original
songs. In our previous phone conversations, she had expressed her worry that people might
"steal" her songs. I suggested to her that by recording the songs, we could actually help

verify her authorship, and furthermore, her music would be accessible to future generations
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to listen to and learn. "A4lc!);be you could come for a visit," she said on the phone one day. I

do not fault her in the least for being cautious in the initial stages of our relationship. I

respect her for being open about her reservations and for setting boundaries. She has

continued to maintain control of our relationship in this fashion over the past three years. It

is refreshing to encounter someone who is not afraid to be authentic and honest-someone
who does not please others at her own expense.

When I called her from the gas station, she exclaimed, "You came in this weather!"

It was a gusty moming with winds at forty to fifty miles per hour. However, the snow that

had been falling amounted to nothing more than a frosting-a beautiful setting for our first
meeting. The Great Smoky Mountain Railroad runs through the valley below her house, and
you can see it from the window where she spends most of her days sitting in her lazy-boy

chair-writing, reflecting, crocheting, and talking on the phone with friends and family.
Together, we watched out her window as the snow lightly fell. As the story of her life began
to unfold, she shared her poetry, songs and stories.

Her lovely granddaughter Laurie was over at the house with Zora when I arrived.

After we chatted for a few minutes, Zora exclaimed, "You're not going to rob me are you!"
sort of in a kidding way and sort of not. However, she obviously felt at ease shortly after my
arrival, and within a few minutes, told her grariddaughter that she better get going before she
missed her sister's basketball game. But, Laurie chose to stay for a while longer with her

Mee-Maw (Laurie' s term of endearment for her grandmother) and me, telling me that she is
often too busy to listen to her grandmother's old stories and songs. Zora began reading us

compositions from her journals and notebooks. Laurie encouraged Zora to sing "I'd Rather
Be On Hazel Creek" and soon, Zora was singing other songs she had written as well.
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Laurie' s presence at the outset of our first meeting was instrumental in breaking the ice and
allowing Zora and me to quickly feel at ease with one and other. After several hours of

sharing, Zora reflected that she was not letting me ask any questions. "I'm just talking," she
said. "That's perfect," I replied.226

Fig. 34. Zora Jenkins Walker, a

young girl. Photo from the personal

collection of Zora Walker.

226 Zora Walker, personal interview, 15 January 2006.
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Fig. 35. Laurie Bailey, Zora's

granddaughter, now 24 years old.

Photo from the personal collection of
Zora Walker. Zora points out the

family resemblance.
Zora Walker: Mastermind Of words and Seamstress Of songs

Zora has piles of notebooks, which she has compiled over the past three decades. On

these simple notebook pages, she pours out thoughts and emotions, often taking the form of
honed poetry, song, and story. Her poems, songs, and stories address themes such as love

(romantic as well as parent-child), humor, death/loss, grief, religion/faith, and the natural
world, as well as social commentary. She would tell you that she "tells it like it is" and that

people often enjoy her work because it paints a picture and tells a story. She sends copies of

her favorite works to friends, and some have been published in local papers. She has also

read several poems and performed original songs at church. In addition to recurrent themes,
her interest in expressions and dialect shape her work.
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Fig. 36. Zora Walker reading by the window.

Fig. 37. Zora with one her notebooks.

Zora is an "encyclopedia" for an array of oral history including jokes, riddles, children' s
games, andjingles, as well as general information about old ways of mountain living. Much
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of her work could be seen as a meditation on changes in lifestyle that she has witnessed and
experienced (or on modem contrasts to the old ways).

Over the past few years, she has compiled a list of around seven hundred
contemporary expressions such as `tying the knot," "hooking up," "making out," and
"getting hitched." She says that people in her community used to talk differently because

they were so isolated. Much of the terrain in Grahani and Swain Counties was too rough to
accommodate roads. In a discussion about flowers used at Decoration Days, she shared with

Jabbour that she has "country names" for certain things.
AJ: So you associate snowballs with Decoration Day because they
Came . . .

ZW: I'd don't remember taking any [snowballs] because they were so flimsy
or something.

AJ: So they were more delicate or something?
ZW: I guess so. Flimsy is one of my country names, I guess.
AJ: Well, that's all right. [Both laugh] Flimsy's fine with me.

ZW: I used to say some things that people didn't exactly understand for a little

while, and then I kindly learned to leave them out, you know. That's from

growing up way back at the end of nowhere [Yellow Branch] where you had
to turn around and go back when you went over there.
AJ: Well you can use any of those terms anytime you want .... 227

After talking a walk on "The Road to Nowhere" and then along Nolan Creek, I could
imagine just how isolated the region was. Bendy creeks and rivers wind throughout the area
creating sharp ridges and valleys clustered tightly together. "Flimsy" is in fact a term

common in mainstream American English, but her use of it to describe a delicate flower is
unusual. What is interesting is that Zora reflects on her dialect and sees it is as something
227 Alan Jabbour, IVSCD 8-23-04 AJ-I .. Zorcz /e#kz.#s W¢/ker J#/erw.cw (unpublished),

transcribed by Tonya Teague, 4.
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distinctive. However, this is not uncommon for individuals native to the Appalachian
mountains, since many people from cities have moved into their communities since the 1960s
`and 1970s. As a result, most mountain people have had significant interactions with people

who have moved into their community-people "from off ' or "flatlanders," as locals often
call them. This shift in the populations of these mountain communities due to out-migration
of many local people as well as migration of people to the mountains, has clearly led
individuals in mountain communities to reflect on their dialect and culture. Rosa Hicks

recounted to me how some people struggle to understand her dialect; however, she told me
that she will just keep speaking the way she always has.228 She said, "Well, I can't

understand them either." Jean Ward of vilas, Watauga County, North Carolina, who is the
mother of traditional musician Rick Ward, has shared with me many of her stories as well as
reflections about life in the mountains. She often comments on her mountain dialect and

gives examples of unique words used in the mountains such as "kiver" for cover, "angrin" for
Onion, and "sic-cer" for saucer.229

Zora Walker tinkers with words and in the process, reflects on her life and changing
times. For fun, she participated in a competition sponsored by Pizza Hut in which she had to

write a poem using a provided list of words. She indicated that by maintaining an active
interest in puzzles, song lyrics, and other related activities, she has better kept the songs in

her mind:

I can't remember sometimes for sure if I'm getting the tune right or not but there's

some of them I do. What about what anybody got stored back there somewhere. I
don't know if anybody's head holds that much or not [pause]. I've always been

somebody that really pursued anything. That's one reason why I reckon [laughs]-I
228 Rosa Hicks, personal conversation on Beech Mountain, NC, 2008.
229 Jean Ward, personal conversation, 2008.
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like to work puzzles and there's some old women you can ask them what kind of
medicine they take: "I don't know." They don't know what kind of medicine they
take or nothing. And don't care.

Zora is fortunate to have a sharp intellect and good memory; however, her comments indicate
that she has also deliberately exercised these faculties throughout her life and that her efforts

have paid off. Other elderly friends of mine have expressed a similar sentiment, and it is an
important lesson to share with others: "use it or lose it!"

Zora is deeply familiar with traditional folk music, which she learned from both her
father and mother. Her father sang spiritual songs as well as "little ditties" and funny songs.

Her mother sang some of the old love ballads, and in the past year, Zora has started to
recollect more and more of her mother' s repertoire. In addition, Zora sings folk songs that
became commercialized in the late 1920s and early 1930s such as "The Storms Are on the

Ocean," "Knoxville Girl," "Little Mohee," and "Down in the Valley." It can be difficult to

determine whether she might have heard some songs on the radio or on a record, or whether
she might have leaned them through her family's music tradition. She has several volumes
of Albert Brumley songbooks entitled Songs a/ffee Pz.o#eers, and she went through them

singing just a few lines of each song for me. In addition, she knows many popular country
songs that flourished in the 1950s such as "It's All Over Now," "Send Me the Pillow that

You Dreani On," and "Pick Me Up On Your Way Down," which she probably learned off
the radio. Finally, Zora has whtten countless poems, stories and original songs.

She fills her notebooks with items from all of these genres including her word games,

folk songs from her family, early popular country hits, and her original songs and
compositions. She seamlessly incoaporates these genres and interests into her own style of

singing and informal presentation of poetry and other writings, which are framed by her
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interests and perspectives. Her informal and unaccompanied performance style resonates

with tradition as well as her musical foundation in folk songs from her faniily. Her

incorporation of more contemporary songs into her repertoire reflects the widened
parameters for traditional singing from the 1930s to the present day. She writes original

songs that are oriented towards expressing a thought or idea, sharing a story, or eliciting a
laugh. Her original songs indicate that personal innovation is integral to the oral tradition.

No matter whether she is reading a poem or singing a song from any of the genres
aforementioned, her delivery is improvisational and interactive. She sings and shares in a

relaxed, infomal, and participatory environment.
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett in her introduction to 772e GrcJ#d Ge#era/J.o#

comments that folklorists sometimes have difficulty with artistic works that are too

"personal." She gives some examples of elderly artists who have created their own medium

to "recast" and revisit their pasts, and suggests that these creative works offer folklorists an
opportunity to "reshape the boundaries" of folklore. She says of those artists, "They have
forged distinctly individual solutions to common needs: in the process they affirm the

creative potential in the expressive culture of the elderly and the centrality of life review to
this period in the life course."230 A singer's ability to compose songs, poetry, and stories is a

natural extension of the oral tradition. There are other examples of singers who possess a
large repertoire of traditional songs who have also penned songs of their own. On Beech

Mountain, Tab Ward and Frank Proffitt both wrote original songs. Today, young people still

sing Proffitt's "Hard Times on Beaver Dani Road" and Ward's "Batchin' on the Farm."

230 Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, i ntroduction, 7lfec G7t"cd Gc#erafg.o#.. A4emory, A4czsfery,

Legczey by Mary Hufford et al. (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1987), 14.
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Kirshenblatt-Gimblett' s comment suggests that insight may be drawn from Zora Walker' s
original songs and other works when viewed from a folkloristic perspective.

Zora's Roots in Graham and Swain Counties

Zora Jenkins Walker's family of origin has deep roots in this western-most region of

western North Carolina, as did the family of her husband Gail Walker. Zora Jenkins Walker
traces her lineage back both on her mother and father's sides to Jonas Jenkins and Jonas
Jenkins Jr. Zora explained:

See Jonas [Jenkins Jr.] had two sons and we come from both of them. My mommy

come from one of them and my daddy come from the other one. But she wasn't a
Jenkins. She was a Hyde. Her grandpa was a Jenkins.23]

Jonas Jenkins, Jr.'s son, John, was her father's ancestor, and his son, Abrams, was her
mother's ancestor. I visited the homestead of zora's late husband' s grandparents, which was
built circa 1880 and is located just a mile or two from Stecoali in Graham County. She and

Gail spent time there with his grandparents.

Zora spent much of her childhood in Yellow Branch, which is a small community
located near Stecoah. When she was a baby, her family moved to the head of Hazel Creek,
so that her father could work timbering. Shortly thereafter, they moved back to Yellow
Branch. Then when she was five, they spent about several years living in Proctor at Hazel

Creek. After a year of working in the sawmill there, her Dad got ajob carrying the mail.
Her experience living in this community was important to Zora. Many of her stories and
songs are based on her affinity for Hazel Creek and her family's time there. She said, "Hazel
Creek was kind of a little paradise, just a world of its own."232 She also learned some songs

23] Zora Walker, personal interview,17 October 2008.
232 Ibid.
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while she attended the first grade at the school in Proctor, one of which was "Golden Locks,"
which she shared with me. The logging was nearly finished when they moved to Hazel

Creek, and she recalled that her family had used some of the old, abandoned boxcars from
the railroad for household storage. Eventually, when the Fontana Danl was erected, Proctor
was covered in water, and some of the surrounding area became inaccessible except by boat

and foot. After about three years at Hazel Creek, her family moved back to Yellow Branch,
and Zora attended school at Stecoah, where she was often asked to sing "Golden Locks" and
other songs that she had leaned at Proctor. "Golden Locks" tells the story of the three little

bears from the folk tale and starts out:

When Golden Locks went to the house of the bears,
What did her two eyes see?

A bear that was large, a bear that was small,
a bear that was tiny and that was not all
She counted them one, two, three.

There are hand motions that accompany this children's song; when I showed an interest in
leaming "Golden Locks," Zora made sure I learned those as well.

The elementary school has now been tuned into the Stecoch Valley Arts and Crafts

Center, and this past November, I performed at their annual Harvest Festival with Rick Ward
in our duo "Beech Mountain Echoes." Unfortunately, Zora Walker's health did not permit
her to join us as we had intended, but I did get to see the stage that she told me she had "worn
out" with her singing.

Even after they moved away from Hazel Creek, she told me her family continued to
visit friends there. Even after it was flooded; they maintained ties to that community by

attending the North Shore cemetery decoration days. Community members take a boat once
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a year and walk out to some of the graves where they honor friends and family who have
died. Zora's brothers continue to partake in the decoration days; they play music and sing

out at the cemetery. Zora most recently wrote a story entitled "Yellow Branch and
Tuckasegee" about her ancestors and the area where they lived. She says that this story,

"Tells about the land and my forefathers." She named it after the places where she was
raised. She stressed to me that she personally knew the relatives who are featured in "Yellow

Branch and Tuckasegee." She suggested that this particular story was important to share
with her children, because they would have "no other way to know this information."233 For

the first time, Zora directly acknowledged the fact that she has a wealth of experience and
unique knowledge that will be lost if it is not passed on.
Singing in the Family..
" . . . But we was evidently kind Of a singing family and are yet."234

Zora's main source for songs was her father, Virgil "Virge" Jenkins. Virge worked as

a farmer and a lumberman, doing jobs that often took him far way from home, in order to
support his family through the Depression. Zora said, "He logged all of his life, from the

time he was bomed [laughs]." Zora remarked that although by today's standards times were

tough, "we never seemed to suffer from starvation-we always had enough."235 |t is likely
that Virge leanied a lot of his songs while he stayed in lumber camps out in the woods. Her

father was musical and could caITy a tune. He also played the Jews harp and danced what

233 Zora Walker, phone conversation, 6 November 2008.
234 Zora Walker, personal interview, 7 December 2007.
235 Ibid.
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she recalled as either the Charleston or clogging. "He had that rhythm in his legs," she
said.236 He sang religious songs and funny ditties, not at church or in public, but at home.

Her mother, Esta "Estie" Hyde Jenkins, was also a singer, but Zora did not initially

speak to me of her music. Her mother sang more ballads than her father, but her voice had
eventually given out. She explained, "She couldn't sing after awhile. Her voice kindly went
down on her until she couldn't kindly carry the tune, but she taught me some songs."237 |n a

letter written by Zora on November 20, 2008, she clarified to me that her "Mommy," as the
children called her, taught her several songs and must have known the tune too; otherwise,
she would not be able to recollect them as well as she does today. Zora described in detail

her mother's work as well as the religious values she imparted on the children:

She had lots of hard work to do and besides did all kinds of crocheting, knitting,
quilts, embroidery and liked to read. Also [she] made most our clothes, even sheets

and pillow cases and scarves. She taught us about Jesus and all that stuff till I really

wished I were one of the children who gets to see him. Back then parents really

stressed how the Devil would get you if you didn't do right. I don't think that was
really good in every way. It scared us and caused us to worry about it a lot.238

Zora recollects hearing the banjo and fiddle during her childhood at "shindigs"; she is not

sure when guitars became common. She is not sure whether or not there was singing at the
shindigs but she does remember the dancing with clogging and the Charleston.

236 Ibid.

237 Ibid.

238 Zora Walker, letter to the author, B'City [Bryson City], NC, 20 November 2008. Zora

and I had discussed her father's work history during our visits; I was glad to learn more about
how her mother had spent her time in Zora's recent letter.

Fig. 37. Zora's parents, Virgil

and Esta Hyde Jenkins. Photo from

the personal collection of zora Walker.

Fig. 38. Virgil "Virge" Jenkins, Zora's

father. Photo from the personal collection

of Zora Walker.
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Fig. 39. Esta Hyde Jenkins holding her

granddaughter Carolyn (Zora and
Gail's baby). Photo from the

personal collection of zora Walker.

Zora's three brothers, Amold, Wallace, and Carroll, all sing and learned to play instruments

including guitar and mandolin. Zora was the oldest in her fanlily; her sister Ranona Sue
"Bett," the youngest of her siblings, was born twelve years later. Virge and Esta, Zora's
parents, apparently raised a healthy brood. Zora at 86 is the oldest of five siblings; Amold is
83, Wallace is 81, Carroll is 76, and Bett is 73. All of the family, especially Zora's brothers,

love to share riddles and jokes with one another. When Zora was already an adult and
starting a family, Bett went places to perform with `1he boys," Zora's brothers.239 They even

recorded a few songs on records. Carroll moved out to San Diego and developed a bluegrass
239 Zora Walker, letter to author, B'City [Bryson City], NC, 20 November 2008. Zora talked

to Bett before she wrote me this letter and was able to provide detailed information about
Bett's music-making, some of which was even knew to Zora.
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style, which he continues to play today. Amold and Wallace still play the guitar and perfom
at Decoration Day ceremonies on the North Shore near their homes. Amold and Wallace ran
a general merchandise store and gas station for several years at Robbinsville, North Carolina
near Snowbird. Zora describes Amold as "the healthiest fellow" and notes that: "He's hardly
ever been to the doctor in his life."240 Amold farms and grows tobacco.

She and her sister Bett never could play an instrument: "We couldn't neither one
lean."24[ This seemed strange to me: If zora's clever fingers crocheted hundreds of

afghans, how could she not achieve proficiency on a guitar, banjo or fiddle? I probed further
to see if perhaps housework or other responsibilities did not allow her the time or freedom

she would need to devote to an instrument. However, she felt she and her sister had had the
opportunity, but rather that they lacked the ability. Also, she says, "We weren't persistent

like they [her brothers] were," and "they had some friends that got them started on it."

Clearly, the men in her fanily devoted more time and effort to playing and developing their
musical abilities with instruments. It appears that her brothers had more of a social network

that nurtured their playing as well. She did admit that she leaned to "change two or three
chord and kindly bang off `Home on the Range' or something like that, where it just had
about three little chords, I believe .... "242 Apparently, she had grasped the basics of guitar

but lacked the interest and time to incorporate guitar accompaniment into her singing. 243

This could be interpreted as a reflection of gender roles; however, I believe that Zora was
likely predisposed to singing over playing an instrument. She focuses on the lyrics and

2_40 ]al. Jhour, NSCD 8-23-04 AJ-1 : Zora Jenhins Walker Interview, \0.
24] Zora Walker, personal interview, 7 December 2007.

242 |bid. Zora also suggested that if she had ever owned her own guitar, she might have

learned to play it in her letter to the author, 20 November 2008.

243 Ibid.
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storylines of the songs while also playing close attention to the tune of the song and trying to

accurately replicate the way she leaned it.
According to Zora, everybody used to whistle. She said that today, "People don't
whistle anymore."244 Zora has a unique style of whistling without moving her lips. She

shared with us an old saying: "A whistling girl and a crowing hen always come to some bad
end [laughs]."245 She explains: A hen was not supposed to crow, and when one occasionally

did, it had an early death sentence. In September 2008, Rosa Hicks, Jean Ward, and I had a

lengthy discussion about whistling. One time, Rosa was whistling and her sister said, "You

sound just like Mama." Rosa and Jean said that everyone used to whistle "back then," and
also people talked to animals. Rosa did not even remember her mother whistling. One day,

someone walked into Rosa's house and asked her with whom she was speaking. "Oh to the
dogs," she replied. Jean's husband, Nathan Talbert (N.T.) Ward, knew a variety of bird and
other animal calls, which he passed on to their son Rick.

Fig. 41. Willa Jean (Jean) and Rick Ward on a visit to Jean and

Her Late Husband N.T.'s First home, Forest Grove, NC, 2008.

244 Zora Walker, phone conversation, 29 November 2008.
245 Zora Walker, personal interview, 25 February 2007.

Fig. 42. Rosa Hicks performs at the Jones
House Centennial with Beec¢ A4low#fcrz./e Ecfooes

(Rick Ward and Susan Pepper) on July 4, 2008.

Photo from the personal collection of the author.

During this discussion with Rosa and Jean, Rosa spontaneously offered up to me the
expression I had heard from Zora: "A whistling woman and a crowing hen always come to
some bad end," except she said a whistling "woman" instead of girl.246 Rosa explained that a

crowing hen was supposed to be bad luck, and so it would immediately be killed. Rosa was

not certain about the meaning of the second part of the "whistling girl" saying, other than that
the girl must have been known to be "bad or something." In Thomas Hardy's Victorian

classic, ress a//fee D 'Ubervz.//es, from the late nineteenth century, the female protagonist
frequently whistles. When she is sent to work at the home of the D'Ubervilles, Tess reclaims

246 For variations of this expression in international folklore, see Thomas Firminger
T:hisehonr:Dryer, Folk-Lore Of women: As Illustrated by Legendary and Traditionary Tales,
Folk-Rhymes, Proverbial Sayings, Superstitions, Etc. (Chiroalgo.. AL.C. McC;Lure and
Company; London: Elliot Stock,1906), 41 -42; accessed at scribd.com/doc/6652769/WomenFolklore.
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her old talent of whistling, at first struggling but finally rediscovering her natural ease at the

"art,„
She soon found that whistling to the bullfinches in Mrs. D'Uberville's room was no

such onerous business when she had regained the art, for she caught from her musical
mother numerous airs that suited those songsters admirably. A far more satisfactory
time than when she practised in the garden was this whistling by the cages each

moming. Unrestrained by the young man's presence, she threw up her mouth, put her
lips near the bars, and piped away in easeful grace to the attentive listeners.247

Whistling in Hardy's novel may represent freedom and unrestraint. Tess' whistling appears
to be her joy that she pursues unabashedly. Perhaps, whistling has sometimes been

associated with a promiscuous, independent or bold woman, making her somehow
threatening or dangerous to society. The expression "a whistling girl and a crowing hen

always come to some bad end" implies that the whistling girl has strayed from her honorable
place in society, and instead, has encroached upon the cock's dominion as "the cock of the
walk.„

Songs from the Family
In the following dialogue on December 7, 2007, Zora revealed to me for the first time

that her mother was a singer:
ZW: There were so many little songs about girls a-getting killed. Let's see the
"Knoxville Girl" was one, and now, they sing that on the radio or something. Have

you ever heard it?

SP: Where did you first hear "Knoxville Girl," do you remember?

ZW: Oh, just way back in the old days. And then my grandson Matthew, about a year
ago, he come up here and got to talking up, and he'd been listening to it. And me and
him sang it some, you know.
247 Thomas Hardy, refs a/772e D 'Z/bervz.//es Ovew York: Dell Publishing,1962), 75.
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SP: Did your Dad ever sing those songs, the murder . . . ?

ZW: No, he didn't sing songs like that as much as. It seems like Mama might have

sung those, but he sang these other kind like the hit tunes like you play with a banjo
and all that stuff, like "Old Joe Clank." He sang a variety of songs like "Old Joe

Clark," also religious songs. He was pretty much for singing them, you know,

hyrms.
This passage offers insight into Zora's singing tradition on a number of levels. First, she

differentiates between the types of songs that her father and mother sang. It seems that her
mother sung murder ballads and other more dramatic ballads that would typically be sung
unaccompanied, while her father enjoyed singing hymns and humorous songs (that were

often sung with instruments, though her father, Virge, was not an instrumentalist). She also
remarks on the number of "murder girl ballads" 248 which were sung at the time: "There were
so many little songs about girls a-getting killed." Similarly, Beech Mountain singer Pearl

Hicks affirmed the popularity of the murder songs, telling me that songs like "Knoxville
Girl" were "about the only thing they sung back yonder."249

Zora comments about her mother, "She could sing good enough `til she taught me the

tune of them right, you know." But, Zora struggles to remember some of the words to her
mother's songs. She said, "But sometimes, I can't get `em all together, even if I sit down
and try to remember."250 Some of the songs from her mother's repert.oire that Zora recalled

were "The Baggage Coach Ahead," "Carolina Was a Lady,"25] and "Mary and William"

248 I first heard this term in a presentation by Raige Pierson at the American Folklore Society

Annual Meeting 2006 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
249 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
250 Zora Walker, personal interview, 7 December 2007.
25] Zora's melody for the few verses of "Carolina Was a Lady" that she could remember was
very similar to that of Dillard Chandler's singing on John Cohen, Dczrfr j7o//er.. O/d Love
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(Laws N28; also known as "Willie and Mary," "Mary and Willie," "Little Mary" and "The
Sai|or's Bride").252 Zora remembered several verses and the tune of each ballad.

Even if she had forgotten some of the later verses, she retained the overall meaning of
each song. While she could not remember all the verses to "William and Mary,"253 she

recounted the entire storyline. In December 2007, she sang a fragment of the ballad:

As William and Mary stood by the sea shore,
Her last farewell to take;

Said Mary to William, "If you never return,
I know my poor heart will break."

"Don't moum my absence, little Mary," said he
As he stood on the old cottage door. . .

Zora then could not remember if it was floor or door and said, "I just can't think of it enough
to sing it, but anyway he come back dressed up like a beggar and told her a big line about her

boyfriend had got killed or something. It was him though, but then they grabbed each other
after awhile [laughs] and got married." On my most recent visit with Zora in October 2008,

she sang me eight verses of the same song,

Songs and Ballads (Featuring Dillard Chandler and other traditional singers) , CD,

Washington D.C. : Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, 2005.
2_5}_LaNIs, American Balladry f rom British Broadsides, 2\7 -2L8.
253 See a;ho Folk Songs frown the Southern Highlands- Online Songbook tor al verstrm o£

"William and Mary" collected in 1929 and for references to other printed sources of the

ballad, accessed at http ://www.traditionalmusic.co.uk/folk-song-southern/folk-songsouthem%20-%200272.htm.
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"Mary and Willian"
(As sung by Zora Walker)
1 . As Mary and William stood by the seashore

Their last farewell to take;

Said Mary to William, "If you never return,
I know my poor`heart will break."

2. "Don't moum my absence, little Mary," said he
As he clasped up his girl to his side;
"For if I live, I will return

And make Sweet Mary my bride."
3. Three years had passed, the news canie at last

As she stood in her own cottage door;

A beggar passed by with a patch for his eye,
His jacket all ragged and tom.

4. "Oh sir," said she, "If you will tell me
What money I have I will give";
"If what you tell me, you tell me quite true

0 say does my Willialn still live?"

5. "He lives, he lives in poverty,

Has suffered a shipwreck besides;

He is too poor to ever return
And make sweet Mary his bride."

[ZW: Now this is some that I kindly wonder if I got right.]

6. She wrung her hands in agony
"May God have mercy," she cried,
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"I'd be willing to live in poverty

With William to be by my side."
[ZW: That makes good sense, whether or not it's right, doesn't it!]

7. The beggar then took the patch from his eye

And threw off his jacket beside,
And there standing to Mary's suaprise
Was William who stood by her side.

[ZW: And then I just, I don't know what . . .]

8. Off to the church house, the couple did go

The people came from far and wide;
To see the wedding of the year
And Mary became William' s bride.

It was impressive to see how much of the song Zora had recovered in just less than a year

between the first and next time she sang "Mary and William" for me. As she sang, she
interjected that she was less certain about the later lyrics in the song and suggested that she
had possibly taken some poetic license in piecing together the song, which she feels at liberty

to do if it works well. Zora is not afraid to stop singing at any moment in a song in order to
express some thought or concern regarding the song. In this way, her performance style is

informal and intimate.
Zora also talked about how there were certain songs "about the war." She sings part

of the song "The War is A-Raging" as well as a humorous verse from "Oh this War, this
Bloody War,"254 which she remembered her Dad singing.

254 Like the other women singers, Zora rarely gives a title to the song. Zora will just Say the

"song about `0 this War, this Bloody War."
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[ZW: And then there's another `unutne verse in it I thought was so furmy. It's
something about the war.]
The captain said to shoot at will, I said which one is he;

It made the captain angry and he fired his gun at me,

Oh this war-this bloody war.
[ZW: That's all the verses I can think of right now.]

At least for Zora, the meaning of the stories of these songs lives in her imagination. She
processes these songs and reflects on them; she does not simply absorb or regurgitate them.

In some cases, she even changes the words to a song, if she disagrees with the meaning.
In October 2008, she was able to recall a complete storyline for the ballad "The War
is a Raging."

"The War is A Raging"
(As sung by Zora Walker)
[ZW: Let's see some of them sing . . .]

1 . The war is a raging and Johnny has to fight;

I want to be with him from moming `til night.
[ZW: Did you ever hear of that one?]
2. I want to be with him, it grieves my heart so;
"Won't you let me go with you?" "Oh no my love no."

[ZW: Did you ever hear of that one? (A brief discussion ensues.)]
3. "Your waist is too slender, your fingers are too small;

Your cheeks too red and rosy to face the cannonball."

[ZW: And then they repeat stuff in them songs.]
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4. "To face the cannonball, to face the cannonball;
[ZW: Do you do that?]

Your cheeks too red and rosy to face the cannonball."
5. "I know my waist is slender, my fingers they are small;
But 1'11 never dash my countenance to see ten thousand fall."
[ZW: Now, I believe she says, `To see ten thousand fall' and go on like that.I
6.

"I will bob my yellow hair, and men's clothing 1'11 put on;

1'11 go as your company as we march along."

7. "I will act as your company, your troubles to bless;

Won't you let me go with you?" "0 yes, my love yes."
Zora remembered that there were two verses she had left out after verse 6. She said, "0
yeah, he puts a verse in there before she said, `1'11 bob my yellow hair." He says:

6a. "When you're out on the picket, some cold winter day;
Your red rosy cheeks, they will soon fade away."
6b. "Your red rosy cheeks, that grieves my heart so;

Won't you let me go with you?" "Oh, no my love no."

Zora's commentary is included here in order to give a more real account of how she shared
her songs with me. Zora readily shares her reflections about lyrics and interpretation of a

song more than other traditional singers I have encountered. However, on this particular

occasion, Rick Ward was with me; her excitement that Rick knew a lot of the sane songs
inspired Zora to engage in even more dialogue during her singing upon this visit.

She was interested in comparing different versions of songs with Rick.
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Zora's version of this song classified by Brown as "The Girl Volunteer" (Brown 100)
is interesting because it contains the storyline of the woman disguising herself as a soldier in

order to fdi+ow tyer behoNed. +n The Frank C. Brown Collection Of North Carolina Folklore
Volume 11, the act of putting on disguise occurs in the variant "Jack Munro" (Brown 99). In

"Jack Munro," the girl not only disguises herself but goes into war and rescues her
beloved.255 In Zora's version, the woman indicates that she will go to battle for him and in

the end, he says that she may go with him. However, no battle action takes place in this
song. In 1966, Buna Hicks and Tab Ward performed versions of this song for Thomas

Burton featured in Fo/dsongs JJ. These singers have referred to this song as "Poor Johnny"
or "Johnny, Oh Johrmy." Tab Ward's version "Poor Johnny" includes none of the storyline
of the woman's disguise. She is simply heartbroken that he is leaving but she accepts it. It

contains some beautiful imagery :

There're rings on my fingers, there're bells on my toes;

Remember me, Johrmy, wherever you may go.
There're flowers in the garden, fish on the sea;
I Want to many Johnny, he'll never many me.256

Tab may have written the latter verse himself. He added several verses to the ones he had
originally learned from his "folks."257 The first three verses of Buna's version "Johnny, Oh,

Johrmy" are similar to Tab's in that they involve a girl professing her love to her beloved

soldier who will be called to war. However, her fourth and final verse introduces the

255 See variant 99a of "Jack Munro," Belden and Hudson, 2: 314-315.
2_S_6_Burton, Folksongs IIi \°. .
257 Ibid.
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storyline of the girl disguising herself: "1'11 roach258 back my yellow hair and in [men's]
clothing 1'11 put on;/ 1'11 foller you, Johrmy,1'11 foller you along."

Zora had sung a much shorter version of this song for me in December 2007. Her
latest and expanded rendition included a full development of a dialogue in which the girl
convinces her beloved to her go with him. In recent years, inspired by the war in Iraq, Zora
composed her own song "Soldier Man" about a soldier and his wife who is left behind at

home. The song is a dialogue between the husband and wife, in which they share their

sadness at being far apart from another. However, the man affirms that he must perform his
duty by fighting in the war. Old songs can infom the style in which a traditional singer
might compose new verses to an old song or an entirely new song.

The following is a song "Boy Sells Cow" (also known as "The Crafty Farmer" Child
283), which she learned from her father in the 1920s or 1930s. This Child ballad appears to

have been relatively uncommon in the southern United States; most of the versions in
Bronson259 were collected in Ireland, England, and Nova Scotia while there are also a few

collected in Vermont and Minnesota.

This is a rare song in the repertoire of North Carolina singer; however, two versions
of this song were collected in the Frcr#4 C. Brow# Co//ecfz.o#. One was called "A Yorkshire

Bite" (Brown 46a) and the other, "Farmer John Robbed the Famers" (Brown 46b).260

258 Buna Hicks may have sung the word "broach" here, but Burton wrote "roach" in the

i:grTBs::ipst#£:2F8o2Jfso#grJ7,50.

260 Bctden andHndson, eds., The Frank C. Brown Collection Of North Carolina Folklore, 2..
189-190.
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"Boy Sells Cow"

(As sung by Zora Walker)
[ZW: My son wanted me to whte stuff like this down. Here's an old one
about boy sells a cow. Daddy sang this.]

1. "Come down, come down" the farmer said to his son;
"Make some money or lose someone."

"Here's an old cow, take him to the fair,
She's in good order and her I can spare"
Lie-tother, tother-turn a-ram-tan-e-o.
[ZW: That's furmy words.]

2. Well, the boy took the cow and he headed for the fair,

He hadn't gone far `til he met with a man;

Hadn't gone far `til he met with a man

And sold that cow for six pounds of tan
Lie-tother, tother-turn a-ram-tan-e-o.

3. Well, he went to the baIToom to get him a drink

The money was paid right down in jink;
There's a lady there dressed in silk so fine,

She sewed that money into his coat line
Lie-tother, tother turn a-ram-tan-e-o.

4. Well, the boy got out and he started for his home,

A robber mounted and soon followed on:
"If you're going down the road a few miles
Get on behind me and we'11 both ride"

Lie-tother, tother turn a-ran-tan-e-o.
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5. They hadn't gone more than a mile that way
`Til the robber said, "1'11 tell you in plain:

It's money I want without any strife.
And if I don't get it, it's your sweet life"
Lie-tother, tother turn a-ram-tan-e-o.

6. Well, the boy got down and he spread his money out,
In a high patch of weeds, he strutted all about;

While the highway robber was a-pickin' up the loss,
He jumped in the saddle, rode off with his hoss [horse]
Lie-tother, tother turn a-ram-tan-e-o.

7. "Come back, come back," the robber he roared,
"Come back, come back," the robber he roared;

"Come back, come back," the robber he roared,
1'11 pay you back your own and ten times more

Lie-tother, tother turn a-ram-tan-e-o.

8. The boy rode up to the old man's door,

He came out with a stomp on the floor,
"Son, oh son, ain't it a curse?
Our old cow has turned into a hearse [horse]
Lie-tother, tother turn a-ram-tan-e-o.

9. Well, the boy got down and began to unfold,
He found ten-thousand in silver and gold;

He began to puff and he began to swell,
"Pappy don't you think this old cow well?"
Li-tother, tother turn a-ran-tan-e-o.
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"Boy Sells a Cow" is an entertaining song that transports the singer and listener into the

midst of an action-packed adventure. The boy reminds us of the famous "Jack" in the old
English Jack Tales with his combination of na.1.vet6 and wit. The farmer's son not only

brings home the robber' s horse to his father, but also unknowingly, the robber' s riches,

which were stowed in the horse's saddle. The boy does not have a specific name, which

helps define him as a universal character like "Jack." As in many of the Jack Tales, the
boy's father plays an important role in sending the boy out on a mission to get some money.

In different versions of this song, the father figure is often replaced by a master or a rich
farmer.26] The boy returns to his father to reveal his accomplishments, which creates a
circular story.

The rich lady at the tavern plays the surprising role as an accomplice in the boy's

heroic triumph and trickery over the robber. She sews the money into the boy's pockets in
several collected versions. In some versions, there is a verse in which the boy actually asks

her what he should do to safeguard the money.

Zora was fortunate to hear her father sing and lean songs from him. She thought that
some of the other children did not get to hear him sing. Zora, therefore, was pretty young
when he sang to her. She describes her father's presence in her life:

He [father] may have quit singing. I don't ever remember hearing him sing as we got
older. But he wasjust a very attentive Dad and tried to teach you how to learn. I

know in the first grade he had a book a-gettin' me to try to learn words-we come to
girl and I couldn't figure out what girl was so he said, "What are you?" and I said,
"What are you?" (laughs). I thought that was what it said! But he sang to us and I

remember sitting in his lap and stuff when I was little. I was the oldest one.

26' See "Well Sold the Cow" (no.19), "The Boy and the Cow" (no. 25), and "Well Sold the
Cow" (no. 26) in Bronson, 4: 282-302.
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|t is peculiar that both Zora's husband Gail (as relayed by granddaughter Laurie) and her
father Virge sang less often or stopped singing altogether as they got. older. According to

Zora, "Gail's family were not singers. He only made up little funny songsuliddiesutr
some he had leaned and sang them to our children or grandchildren."262 This comment
about Gail's family as well as an early statement she made: ". . . But we was evidently kind
of a singing family and are yet"263 solidify the notion of "singing families" that have

maintained strong family singing traditions in the southern Appalachian Mountains and
thereby, have played a key role in maintaining the vitality of the tradition.
Zora's mother Esta also lost her ability to cany a tune as she got older. Sometimes,
an older child in the falnily may be privy to older traditions, especially due to potential
physical illness in older parents. Also since music making can function as part of

childrearing and child entertainment, the context may disappear as the children or their

parents age. After Zora read this chapter, she had a conversation with her sister Bett and
gained some new insight. She was surprised to discover that Bett, who is twelve years
younger, had also heard her father sing. Zora said, "So maybe he did keep singing."264

Zora' s "discovery" suggests that her own responsibilities shifted as she grew older, that she

was away from her home more often and no longer had the sane opportunity to hear her
father sing. After all, Zora was in Arizona with Gail, when Bett would still have been living

at home with her parents. However from Zora's observations, it is apparent that Virge, her
father, sang less often than she had remembered and that possibly, he had eventually even
stopped singing altogether. Zora also commented that she was not sure if her Dad had sung

262 Zora Walker, letter to author, B'City [Bryson City], NC, 20 November 2008.
263 Zora Walker, personal interview, 7 December 2007.
264 Zora Walker, letter to author, B'City [Bryson City], NC, 20 November 2008.
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at church when he was a little boy, and she wondered "where he could have learned all the
tunes sO well.»265

Zora is analytical and curious and has a tendency to slip into dialogue during our
singing sessions. Her singing performs a basic function of communicating a story or idea.

The storyline and themes of a song seem of utmost importance to Zora; however, she also
pays close attention to the tunes of her original songs as well as songs from tradition. Her

literary abilities are an important representation of innovation among traditional singers-and
the creativity, which has helped keep the tradition alive and dynaniic. Hazel Rhymer, Pearl

Hicks, and Zora Walker are extraordinary and atypical today with their large traditional song
repertoires and singing talents, and yet they are significant because they are participants in a

tradition that has been created, honed, and carried on by many in a culture and not just a few.

265 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 7
Zora Walker' s Original Works and Her Creative Process

Zora says that she has taken up whting only in recent years, now that she has the time
and lacks the mobility to do much else. A knee injury left her semi-crippled. "All I do is sit

here," she said, in her chair by the window. "Recent" has different interpretations, for she
has written consistently since the mid-1970s. And in fact, as it will become clear, she has

been honing her craft since her childhood. She admits that her songs and writing have
improved with time. She believes her earlier work sounded more "second-grade."266 When

she was in the sixth grade, her teacher recognized her writing ability saying to her, "You're a
poet!" Zora says she often revises and has to work hard to make her pieces sound right.

Zora was one of seven students who graduated from her high-school in 1941. She went

through the eleventh grade; they did not have twelfth back then.

Fig. 43. Zora (second from right) with her teenage friends.

Photo from the personal collection of zora Walker.

266 Zora Walker, personal interview, 15 January 2006.
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Zora stresses how important free time267 and time alone have been for her writing.
For example, in 1977, she began writing her 18-page autobiographical story called "The

Good Old Days" about growing up in the mountains in a different era, but did not finish it
until her husband Gail passed away, nearly two decades later. When she was younger, she
was simply too busy to have the interest or time, she says, to ponder and reflect on life like
she has in recent decades. She recalls one period when she was able to write early in the

moming, after Gail left early for work and before her children awoke.
Zora and Gail had six children, Carolyn Walker Hall, Johnny Walker, Janet Walker
Clapsaddle, Joan Walker Myers, Tommy Walker, and Connie Walker Sutton. She also gave

birth to two sons prematurely, about eleven months apart, and they died shortly after birth in
Arizona. The shelves in Zora's house are lined with framed photographs of her children and
thirteen grandchildren. Gail and Zora married on July 26,1942. Gail worked hard to support

the family. He gained expertise in running the jack hammer when he helped build tumels
around 1941 to hold the river prior to the construction of the Fontana Dam in 1943. Shortly

after they married, Gail was drafted into the army during World War 11. After a short time,

he was released to work in the copper mines in Arizona, and he and Zora moved out there
together in December 1942. They stayed in Arizona until he was called back into the army.
On July 28,1944, they left Arizona. Gail went to Kassel, Germany; he was twenty-six years

old. Zora moved back to her parents' home in Yellow Branch, North Carolina. After the

war, Gail farmed and worked in carpentry around western North Carolina. Since he was

away a lot for work, it is not surprising that Zora could not afford the time to write in her

267 See Hufford et al, 7172e Grcr#c7 Ge7zerczfz.o#, 29.
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Fig. 46. Gail and Zora Walker. Photo from the personal

collection of Zora Walker.

Zora Walker frequently distributes written copies of her work to friends and faniily.
She gave me a copy of one of her stories, and in exchange, asked me to send more copies of
it back to her, so she could have more on hand to give away. Clearly, this exchange is a

valuable way of sharing and expressing herself for Zora.
Zora often reflects on how the mystery of how tunes and words come to her. The

death of friends is what initially inspired her to write, and death remains a major inspiration
for many of her compositions and songs. She writes poems for friends whose husbands have
died. After her son Tommy was killed in a terrible car wreck in May 1984 at age twenty-

flve, Zora filled two notebooks with her thoughts, poems, and songs. Tommy was in his
twenties at the time. She continued to write about Tommy for five years, after which she
discarded one of the notebooks and kept the other, which she called "Diary of a Broken
Heart." She said, "I grieved and cried every night for five years." She shared that this
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outpouring of writing was `1he only way I could cope."268 One of her poems from this series

called "Why us Lord?" was published in a local paper. This poem demonstrates her ability to

express and embody in her words the full spectnm of emotion from despair and confusion to
hope and faith. Perhaps this extreme exaniple of her using her whting "to cope" suggests

that her creative process and expression serve in part as a balm in her life-a way to soothe

her in times of sorrow and distress-and a way to understand or come to terms with adversity
as well as changes in her life and in the world around her.
Poem: "why Us Lord?»269

(By Zora Jenkins Walker)
[This poem was written in memory of her son Tommy, who died May 28, 1984 by his
mother on June 9,1984. Zora recalls, "And it was so saddening. It was a shock."]

Nobody knows our sorrow or the depth of our despair.
Only the ones who have lost a child know the pain we bear.

They understand the suffering, about the heavy load.
They too have had this burden, been down this lonely road.
In my inner vision, I see his dear sweet face,

But deep down within my broken heart, no one can take his place.

When I wake each moming and start another day,
I just cannot accept it why he had to go away.

I see so many things around me that remind me of the past,
And I think of all the plans that he had when he canie to see us last.

268 Interview with Zora Walker, 1 January 2006: 1.

269 I have transcribed these poems and songs from videotape. Therefore, the format and

punctuation of these verses may differ from Zora's manuscripts.
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He was so young and healthy and his heart was good and kind,
And I cannot help to wonder as this question comes into my mind,
"Why Lord did you take him?" And no matter how much I try,

The question I keep asking is "Why, 0 Lord why?"
Help me God to accept it even though I don't understand.

Help me realize he's happier now there with you in a better land.

His earthly form has departed-he's not with us as he used to be,
But deep inside each of us, his memory will always be.

We know you gave him to us-we thank you God, we truly do,
And you had a reason for taking him early, but no one knows it, only you.
And as much as we all loved him, we will never lose our grief;

But we know that you will be with us and will give us some relief.

We know he can't come back to see us in the way he used to do;
But someday we will go to see him and will get to see you too.

Please help us God each day we live to turn to you and know

That you are with us no matter where we go.
And that by helping others is a way of serving you,
And only by your guidance can we do what we should do.
Please give us peace and comfort as we go on day by day

And give us faith to trust in you-there is no other way.

Zora' s original compositions are honest and insightful, artful yet accessible. Zora writes in a

way that is plain for anyone and everyone to understand and appreciate. Her rhyming
patterns create a pleasing flow between the verses. This poem is religious in nature and its
central theme is faith. She also expresses her value of "helping others": "helping others is a

way of serving you [God]." Furthermore, while Zora helps herself and finds healing through
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her creative process, she also finds a way to serve others. She explains, "1'11 give that [this

poem] to people that's lost a son. They really like it. It tells youjust how you feel, and they

know they're going through the same thing."270 She once wrote a poem for a family who had
recently lost a child and left it for them at the gravesite. She did not even know the family
personally but reached out to them through her poetry.

Most of Zora's poems fit into two categories: religion and humor about the mundane
and everyday life. Her original songs include religious songs, songs about "good old days,"
love songs, and songs inspired by national and local current events such as 9-11, the War in

Iraq, and the controversy surounding the Fontana Dam and the construction of "The Road to
Nowhere." Of her sixteen original songs, it appears that six are of a religious nature, six are

what she calls "love songs," two are about current events, and two are about memories and
nostalgia for her childhood (see appendix H for a list of her original songs). Certainly, as a

whole, her songs are anchored in her spirituality and her compassion for others.

Zora displays wit and a strong sense of humor in her creative work such as in the
poems "Attention Please!" and "The Man in the Pick Up Truck." Her humor may be in part

informed by the funny songs, ditties, riddles, and jokes she learned around the house in her
childhood. Her religious upbringing and exposure to religious songs and hymns have also

had an important impact on her writing. Her ties to the land and cultural heritage of the area
where she was raised inform many of her songs including "I'd Rather Be on Hazel Creek"
and "Take Me Back Home" as well as her short stories "Paradise Lost" and "A Road that
Never Ends."

270 Zora Walker, personal interview, 24-25 February 2007.
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Some of her romantic songs, which she has referred to as her "pure love songs,"
suggest an influence from early popular country music. The inflection in her singing voice

as well as the melodies she chooses for her original songs are undoubtedly informed in part

by the early days of radio. Zora's tunes for her original songs are often bright and "happy"
sounding, in contrast to the haunting melodies present in some of the older ballads. Zora

herself has categorized some of her songs. For example, she said that her song "Afraid to
Love Again" is more "like country," which is true. She compared her music to her brother
Carroll Jenkins' music on several occasions. Carroll, whose long-term residence has been in

Charlotte, North Carolina, had a bluegrass band in San Diego, California, when he worked
out there with the navy. He recently made a CD with 17 "love songs" on it. Zora describes

his music as more "country" or "bluegrass" and her own as more "old-fashioned." She also
points out that his songs are longer than hers and are accompanied with "pretty music."27'

On two occasions, she suggested that his songs are better than hers: "He went to college and
he has a little bit more of a knack for writing songs, you know, than I do. It's bluegrass. His
is sort of bluegrass . . . he's a bluegrass boy."272 However, it seems that Zora, as the first-

bom child and a permanent residence in that region of western North Carolina, has
performed the distinct role of carrying on the unaccompanied style and songs of her family' s
music tradition, as well as writing her own songs that are, perhaps, more tied to that tradition,
especially her song "I'd Rather Be On Hazel Creek" which concerns the community and
natural landscape of her childhood. Hazel, Pearl and Zora seem to have played parallel roles

as keepers of their family's traditional music. It would be interesting to consider how or why
27[ Her descriptions of her brother Carroll Jenkins' music came from Zora Walker, personal

interview, 7 December 2007, and Zora Walker, letter to author, B'City [Bryson City], NC, 20
November 2008.
272 Zora Walker, personal interview, 7 December 2007
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certain children in a family carry on the tradition. It seems that the fact that these three

singers, for whatever reason, did not take up an instrument helped solidify their focus on the
older songs. By the sanle token, their exposure to older music at home and in the community
and their impressive talents in leaming and replicating these songs may have also detracted

from their motivation to play any instrument-apart from their own voice.
Aside from several of her original love songs as well as some of the commercial
country songs that she sings, Zora's singing style is fairly consistent whether she sings an

original song or a traditional folk song or ballad. Even with the country songs, Zora only
slightly changes her inflection to reflect that style. Like Pearl and Hazel, Zora's singing

voice and unaffected performance style are constant, regardless of the genre of the song.
Furthermore, she writes ballets and discusses the lyrics to songs of all genes that she sings.

Zora has had an ongoing inner-dialogue with these songs throughout her life, and she invited
me to participate in that dialogue during our visits. Even if she is reading from her
handwritten songbook, she often reflects on possible missing verses or the fact that her verses

may not be written down in order. A small sanpling of zora Walker's original writings and
music is presented in the remainder of this chapter.

Her song "I Know" resembles more closely rural gospel music than the sound and
style of old solemn Primitive Baptist Hymns.
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"I Know%273

(A song whtten by Zora J. Walker)
["There's that one about `1 know,' she said, and then she began to sing.]
1. Someday 1'11 be leaving this old world below

And go to the home in the sky.

I want to be ready to meet my dear Lord
When I bid this old world goodbye.

Chorus:

I know, I know for me he was crucified.
I know, I know it was for my sins that he died.
2. He lived on this earth just as you and I

And worked with his hands everyday.
He dwelled among people of every kind

And never turned anyone away.
3. Oh won't you get ready to go with me
To heaven that beautiful place.

There we can see loved one's who have gone before
And look upon my dear Savior's face.
As is typical in many gospel songs such as "1'11 Fly Away," the use of first person narrative

creates a feeling of closeness and intimacy between God and the singer. Furthermore, Zora's
emphasis on Jesus (our Savior) as a common person on earth in the second verse "who

worked with his hands everyday" and "never turned anyone away" further heightens this

273 Zora Walker, personal interview, 24-25 February 2006. A recording of "I Know" by Zora

Jenkins Walker is available on the Pearl Hicks DVD sampler, see appendix N.
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close relationship between the singer and the Lord. It also serves to affirm that anyone may
be accepted by Jesus; this might help the singer or listener to find comfort in this song. "I

Know" and many of her works address the issue of death. In the third verse of "I Know," the
promise of seeing loved ones in heaven offers hope and offsets some of the sadness
associated with death. The song is effectively structured so as to move the singer/listener

through confronting the inevitability of death in the first verse, to the invitation of all to
heaven in the second, and finally to the reunion with loved ones in heaven in the final verse.
Her structure and form are simple and succinct. However, behind this seemingly simple

expression is a true seanstress of words. She spins words into thoughts, thoughts into words,
so that a listener can easily understand and empathize.

Family is clearly also a central theme of both Zora's creative life and her life in
general. She shared with me a poem she wrote from a child's perspective in which the child

expresses gratitude to his father on Father's Day. After she read this poem, she told me that
she wrote poems about her own father while sitting at his grave. She explains how losing a
parent "makes you sad-you don't get over it for a long time."274 After September 11, 2001,

Zora wrote a song called "I Want My Daddy." It is about the family of one of the men who
helped bring down the plane he was on, sacrificing his life and all of the other passengers

aboard the flight, in order to avert another terrorist strike and an even greater tragedy. Over

the news, many viewers around world heard the amazing story of the man who called his

wife from the bathroom of the plane and, after realizing the destiny of the plane, acted so
bravely with the assistance of other passengers. "It was so touching," Zora said.

274 Zora Walker, personal interview, 24-25 February 2007.
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"I Want My Daddy"
(A song by Zora J. Walker written on December 3 1 , 2002)

"Where is my Daddy?," the little boy asked;
"I'd like to see him you know."

"Why son he's in heaven," his mother replied;

"When we die, that's where good people go."

"I want my Daddy to come play with me,
And teach me how to play ball,
I want him to love me and help say my prayers
Will he answer me if I call?"

"No son he won't answer if you call him,
You'll just have to make it alone;

I'm sure Daddy is happy, for Jesus is there,

But Daddy can't ever come home."

"We need to be ready when we get our call

To go to that heavenly home;

There we can see Daddy when we get there
And never again be alone."

"I Want My Daddy" has a strong religious tone throughout and concludes with the strong
message: "We 72eed /a be recrdy when we get our call to go to that heavenly home." One

Sunday, Zora sang "I Want My Daddy" for a friend in the churchyard. He liked it so much,
he asked her to sing the song at the service later that evening. Zora comments, "Well, that's

not really a church song but it wasn't nothing wrong with it. That's about the first one I sang
down there at the church. But I sang all my religious one's down there for him." Religious
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songs may have offered Zora more of a public performance venue, most notably in church,
than her others. This reality may have inspired her to pen more songs of this nature.

Furthemore, the religious focus in many of her original songs, poems, and stories was
undoubtedly influenced by her religious upbringing in her family of origin and community.
Throughout the course of her life, she has continued to reflect on spiritual concerns.
Songwriters are often influenced by the musical styles to which they are frequently
exposed. In addition to religious music, the influences of storytelling and ballad singing

ground Zora' s creative work. Zora often conveys an idea through strong characters as well

as dialogue as evidenced by the conversation between mother and son in "I Want My Daddy"
and between sweethearts in "Soldier Man," which she composed in 2007 ("Soldier Man" is
included in Appendix I). Zora's heavy use of dialogue is characteristic of the ballad
tradition.275

In "The Man in the Pickup Truck," whtten on November 6, 2003, Zora effectively
uses symbolism and conveys an idea in few words. She creates original characters, which
stand for something universal.

"The Man in the Pickup Truck"
(A poem by Zora J. Waker)
You may be a man who drives a Cadillac and lives in a big house on the hill.

You may run a big corporation and come and go as you will.

You may have a great big bank account and think you have all the luck.
But, the man who really keeps the world going is the man in the pickup truck.

275 See Brunvand, 323 ". . . ballads, like epics, often begin abruptly, z.# mecJJ.crs res (in the

middle of the story), and they are highly cJrczmcr/z.c in that they are told largely in terms of
dialogue and action."
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He's the man who built your big old house, did the plumbing, electricity and all.

If anything ever goes wrong about the place, he's always the man that you call.
He keeps the wheels on your Cadillac rolling

And works on the roads on which you drive.

If not for the man in the pickup truck, this world just couldn't survive.
She creates an effective juxtaposition between the man in his the pickup truck and the man in
the Cadillac who may own the big house, but whose luxuries depend on the working man.
She boldly confronts the reader, employing the second person. See Appendix J for several
more of zora' s original poems.
One of zora's most significant songs is called "I'd Rather Be on Hazel Creek."
She describes how this song canie about:
I have put a few letters in there in the Srmoky A4ocj#/c!z.# rj.owes to the editor with a lot

of other people to tell them my opinion, you know, about the road, and I wrote a
story, though, before I got to doing that. I got to thinking about the Hazel Creek

experience and how it was just such a paradise up in there to have had to leave out
and the dam coming up and running those people out. And I got nostalgia, I guess

you call it, and just got to wanting to do something, you know-write a poem, and it
turned into a song. And we always visited with our relatives on years later, `til it was
really a good memory for me, you know, about Hazel Creek.276

"I'd Rather Be On Hazel Creek"
(A song by Zora J. Walker)

Way back in the Great Smoky Mountains
Is a place that I like to go.

But I can only go there in my memories,
For this happened a long time ago.
2]6 ]a|bhoNI, NSCD 8-23-04 AJ-1 : Zora Jenkins Walker Interview, \\.
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And `neath a wall of majestic mountains
Lay a valley that seemed like a dream.

In the midst of this beautiful valley

Ran a clear and awesome stream.

It wound its way down the valley
Running swiftly and sometimes running slow,
Until it completed its journey
In the Little Tennessee RIver below.

The people who lived in this valley
Seemed to be so happy and free.

They had everything that they needed.
This was where they wanted to be.

Then the Tennessee Valley Authority

Hit the people with a great big "wham."
They told them they had to leave there
So they could build the Fontana Dam.

There were many other families in other places

In the counties of Graham and Swain
Had to leave their home in the mountains

With a lot of heartbreak and pain.
They didn't know where they were going
Just any old place they could find.

With a lot of sad feelings and memories
Of so much of their lives left behind.
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They left behind some of their loved ones,

The one's who had died along the way.

But they got a promise before leaving
That everything would be okay.

They would build them a good road to the graveyards
They could travel on anytime that they chose.
But along comes all these buttinskis
Whose favorite word is oppose.

They say, "Let's take the money,"

But that just wouldn't be fair.
We deserve the road that was promised

To the families of the one's who were there.
Later, Zora added the following two more verses to "The Hazel Creek Song": 277

Our government should honor its agreement
On a promise that is long overdue.

For it's only a drop in the bucket
For all the big things that they do.

For now we will just keep on fighting

For what we know is right.

If we never win the battle,
We will know we have fought a good fight.

277 Zora Walker, letter to author, B'City [Bryson City], North Carolina, 20 November 2008.
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"Take Me Back Home" is perhaps an even more nostalgic original song in which Zora also

paints a picture of her childhood in the Smoky Mountains (see Appendix K for lyrics of
"Take Me Back Home").
Zora is not so much political in writing and in her life as she is honest, insightful and
authentic. Her storytelling in both poetry and song parallels the American ballad singing
tradition. Her artistic voice is rooted in her deep connections and knowledge of the past and

her mountain upbringing, the pallet of her emotional experience as well as her close attention
to current events and the present day. Her compositions are so perso72cz/-truthful and

emotional-yet at times intersect with important socio-historical events like the construction
of the Fontana Dam and September 11, 2001, and so, provide social commentary in addition

to their poetic and emotional value.

Fig. 47. Zora Walker at the park, 2006. During a drive, Zora and I stopped

at one of her favorite parks nearby her house.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions

Civerview

A dynamic singing tradition has existed in the mountains. Homemade music was a
part of daily life, and singers and musicians actively pursued, upheld, and expanded their
family musical repertoires. The use of ballets, songbooks, and homemade recordings; the
literary abilities and artistic creativity of the singer; the singer's desire to sing or practice

songs in order to remember them; and, the exchange among singers inside and outside of the

home are four factors that have helped drive the tradition. I will touch on these points in this
chapter. Clearly, singing has had significant meaning for these singers throughout their lives,

and this deep inner-appreciation of song is perhaps the centeapiece and the ultimate safeguard

of the art form of homespun song. For many singers, music was and is not just an activity;
music and song accompany and sometimes even define different life stages. Zora Walker,
Pearl Hicks, and Hazel Rhymer have shared with me not only their music but also "sacred
stories," since music and stories often come hand and hand. Therefore, when we talk about a
dynamic musical tradition in the southern Appalachians, this implies the existence of a lively

cultural atmosphere where human beings engage face to face, swapping their stories of old

and new. The human want for entertainment and self-reflection through music and
storytelling has not diminished through the centuries, but rather, it has been amplified in the

fom of digital media. People seek the constant companionship of music on their I-pods, CD
players, or radios. The stories and perspectives of other human beings are just a "link" away

through live journals, internet blogs, and "youtube" videos. Film, a fom of storytelling, is
also widely accessible today from netflix to satellite television to Blockbuster to the
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supercinema megaplexes. We human beings long for ways to understand our lives as well as
ways to access worlds that feel apart from us. Storytelling through cinema and commercial

music performs these functions in mainstream America. Today, the internet craze is in part a

consequence of the desire of human beings to stay "connected" and in touch with one
another. As valuable as the internet, cinema, and recorded music may be, I believe that no

art form or virtual communication can take the place of homemade, "holistic" entertainment
including story and song swapping, dancing, and interactive game-playing perfomed in a
family or community setting.
Homemade Songbooks and Recordings
One obvious conclusion from my fieldwork is the symbolic as well as practical

importance of songbooks for Hazel, Pearl, and Zora, as well as many other traditional

singers. The songbooks may differ from each other in form and content, and they may have
performed different roles for each singer, but in some way, they helped the singer to hold on
to her musical tradition and to keep singing. All three women kept ballad books, but none so

artistically and actively as Zora, who has numerous volumes of notebooks filled with trivia,
songs, poetry, and autobiographical stories. Zora also made copies of her compositions that

she had written down to give to faniily and friends. Hazel Rhymer probably has had her
songbook since around the time she got married (circa 1940), while Pearl Hicks put hers
together during the last decade of her life (sometime in the early to mid 1990s). It seems that

Zora Walker has dabbled in her journals and songbooks all her life; however, the past few
decades have afforded her more free and sedentary time to spend writing poetry, stories, and
songs. As discussed in Chapter 4, Hazel's main songbook includes very few of the songs

that she shared with me, or likely performed for the public, yet she is attached to the book.
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When it was lost, she conveyed that she needed it back to remember her songs. Despite these

variations, all three women have benefited from their songbooks. Their songbooks have
helped them in their older years to actively engage and embrace their identity as singers, and
in Zora's case, her writing craft as well. Singers including Almeda Riddle, 278 Mary Jane

Queen, Rena Hicks, and Bessie Eldreth all kept songbooks as well.279 Though whtten down
ballads or "ballets" are considered to be part of traditional ballad transmission,280 it seems

that this facet of ballad folklore demands a deeper exanination.
In addition, Hazel Rhymer and Pearl Hicks made homemade recordings on
audiocassette tapes, which they shared with others. Pearl shared several tapes with family

and friends, while Hazel Rhymer passed on a homemade tape to me and contributed several
to the W.L. Eury Appalachian Collection at Appalachian State University. In this way, they
have created a lasting recording of their own singing which has important implications. It
could potentially help lengthen the life of their songs and their legacies as singers. The
I_]8_ See Riddle, A Singer and Her Songs : Almeda Riddle 's Book Of Ballads.
279 The Doccjme#/z.ng 4xpcz/crcfez.cr website includes various songbook manuscripts as well as

ballet sheets. Of especial interest is the songbook of a student of Dr. Amos Abrams, Mary
Alice Hoover's grandmother. The songbook includes parlor ballads, some Old World
ballads, and hymns. It is a bound book with linen fiber and its earliest entry dates back to
1905. Doc""e#/z.#g 4ppa/¢cfez.cr is accessible through the website of Belk Library at
Appalachian State University or directly at http ://contentdm.library.appstate.edu/index.html.
One of the earliest manuscripts in the W.L. Eury Collection at Belk Library at
Appalachian State University comes from Moses Adams of the Dehart community in Wilkes
County. He kept a diary bound in linen that includes mostly religious based songs as well as
notes about crop rotation and harvest. Adams started the diary around 1820. This diary will
eventually appear in the digitized collection. These items in the collection were suggested to
me by Paul Robertson who is managing the digitization project, personal conversation, 28
November 2008.
In fall 2007, I met a woman probably in her 50s or 60s in Happy Valley, Caldwell
County, North Carolina who told me that her mother had sung and played the dulcimer. Her
mother kept a book of her songs as well recipes and notes about canning and food
preparation. It seems that songbooks and ballet collections have not merely included songs,
but often texts pertaining to other aspects of life and lore.
280 see Brmvand, 274.
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sharing of their tapes with others indicates that they have likely received positive feedback on

their music and felt that it was of value to others.
The use of a simple tape recorder to make field recordings of singing elders has been
helpful for traditional singers like Sheila Kay Adams and Bobby MCMillon over the past
several decades. Bobby MCMillon gave a large collection of his field recordings to the

Southern Folklife Collection at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and the W.L.

Eury Appalachian Collection at Appalachian State University, as well as the Renfro Library
at Mars Hill College. In an interview featured in 7lfoe O/d rz."e j7ercr/d, Sheila shared that

she had wanted to continue leaming ballads from her relatives in the "traditional way" or
"knee-to-knee," where they sat across from another, and her musical mentor sang a verse and
she sang it back. Then the singer would sing her another verse, and Sheila would sing back

both verses, and they would keep adding verses until she had learned the whole song. After
Sheila's elderly relative, Berzilla Wallin, had had to repeat a verse of a song she was teaching
to Sheila five or six times, the exasperated Berzilla exclaimed, "For God's sake Sheila, why
don't ye git one a'them tape recorders!"28] Sheila wrote: "Thus ended my `purist' phase . . .

As a rule I paid close attention to what those old folks said, so off to Asheville I went that
weekend and purchased a new fangled Sony recorder."282 Berzilla Wallin encouraged her to

buy the tape recorder because she knew she would not be around long enough to teach Sheila
all of her songs. Sheila wrote that Berzilla declared, "I'm not going to live forever . . ."283

The nature of the "rules" of traditional singing adapt to a changing landscape and context for
singing.

28 I Adans, "Traditional Ballads," 27.
282 Ibid.

283 Dir|am, 9.
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Creativity: A Cog in the Wheel Of Traditional Music

My fieldwork experiences and research of the historical record suggest that
songwriting as well as the penning of new verses to old songs is an integral though often
subtle part of the traditional folk music dy#cr7#!.c orprocess. North Carolina singers born

before or around the turn of the twentieth century including Bascom Lamar Lunsford, Frank
Proffitt, and Tab Ward all wrote songs that are still sung today. Lunsford's "Mountain Dew"
whtten in 1920 quickly became popular and was recorded by commercial hillbilly artists as

well as sung informally by folk musicians in the region. Tab Ward wrote and recorded

"Tweetsie Railroad Song" and "Batchin' on the Farm." Frank Proffit was particularly
prolific; some of his original songs include "Hard Times on Beaver Dam Road," "Shull's
Mill," "Poor Man," "Blackberry Wine," and "Trifling Woman."284 Sometimes, a traditional

singer wrote entirely new compositions, and sometimes he or she just created new verses to

folk songs or filled in words to help complete or "revive" a song, when perhaps some lyrics
had been lost. For example, Frank Proffitt wrote verses for the song "1'11 Never Get Drunk

No More," for which his father, Wiley Proffltt, could only remember the chorus. Proffitt,
therefore, had a version of this song that was distinct from others collected elsewhere in the
southern Appalachian region as well as in the Midwest.285 0ra Payne Watson of Cove

Creek, North Carolina told me she had written two of the verses that she sang of "Careless
Love":

Mama Mama hold your tongue,
Mania Mama hold your tongue,

284 Sandy Paton, ed., Frcr77fr ProjLj// a/Reese, IVorffe Ccrro/z.#cr, CD, Sharon, CT: Folk-Legacy
Records, 2001, reissue of 1962; Sandy Paton, ed., Frcr#fr Pro;or/f A4e"orz.cr/ ,4/be{m, CD,
Sharon CT: Folk-Legacy Records, 2005, reissue of 1968.

2.$5 Ptrton, Frank PrJf f iiti Of Reese, North Carolina, "ctes,12.
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Mama Mama hold your tongue,
You used to court when you were young.

Papa Papa do the same,

Papa Papa do the sane,
Papa Papa do the same,
`Cause you were the one that changed her name.

Rick Ward added two verses to the version of "Muskrat" which he learned from his
grandfather, Tab Ward. RIck's verses are:

Muskrat, Muskrat, I'm glad that you are dead
Took the scraps from your hide

And made this banjer head, boy,
Made this banjer head (repeat last two lines)
[spoken: "And it's a nice `un."]

Muskrat, Muskrat, I'm glad that you are gone
But really you're still with me
A-playin' this here song, boy,
A-playin' this here song (repeat last two lines)
[spoken: "And it's a good `un."]

These verses are apropos since Rick Ward is a third generation banjo maker. Rick has also
written several original religious and folk songs including "My Heart has been Sold," "The
Ballad of Charlie Henson," and "Spring House Blues."
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Fig. 48. Rick Ward performs a ballad at the Jones House,
July 4, 2008. Photo from the personal collection of the author.

Josh Hayes, a singer, banjo player, and native of Watauga County in his late 20s,
wrote some additional verses for the folk song "Poor Johnny." Hayes explained that he
writes more verses when he likes a song and wants to keep singing it.286 Celebrated ballad

singers Jean Ritchie and Sheila Kay Adams have both written and recorded original songs.

Sheila's touching songs such as "Family Tree" and "Over Home" are about her finiily and
her ties to the mountains. Jean's compositions have a traditional feel and some of her songs,

such as "Now is the Cool of the Day," "Blue Diamond Mines," and "Black Waters," have
been integrated into traditional music repertoire sung by both amateur and professional
musicians.

These literary abilities have undoubtedly helped singers of traditional song in a

traditional context (learning through the oral tradition with perhaps the aid of a ballet) to
remember, recall, and on occasion, revive folk songs and ballads. Mary Jane Queen talked

286 Josh Hayes, personal conversation, Todd, NC, October 2008.
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about "arranging" "The Ballad of the Single Girl" from her memory because she did not

immediately write down the verses after she first heard them from her brother: "And when I
got home, I arranged them how I thought they should come, the single one's first and then
the married one's . . . Anyway, I rearranged them, and I've sung it ever since."287 Zora

Walker's imagination and intellect guide her in her process of recollecting songs from the

repertoires of her mother and father. She tries to think of what logically happens next in the
drama of the ballad she is trying to remember, or in her words, to "get together." Sometimes,
Zora has a difficult time knowing whether or not she is remembering a lyric or making it up.

Though she may struggle to piece together on old song from her memory, she does
understand the difference between old and new versions. After singing "Oh the War is

Raging," she commented, "There are a lot of these people here that later on kindly made their
own versions of some of them songs and changed words. Daddy was singing that, that many
years ago. I'm 86 years old . . .%288

I ant not suggesting that traditional singers throw tradition out the window, rather just
the opposite. Obviously, the peapetuation of ballad singing depends on continuity, and these

traditional singers clearly possess a strong respect for tradition and traditional music.
However, in practical terms, traditional singing involves spontaneity, flexibility, creativity,

and even imperfection. Verses will be left out and forgotten by some singers, and rediscovered and patched together by others. In 4 Sz.#ger j4mo#g Sz.72gers, Smith whtes:

"Forgetfulness is a plight faced by singers who have large repertoires, especially those who

287 Phil ]amison, interview with Mary Jane Queen (unpublished video footage), 14 April
2005.

288 Zora Walker, personal interview,17 October 2008.
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know a number of songs with similarities in text and tune."289 Smith points out that gaps in

memory are more significant for a song collector than the singer. When ballads are sung
unaccompanied, there is flexibility for the singer to elongate words or syllables and to deliver
the essential storyline relatively intact.290 But it is difficult for a collector to translate these

oral "idiosyncrasies" to the written text. This, after all, is the folk process that has shaped

and transformed ballads and folk songs over time. Perhaps, some of the best singers leave an
invisible mark on a song; it melds right into tradition. And singers do have different faculties
and abilities. Singers Pearl Hicks and Hazel Rhymer shared with me their razor sharp

recollection of many of the ballads and folk songs they had learned as children. They
seemed less interested in pondering the lyrics and arrangement of a song than Zora, but their
performance and skill-set were equally as important.
Memory

The topics of memory and the need to practice in order to remember songs emerge

frequently among traditional singers. Even though she had a songbook, Mary Jane Queen
said, "I could have wrote down a lot of these songs, but I didn't. I guess I thought mother
and daddy would always be there. But I found out later that they wasn't."291 Despite a

strong memory that a singer might possess, her ability to write down songs as well as record

them with technologies that have gotten progressively more affordable and "user-friendly," it
is inevitable for some songs to be lost along the way. Traditional musician Rick Ward has

access to fieldrecordings and lyric sheets of his grandfather Tab Ward's music that were

289 smith, 81.
290 |bid, 83.

29] Phil Jamison, interview with Mary Jane Queen (unpublished video footage),13 April
2005.
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made by Thomas Burton and others. Nevertheless, Rick sometimes struggles to remember
songs that his father and other relatives sang to him that were not documented.292

Mary Jane Queen expressed how practice and singing allow a singer to retain songs.

She described how she leamed and remembered songs her brother brought home from
school:

He learned them, the words and the tunes, and when he'd come home, he'd sing them
and I leamed them and I've never forgotten them. Because I love the songs. And I
keep singing them. If you keep singing a song, you will not forget it. But if you
don't Sing a lot of the different songs, you'|| forget it.293

This point may seem obvious-to have a command over a large repertoire of songs, a singer
must practice-but it is important because it reveals that a singer mustprczcfz.ce her art not in

the formal sense of rehearse or study; but rather, she must keep singing and remembering and
singing, whether she sings alone or with company, or performs in a public venue,
community, religious, or private setting. After Rosa Hicks sang a version of "Barbara Allen"
with eighteen verses, I asked her how she had leamed this song. She explained how she
studied the written words and practiced singing it, because she loves the song and wanted to
keep it in her mind. She said:

And then, when you love a song or anything, then you have it wrote down like
you're doing work. Now I've forgotten,1'11 have to-running [run] back to see
what the next verse is. And a lot of `em, I've been singing to keep in [my mind],
some of `em I love.294

Pearl Hicks wrote down many of her songs later in her life, she said, "to keep `em in my
mind I reckon." But she also said, "most of them have been in my head all my life," which
292 Rick Ward, personal conversation, 2006-2008.
293 Phil Tanison, interview with Mary Jane Queen (unpublished video footage), 13 April
2005.

294 Rosa and Ted Hicks, personal interview, 1 1 October 2007.
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correlates with how she created the songbook in her elderly years and had relied on her sheer

memory for most of her life. Pearl said about another song "Death is an Angel," "Now I
don't know where I heard that song sung. I just heard it and learned it and it sticks in my
head."295 The language that folk singers often use to describe their music helps demonstrate

its deep meaning and significance in their lives. It is impressive and astonishing when one
reflects on the singers' ability to recall songs from their childhood nearly seventy years later

or more. It demonstrates the deep impression that songs and poetry can leave on a child.

Hazel Rhymer shared that it seemed like, " . . . God taught me these words and they'll never
go away."296 Pearl said about "Death is an Angel," "It a/j.c4s in my head." Quite literally,

these songs have s/alcfr in the minds and hearts of these singers; however, staying active in

the singing tradition by singing privately as well as at community events, making homemade

tapes and writing down lyrics, undoubtedly, has contributed to the longevity of their music-

making, particularly their perfomance of songs from their youth. Zora Walker, Hazel
Rhymer, and Pearl Hicks all dedicated special attention to their songbooks in recent years

indicating that they have continued to hone their craft and affirm their identity as singers in
their elderly years.

Looking Outward: Musical Exchange

A fascinating topic worthy of further analysis is song transmission; but that is beyond

the scope of this thesis. Throughout my research, one important trend I have noticed is the

importance of musical exchange outside the home in helping to expand the repertoires of
singers. Singer Jennie Devlin worked as a hired girl in the nineteenth century along the New

York-Pennsylvania border and picked up songs from the different homes where she lived and
295 Pearl Hicks, personal interview, 22 July 2006.
296 Hazel Rhymer, personal interview, 25 November 2005
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worked. The nature of her work enabled her to gather songs from a variety of sources.297
Similarly, one of Bobby MCMillon' s most influential singing mentors "Maw maw Phillips,"

also leaned songs when she worked as hired hand; she knew over a hundred songs.298

Kentucky singer, Addie Graham, was influenced by the railroad men who moved into the
area to build the railroads; as a result, she incoaporated African-American spirituals as well

as railroads songs into her repertoire. John Calvin (Lie-Hue) Younce of Beech Mountain

was a drifter, moving from place to place picking up oddjobs. In the process, he

accumulated a wealth of tales and songs, which influenced the repertoires of other singers
and storytellers on Beech Mountain.299 Sandy Paton also cites Lee Momoe Presnell as a

major source for songs in the Beech Mountain area. Lee Mouroe lived out in Arkansas for
several years and brought back songs that he had learned to Beech Mountain.300 Hattie

Presnell learned songs from her father-in-law Lee Mouroe Presnell as well as from her

297 T€atharLne D. Ne"irnzrn .[n Never Without A Song.. The Years and Songs Of Jennie Devlin,

/86J-/9j2, foreward by Alan Lomax (Chicago and Urbana: University of Illinois Press)
2005, presents a masterpiece story and music collection of Jennie Devlin, a singer from the
northeastern United States. Newman's book includes over one hundred and fifty pages of
songs and recitations from Jennie' s repertoire, which were collected first by Alan Lomax and
later by the author. A consideration of Jennie Devlin's balladry is helpful in countering
stereotypes that ballads were only preserved in the southern Appalachian mountains of the
United States. Devlin, referred to as Grandma Deb when she got older, provided some
recitations of English poetry and nursery rhymes as well as songs of the following styles:
minstrel ballad/songster (from printed sheet music); nursery songs; bawdy songs used for
dancing; Native American ballads including "temperance ballads" and "American missionary
ballads"; British folksongs and broadsides, especially comic songs from music halls; and
several Child ballads. Newman' s comprehensive chronicling of the singer' s repertoire is in
itself a work of art, demonstrating the wide influences in the life of a singer of the midnineteenth to mid-twentieth century. This is an exceptional model for how to collect and
present a singer's musical world, especially in how it reveals connections between the music,
cultural norms, and the singer's personality.
298 Bobby MCMillon, presentation at Cece Conway's folklore class at Appalachian State
University, 1 February 2006; Patterson, 8.
299
Pa;ton, The Traditional Music Of Beech Mountain, North Carolina9 Vol.11, "ohes, 4-S.
300 Ibid, 4-5.
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husband, Dewey Presnell, whose repertoire was particularly influenced by the singing of

Mrs. Ida Mac Mclntyre of van Buren, Arkansas, whom he heard during the first eleven years
of his life.301 Zora Walker's father spent a lot of time away from his family living in lumber

camps, and he was the source of the majority of zora's songs. Hazel learned songs from her
grandmother, mother and other family members, but she also was exposed to other songs
from her contact with the Mcclure-Clark Family. Hazel said she learned "My Horses Ain't

Hungry" from Mr. Mcclure and that this ballad as well as many others came from Pulaski,
Kentucky. (See Appendix K for Hazel's lyrics of "My Horses Ain't Hungry.) Though I did

not gain an understanding of exactly how she had encountered these songs from Pulaski, her
comments indicate the influence of folk music from other regions in the Southern
Appalachians. 302 Also, the phenomenon of "The Madison County Crew" with its origins in

the Kentucky Native American ballad "The Rowan County Crew" helps demonstrate the
musical exchange that occured between different regions in the mountains. In addition to
work, school also offered an opportunity for singers to acquire new songs. Jean Ritchie and
Mary Jane Queen both learned songs that their siblings brought home from school. Zora
Walker talked about learning songs in the first grade at Proctor Elementary School. She also

learned new verses of "Sweet Violets" from her daughter. Singers with large repertoires
301 Burton and Maming, Fo/dsongs JJ, 64-97.
302 Jim Mcclure might have learned "My Horses Ain't Hungry" from Gaither Robinson of

Asheville, North Carolina. A version of "My Horses Ain't Hungry" (Brown 250c) was
collected from the manuscripts of a G. S. Robinson of Asheville in 1939 and is nearly
identical to Hazel's. It is noted that Robinson's version was "taken down in Pulaski county,
Kentucky" (see Belden and Hudson, eds., IVor/fo Caro/z.#cz Fo/fr/ore, 3 : 278).

Gaither Robinson was a much older man than Hazel and worked as a city bus driver
in Asheville. His photo with Johnny Rhymer and other musicians at a Farmer' s Federation
event appears in Ager, 377. Hazel Rhymer and Betty Huntley have often referred to Gaither
Robinson's music. He played the banjo and according to Huntley, "sang a lot of those old
songs" (Betty Huntely, phone conversation, 26 November 2008). Most likely, this G. S.
Robinson is the Gaither Robinson that Hazel knew.
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have most certainly looked outward to proactively lean and collect new songs through their
encounters with others outside of the home or by absorbing songs that other faniily members
picked up and brought home with them from school, work, or a social gathering. It is

inportant to also keep in mind that songs were exchanged in the course of a regular day,
which indicates that music was a part of daily life and human interaction. In this way,
singers were easily and frequently exposed to new songs while at work or school. It is also

interesting to note that the exchange of knowledge did not only flow downward from the
older to younger generation, but traditional singers also leamed songs from members of a

younger generation, such as their children, as well as from members of their own generation
such as siblings and spouses.303

Meaning: Now and Then
The singers had strong associations with many of the songs in their repertoires.

Hazel' s singing brought back memories of her grandmother rocking in her rocking chair, her
mother singing while working in the kitchen, as well as many of her own experiences singing

with the Farmer's Federation such as singing in the car for Jim Mcclure as they drove to
picnics. Hazel said that singing songs at the Federation Picnics is what kept her young. She

also expressed how important the music is to her when she said, "I wouldn't take anything
for all of those old songs."304

I asked Rosa Hicks directly to talk to me about the meaning of these songs to her.

303 The East Tennessee State University Collection Of Folklore, Folksongs 11 g;Ives an

interesting perspective on this topic because it gives the different sources for where the singer
learned each of the songs included. Since a significant amount of songs are included for each
of the four featured singers, this collection provides a lens into the dynamic musical

;oX4CEafgLe#ayt£::,Teergo°nnaLB£:::*#toa£Tnui=t2h;oe8¥Lyt°mid-19°OS.
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SP: For those of us who sing, itjust makes sense to sing . . . but if someone who

doesn't sing asked you, "Well, why do you think people sing in the mountains,"

what would you say?
RII: Because they are happy and they got something to sing about [laughs],

everybody in the mountains really were. They got that feeling in it, that-well, I
wouldn't know how anybody would feel [who] couldn't sing. How they would
feel. Look like they'd lost something somewhere or another. I can't say much
about it but I try. I love to sing and I love to hear singing. And it would be a sad
world if there wasn't no singing and music playing.305

Fig. 49. Rosa Hicks in her kitchen, 2007.

305 Rosa and Ted Hicks, personal interview, 1 1 October 2007.

Fig. 50. Rosa and her son, Ted Hicks, at the Hicks homestead on Beech

Mountain. Ted plays a dulcimer that was made by N.T. and Rick Ward.

When I started videotaping Rosa Hicks (b. 1931) and asking her about her music, she shared

with me profound memories of her father, Lee Mouroe Harmon, who sang mostly religious
songs and played the banjo and made do with a guitar when the faniily no longer had a banjo.
Although he was too old to dance when she was a child, he still sang the songs:
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We had a fireplace . . . I set in his lap `til I got a little too big. He said, `Rosie, you're

just getting in my pen' and he put his ams like that [circles her arms together]. And I
sat down and [he'd] play "Old Time Religion" and some of the old time songs he

sung . . . most of them have all the family in it like fathers and mothers and brothers
and sisters.306

Rosa explained to me that when she stood in front of her father and he put his arms around
her, he called it his "pen." "That's what Daddy called it," she told me.307 There were also

songs that her Daddy sang that she did not know. When he asked the children to sing with
him, they told him that they did not know those songs. Sometimes, we overlook the fact

there have always been generation gaps between the language and songs of an older and
younger generation, even during Rosa's childhood years in the 1930s and 1940s. Similarly,

Jean Ward (b.1938) commented that her mother, Brady Guy Henson (b.1901) from Beech

Creek and other old-timers were always saying words that she had a hard time understanding
as a child.308

Rosa shared some fun memories she had of playing games with both her mother and

father. Even after she married Ray, they would play games "and Ray could catch what we
was playin."309 Rosa expressed to me the sheerjoy she felt singing and playing games with

her family. It reminds me of pearl's laughter when she remembered the fun they all had
singing "Old Joe Clark" and making comshuck fiddles, as well as the continued thrills that

Zora gets from singing fin old songs like "Sweet Violets," "There Was a Little Ford," and a
song she stood up and acted about Mr. Duck and Mr. Turkey. Zora also tells several
children's stories including a scary one called "I want your Big Toe" as well as a riddle-like

306 Rosa and Ted Hicks, personal interview, 1 1 October 2007.
307 Rosa Hicks, phone conversation, 19 November 2008.
308 Jean Ward, phone conversation, 19 November 2008.
309 Ibid.
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story about a woman who flnds a dime sweeping her floor, uses the dime to buy a pig but the

pig "won'tjunp over the sty." The function of music as part of family entertainment and fun
during these women' s childhoods is apparent in their accounts. These happy memories of

childhood music making and games have stayed with them throughout their lives.

Rosa told a touching story about her father's requesting her to sing "Away over in the
Promised Land" during his final days at the hospital, but she did not figure out what he had

wanted until he had already passed away.

And then when he was at the hospital I stayed with him the first night but he passed
away right there. And he's sayin "Away, away ..., " and I was a-thinking he was

trying to say "Ray." But long time after he passed away, I say, "Papa was trying to

say `Away Over in the Promised Land." And I wish I caught it at that time. I would

have sung while he was laying there, saying "away"-but see now we don't catch
things `til they're done and gone and then things come back to you.310

Perhaps, Rosa' s father was telling her goodbye. These anecdotes illustrate how music has

been an intimate and meaningful part of life and family experiences for singers like Rosa,
Pearl, Zora, Hazel, and others who grew up with music in their homes and community.
According to Thomas Burton in So"e Bcz//¢d Fo/ds (1978), after a goiter operation

when she could no longer sing, Rena Hicks would still get out her "ballit" box to look at the
songs because they "expressed feelings related to her life."3[[ She loved singing the songs:

"And when I could sang I rejoiced sangin' `em. And they've got a feelin' just like they's alivin', the same as if that person was a-livin', the way I feel."312 But even when she could no

longer sz.7?g with her voice, the written texts helped her keep the ballads alive in her mind and

310 Ibid.
311

Burton,1.

312 Ibid.
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memory. Bessie Eldreth told author Patricia Sawin, "My singing is my life, it is, my singing
is my life.»313

For Pearl Hicks and Zora Walker, their music-making has occurred mostly in private,

family or community settings. Singing at church or at a funeral was about the only venue
where they performed outside the house. Hazel Rhymer, on the other hand, had the
opportunity to perform for large public audiences on the Famer' s Federation picnics and

fundraisers in Washington D.C. and New York City during the first part of her mariage.
However, as they got older, for all three women, singing and spending time with the songs of
their childhoods and lives became, by and large, a personal or private activity. Pearl lived in

a remote area on Beech Mountain during the last decade of her life. Hazel Rhymer is quite
isolated from her former community in her assisted living residence; however, on occasion, a

few years ago, she performed at a social hour there. Zora Walker is mostly housebound and
has been physically inactive for many years as a result of problems with her knees. Faniily
and friends in this world are often too busy to spend time with an older person and listen to
her reminisce about the old days through songs and stories. For these reasons, singing may

have become a personal ritual and pleasure for these women, giving them a sense of comfort,
meaning, and puapose.

Music was a meaningful part of Pearl Hicks' final days and funeral. Pearl's sons sang
at her bedside in her home. Edd and Nettie' s granddaughters, Mona Lisa MCGrew and Susie

Hepler, played dulcimer music during the funeral ceremony at Presnell' s Chapel, and RIck
and I sang "Is Not this the Land of Beulah." Elder Jackson sang Pearl's signature song,

"There'll Be No Sorrow There," at her gravesite.

313 sawin,156.
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Sacred Stories : Honoring Our Elders

The elderly population is often marginalized and isolated from younger generations in
contemporary American society. I believe there is a need for greater exchange and
collaboration between members of older and younger generations. Older people offer not
only a lens into the past but also into our present as well as future possibilities. A society's

capacity to respect and honor its elders is a benchmark of its health and vibrancy. How can

the collective wisdom of a culture grow-how can we look towards a brighter future-if
younger people do not listen to and hear older members of society? President-elect Barack
Obania in his memoir Drecrrms a/A4y Fcz/foer refers to the stories he heard from inner-city

residents in Chicago during the time he spent as a community organizer as "sacred stories."

Obama shared how he discovered that sharing his story and listening to the personal stories

of others gave him a foundation for his life: "As time passed, I found that these stories, taken

together, had helped me bind my world together, that they gave me the sense of place and
purpose I'd been looking for."3'4 0bana described these sacred stories as: "a luminous

world always present beneath the surface, a world that people might offer up as a gift to me,
if I only remembered to ask."3L5

Best-selling novelist Isabel Allende wrote in her memoir P¢c//cr:

My years as ajoumalist has taught me that it is in personal interviews that one
obtains the keys, motives and emotions of a story. No research in a library can
replace the firsthand information derived from a face-to-face conversation.3 I 6

These testimonies echo some of the feelings and thoughts I have experienced over the course

of my visits and interviews with singers and other community members. My life has been
3" B8ilalck Obarma, Dreams From My Father.. A Story Of Race and Inheritance (Now York:.
Times Books, a division of Random House, Inc.,1995),175.
315 Ibid.

3]6 Isabel Allende, Pczet/c} (New York: Haapers Collins Publishers,1995), 284.
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deeply euriched through the opportunity to hear the sacred stories of these elderly singers,

and on occasion, to share pieces of my own story with them. These experiences have

become even richer and more fused when we exchanged songs and harmonized together.
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APPENDIX A
Hazel Rhymer' s Repertoire
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The following songs are either recorded on my field recordings or on the homemade
tape that Hazel Rhymer gave to me. As opposed to some of the songs in her black songbook,
these are all songs that Hazel knows well and sings with ease (and on this basis, I classify

them as being part of her active repertoire).
My original intention was to categorize Hazel' s music into categories such as

traditional folk music, commercial music, etc.; however, because of the crossover between
the different genres, I decided to list her songs all together. Each song has a life and story of
its own. I have explored several specific songs; however, the scope of this project limits me

from a thorough examination of every title.

1. Amazing Grace

2. Awake Awake
3. BarbraAllen

4. FIrdck, ]aickDa;:vy (Learnedf rom Mr. [Jim] Mcclure.)

5. Burglar Man

6. Daddy Don't Go to the Mines
7. Gabriel's Trumpet
8. I Wish I Was Single Again

9. Ifl had but Fifty cents
10.1'11 Never Let You Go My Darling

1 1 . Lamp Lighting Time in the Valley
12. Letter Edged in Black
13 . Little Mauhee

14. Little Rosewood Casket

15. May I Sleep in Your Ban Tonight Mister
16. Molasses

17. Moonlight on the River Colorado

18. M:y Horses AjirjtH:urgry (Learned f rom Mr. [Jim] Mcclure.)
19. Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh
20. Red River Valley
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21 . Rocking Alone in an Old Rocking Chair /ffaze/ rermembers feecrrz.ng deer grcz7zc7"o/feer

sing this song.)

22. Silver Haired Daddy of Mine
23. Softly and Tenderly

24. Sweet Bunch of Daisies

25. The Fa;rmer Elnd His wife (Learned from her grandmother, Nancy Cody.)
26. The Madison County Crew (Sams and Morgan) /I,ecrr#ed/arm foer grc7#cJ"o/feej',
Nancy Cody.)

27. The Man from the North County (a version of the two sisters) (£ecrr73ec7fom feer

grandmother, Nancy Cody.)

28. The Old Age Pension Check (Learned from her brother, Claude Boone.)
2:9 . The Poor W.idorw (Learned f rom her grandmother, Nancy Cody.)

30. You Gct A Line (The Crawdad Song) (Hazel inserts her own little yodel part she made
up into the chorus Of this song.)
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APPENDIX 8
Hazel Rhymer's Old Black Songbook
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Most of the songs Hazel volunteered to sing for me upon my early visits were not in
her old black songbook but rather committed to memory. There has been some confusion as
to whether or not she compiled the songbook. She calls it "my songbook" but she also said

that she got it from Johrmy's first girlfriend. Some of the older, more traditional ballads that

she knows such as "The Man from the North Country" and "The Madison County Crew"
were not included in her old song. However, on my most recent visit with Hazel in summer
2008, she had in her possession a new white binder that contained the songs she routinely
sings.

The following songs are listed in the order in which they appear in her songbook. There

are some extra scraps of poetry and writings included in the songbook; these items are
denoted by an *. Her songbook includes hymns, traditional folk songs, Western cowboy
songs as well as popular sentimental songs.
1. The Great speckled Bird

2. Farther Along

3. Don't GO Away unsaved
4.

Shine, Shine, on Me

5. Watermelon on the vine
6. I had but Fifty cents

7. Ivhat ls Home without Love?
8. BrounEyes
9. The Letter Edged in Black
10. Lamp Lighting Time in the Valley
1 1 . Beautiful Broun Eyes
12. He Will Set Your Fields on Fire

13. Home on the Range
14. Billy Boy

15. That Big Rock Candy Mountain
16. I Wish I was Single Again
17. The Big CoITal

18. Cowboy's Lanent
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19. "Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country" [This appears
to be scratch paper on which someone practiced typing.]*
20. The Cowboy
21. Single Girl-Married Girl

22. Great Grandad
23. The Storms Are on the Ocean

24. Hand Me Down My Walking Cane
25. The Dying Cowboy/ Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie

26. Broun-eyed Lee
27. The Dreary Black Hills

28. The Dreary, Dreary Life
29. Trouble in Mind
30. Jesus Our Savior
31. The Lonely Blues

32. Two Little Rosebuds

33. Hallelujah I'm a Bum

34. No Drunkard Can Enter There
35. The Dying Ranger
36. Good Bye Old Paint

37. The Flower of the Valley
38. Rambling Jack
39. Give My Love to Nell

40. The East Bound Train

4 1 . The Train that Never Returned
42. Maple on the Hill
43. Weary Traveler

44. Frankie and Johrmy
45. Wabash Carmon Ball

46. I'm Sorry, That's All I Can Say

47. Answer to Blue Eyes

48. It Was Only a Drear
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49. Red River Valley
50. Little Pal

5 1 . Constant Sorrow

52. Biminghan Jail
53. Answer to Nobody's Darling

54. My Carolina Home
55. Little Girl, You've Done Me Wrong

56. Lay Me Down Where My Mother's Sleeping
57. Renfro Valley
58. Forgive Me

59. The Curtains of Night
[Miscellaneous Pages added to Songbook:]
60. Side by Side

61. When Tear Drops Fall

62. Maiden's Prayer

63. Awake, Awake
64. Little Green Valley

65. Barbara Allen

66. Ana Marie -World War 11 Song
67. Lilli Marlene (in English and in German)

68. Trees (a poem by Joyce Kilmer, printed from web)*

69. Leaning on the Everlasting Arms ®rinted by Renfro Valley; Hazel has signed this
lyric sheet and written "I sang on a tour bus 5 old mountain ballads.")

70. Shall We Gather At the River ®rinted by Renfro Valley)
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APPENDIX C
"Hazel's Ballads": A Homemade Recording by Hazel Rhymer

233

When I visited her for the first time in fall 2005, Hazel gave me this recording she

had made of herself, which she entitled "Hazel's Ballads." She made it sometime before
2000, probably in the 1990s. Her voice on the tape sounds more youthful. Hazel sang these

songs in three ways: 1 ) unaccompanied, 2) unaccompanied harmonized with herself and 3)

harmonized to a commercial recording. She probably used a set-up that consisted of two
radios where she could play either a recording of herself singing or a commercial recording

in the background, while she taped her hamony against it on another tape. Several similar
homemade recordings by Hazel Rhymer are housed in the Johnny Rhymer Collection in the
W.L. Bury Appalachian Collection at Belk Library at Appalachian State University.

The following songs are listed in the order in which she recorded them.

Side 1 :

1. May I Sleep In Your Barn Tonight Mister

2. Sweet Bunch of Daisies

3. Moonlight on the River colorado
4. Little Mauhee

5. Little Rosewood casket
6. I'll Never Let You GO My Darling

7. Burglar Man
8. Rocking Alone in an Old Rocking Chair

9. Amazing Grace
10. Softly and Tenderly
Side 2:
1 1 . Molasses

12. Awake, Awake
13. My Horses Ain't Hungry
14. Barbra Allen

15. The Famier and His Wife
16. Silver Haired Daddy of Mine
17. The Poor Widow

18. Lamp Lighting Time in the Valley
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19. Old Age Pension Check

20. Letter Edged in Black
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APPENDIX D
"On a Threshold of a Dream" by Pearl Hicks

236

This is a copy of Pearl Hicks' original poem "On the Threshold of a Dream" which was
scanned from her songbook.
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APPENDIX E
Fieldrecordings of Pearl Hicks

238

The following are songs that Pearl shared with me during several recording sessions.
Songs in bold are ones that were not included in her songbook.
1. BarbraAllen

2. Old smokey (On Top of old smokey)

3. Dour inthe valley
4. Red RIver valley
5. TomDooley

6. Pretty polley (Pretty polly)

7. Down in the willow Garden
8.

Careless Love

9. 0ldJoe clark
10. Little Piggy Song
11. Little Rosewood Casket

12. If that isn't Love
13. Knoxville Girl

14. Master's Bouquet

15. There']] Be No Sorrow There
16. Amazing Grace
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APPENDIX F
Pearl Hicks' Songbook

240

The songs are listed in the order that Pearl Hicks had whtten them down in her songbook.
"N.R." denotes songs that I did not record on tape. The first sixteen songs are included in a
page at the front of the book that lists the contents of her notebook. The final three items
appear to have been added later to her notebook.
1.

Barbra Allen

2. Fair and Tender Ladies

3. Old smokey
4.

When I was Single IN.R.]

5. Dour inthe valley
6.

Sweet Betsy from pike IN.R.)

7. The streets ofLaredo IN.R.]

8. Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie IN.R.]

9. Red RIver valley
10. Goin' Dour that Road Feelin' Bad IN.R.]
1 1 . Tom Dooley

12. Pretty Polley (Pretty Polly)

13. Frankie and Johnney IN.R.] (Pearl did not want to sing this song.)

14. Down in the Willow Garden
15. Careless Love
16. Old Joe Clank

17. Way Back in the Hills

18. On the Threshold of a Dream (A poem by Pearl A. Hicks)

19. Death Is An Angel (Gathering Flowers in the Master's Bouquet)
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APPENDIX G
Fieldrecordings of Zora Walker

242

This is a listing of songs that Zora Walker sang to me and are included in my field
recordings from 2006 to 2008. I have differentiated between her more traditional repertoire
and those songs that have obvious origins in commercial country music. When possible, I

have also indicated where Zora leamed the song and other related information. When she
does not give a title to the song, the first lines of the song or approximated title are presented
in quotations.

Traditional Repertoire :
1 . Away in the Manger /Sz.ngs cr# a/d cr#d cz #ew 1;ersz.o#sJ

2„FAIly Goat ITaught to her by her cousin; nearly identical to Fiddlin' John Carson's
version)

3 . Bay Sexis Cow (Learned from her father.)
4. Cabbage Head Song

5 . C;inky (Learned from her father.)

6. Cardi"awas alLaldy (Learned f rom her mother.)
7. "Come Along Brothers and go with me, heaven is my home. . ." /O/d dym#¢orm foer
father.)

8. "Everybody Ought to go to Sunday School . . . Everybody Ought to be on Time"
(Children's song)

9 . From Greerhand' s lay Mo:uri:rdlus (Old kymn 1819 by English composer Reginald Heber;

taught to her by her father. She said she had never heard anyone sing this song except for
him.)

10. Goiden Locks (Children's song about the three little bears; she learned it in the first
grade at Proctor School.)
11. CT[l Give to You a. Paper o£ Pen" (Alternate titles include "Keys Of Heaven" or ``Paper Of
Pins'')

12. I'm Going Down That Road Feeling Bad
\3 . IrLthe SwectFlye a;ndFlye (With variation " Eat a little piece Of pie " coined by her
friend.)
14. Knoxville Girl

15. "Mr. Duck went to call on Mr. Turkey. . ."
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16. Old Joe Clank (Learned from her father.)
17. Oh the War is a Raging

18. Oh This War, This Bloody War
18. [Mary Flagan] /Sc}#g#czg"e72/,. sfee ccr737eof remember z.//

19. Mary and Williani /£eczr#ec7/o" feer "o/foer/
2;0. Stu:rrus Ale OnThe Ocea;r\ ("This is one that I think Daddy sang. ")

2,1. SINectv.iofets (Learned f rom her daughter.)
22. The Baggage Coach Ahead
23. CCThe|e V\Jas a. Little Ford" (A riddle type songfior children.)
24. Yellow Rose of Texas /S7!e sz.#gr n4;o versz.o7esJ

Early Country/ Popular Music:
1 . Are You Lonesome Tonight?

2. Barefoot Boy with Boots
3. Even Though
4. I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry
5. Live and Let Live
6. Release Me

7. Send Me the Pillow that You Dream On
8. Worried Mind
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APPENDIX H
Zora Walker's Original Songs

245

These are the original songs that Zora Walker sang to me and are included on my
field recordings. They are listed in different categories including: religious songs, love

songs, songs about the olden days and songs inspired by current events (however, there is
overlap in themes in her songs).

[Relgious Songs:]

1. 0" Fr±ermds Are Gone ("a little religious song")
2. Prayer Poem /se/ /a mwsz.cJ

3 . Prayer sion8 (to the tune Of Hazel Creek: ``The sun was shining through my window, as I
kneeled down to pray ... " )

4. We Can't Live Forever

5. what A Day
6. Will the Gates Swing Open

[Love Songs:]

1. Afraid to Love Again /Oc/. 4, /978J
2. I Need Someone

3 . I Was Just a Stepping Stone

4. Lover's Moon

5. Many Years Ago You Left Me
6.Too Lerhe (1998, lost love theme-"these are just pure love songs")

[Songs about the Olden Days]:

1. I'd Rather Be On Hazel Creek

2. Take Me Back Home

[Songs inspired by cuITent events:]

1 . I Want My Daddy
2. Soldier Man
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APPENDIX I
Two Original Songs by Zora Walker

247

The following songs, "Soldier Man" and "Take Me Back Home" were written by
Zora Walker.
"Soldier Man"

(A Song by Zora J. Walker whtten in 2006)
1. "I just called to say I love you,

I really miss you everyday;

How I wish I could be with you

But I'm too far away."
2. "I did not really want to leave you

But it was a choice I had to make;

As I left I saw you crying,

And I thought my heart would break."
3. "Not long ago we were together,

It was such a happy life;

I never thought we would be parted

When you becalne my wife."
4. "Now I have to do my duty

To my country and all mankind;
So I had to leave my homeland

And my loved one's far behind."
5. "I will finish what I'm doing

In the best way that I can;

While I'm gone try to be happy
But don't forget your soldier man."
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[ZW: So, she answers his call.]

6. "I got home and found your message

That you left me on the phone;
It's good to hear you say you love me
For I'm feeling so alone."

7. "I go out with friends and family

And try to have some fun;
But there's always someone missing

And I know you are the one."
8. "I know you did not want to leave me

But it was what you had to do;
I am so sad that we're not together
For I truly love you too."

9. "1'11 be here hoping waiting

No matter how long it may be;

Don't you know I can't be happy
Until you come back home to me."

10. "I will pray for you and miss you
And 1'11 do the best I can;

Don't you worry for a moment
I won't forget my soldier man."
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"Take Me Back Home"
(A Song by Zora J. Walker whtten in 2006)
[ZW:I I've got one of the prettiest one's, the last one I made, but I'm almost afraid to give it
to you. I'm afraid somebody might steal it. It's "Take Me Back Home." 3'7]

1 . Way back in the Great Smoky Mountains
Is a Place where I was born long ago;

I would like to go back through the ages
And see all the folks I used to know.

2. I remember our farm in the valley
And our old log house on the hill;

The creek running swiftly through the meadow
On its way to the old water mill.

3. When the sun had gone down in the evening

And our work was all done for the day;
We'd go down to the creek after supper,

Oh what a great place to play.
4. The birds and the bees were all humming,
It seemed like the earth was never still;

Sometimes I would feel a little lonely
When I heard the old whippoorwill.
5. We would all go to meeting on Sunday

To the little white church house up on the hill;

Oh, what preachin' and singin' and prayin'
Sometimes I can almost hear it still.
3 ]7 Zora Walker, phone interview, December 7, 2007.
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6. I remember the hardships and troubles

And many of the things we had to do;
But it don't seem so bad in my memories,

It was the only kind of life that we knew.
7. When I think of my life in the old times,
I know many things were not so good;

But if I had that time to live over,
I wouldn't change a thing if I could.

8. Take me back, take me back to the mountains,
To the hills where I used to roam;

No matter where I go in my travels,
1'11 never find another place like home.
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APPENDIX J
Three Miscellaneous Poems by Zora Walker
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The following three poems, "Where is God?," "I Live Upon a Hill," and "The

House Beside the Road," were written by Zora Walker.

where is God?
(By Zora J. Walker)

God is way up in heaven above,
lh7here he watches over us and sends us his love.

We can picture him and the beautiful blue sky,

And in the fluffy white clouds that go floating by.
In the blue-green waters of the seas and lakes

And the majestic mountains with all the different shapes.
They are sometimes covered with coats of green,

Then again with the glorious colors of the autumn scene.

And the grassy hills and trees both short and tallThe rivers, streams and waterfalls.

He's in the beautiful wildflowers that come up from the ground
And all the tame one's that we see all around.

We can see him in the innocent, sweet face of a childAlso in a face with a beautiful smile.

We see him in a person who does a good deed
To help someone else who is in need.

We always know that God is nearby
When the lightning is streaking across the sky.

When the thunder roars and the wind does blow,

God's in charge-that we know.
Often times, we feel great fear,
But we trust in him. He's always near.
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I Live Upon a Hill

(By Zora J. Walker)

I always feel so thankful that I live upon a hill.
Every time I look out my window, I get some kind of thrill.
Sometimes I see some little birds flying from tree to tree.

Or sometimes it's a grass squirrel as frisky as can be.

I see the shapely mountaintops and the beautiful blue sky,

And watch all the forms of the fluffy white clouds as they go floating by.
Sometimes when I look out my window, fog is everywhere.
I cannot see the mountains but I don't really care.

I know that they're still out there, though something blocks my view.
And even if I can't see God, I know he's out there too.
[ZW: I wrote that on a real foggy moming, the first of the year in 2005.]

The House Beside the Road
(A Poem by Zora J. Walker)

[ZW: This is kind of a little silly thing. I saw a little empty house one time at the side

of the road and don't know whether it's even worth saying to you or not, but it's

inspired-I felt lonesome when I saw that little empty house, and it was out there at
Canton or somewhere out there and I said . . .]

I'm a little house beside the road.

I used to be a happy abode.

But now I feel so empty, my windows are dirty and bare.
There is no feeling of warmth. There is no one to care.
The people who lived here are all dead and gone.

There is no one around to call me home.

There used to be children, much laughter and fun.
But now that's all over, my work is all done.
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APPENDIX K
"My Horses Ain't Hungry"
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"My Horses Ain't Hungry"
(As sung by Hazel Rhymer on November 25, 2005)

[HR: This is called `My Horses Ain't Hungry.' I sang that one on the picnics. Every time,

M. Mcclure would say, `Come on up her Hazel.' I think it's from Pulaski, Kentucky, that
song. Several of them are from there.]

Oh, my horses ain't hungry, they won't eat your hay
So,1'11 hitch up my horses, and drive right away;

Your mama and papa, they think I'm too poor
So 1'11 hitch up my horses and drive from your door.

Oh, Johnny, sweet Johnny, you know that I care
I would drive right away with you now if I dare;

My mama and papa they want me to[?] home
But I love you sweet Johnny and with you 1'11 roam.

So goodbye near dear mama, we're leaving today

We'll drive along southward and feed on the way;
`Cause young love is happier, farer[?] than old
And that's all the story we care to be told.
[chuckles]
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APPENDIX L
Hazel Rhymer DVD Sampler
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Hazel Rhymer [DVD Sampler]

1. ``The Old Man from the North County": An Old World ballad (Child 10) which

Hazel learned from her grandmother, Nancy Cody. Bascom Lamar Lunsford likely
learned his version of this song from Hazel Rhymer.

2. "The Madison County Crew": A Native American ballad about a local murder,
which occurred at the turn of the twentieth century in Mars Hill, NC. Hazel learned

this ballad from her grandmother, Nancy Cody.
3. Farmer's Federation [commentary]: Hazel recounts her singing at the Farmer's
Federation from the late 1930s through the 1950s.

4. Meeting Johnny [commentary]: Hazel describes how she first met her husband,
Johrmy Rhymer, through his fiddle playing.
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APPENDIX M
Pearl Hicks: A Beech Mountain Traditional Singer

DVD Sanpler
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Pearl Hicks: A Beech Mountain Traditional Singer [DVD Sampler]

1. "Pretty Polly": Pearl sings thirteen verses of this ballad, which is an American adaptation
of the English Broadside "The Gosport Tragedy." Murder ballads such as "Pretty Polly,"

"Tom Dooley," and "Down in the Willow Garden" have traditionally been part of the
repertoire of many musicians from Beech Mountain, NC.
2. Presnell Chapel [``There'll Be No Sorrow There"]: Pearl performs "There'll Be No
Sorrow There," a Primitive Baptist hymn (Goble 279) at the official dedication of Presnell' s

Chapel Primitive Baptist Church, Beech Mountain, NC on May 7, 2006.

3. Homemade Toys [commentary] : Pearl reminisces about homemade entertainment in her

childhood. She discusses making "the first" potato head, comshuck fiddles, and damming up
the river to make a swimming pool.
4. ``0]d Joe Finns" I"The Little Piggy"I: This is a fun children's song (Brown 130) that

Pearl's nephew liked to hear her sing. Old Joe Finns buys a new pig, and when it

prematurely dies, he "grieves himself to death." His wife than dies "hanging herself on a
piggy pin-rafter."
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APPENDIX N
Zora Walker DVD Sampler
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Zora Walker [DVD sampler]

1. Grannie Hippety Hop: Zora acts out and explains how this old gane was played. She
taught this one to her children.

2. Double Thimble: Zora explains how "double thimble," a courting game for "grown
young'uns," works. She incoaporates a personal story about how a trick was played on her
friend while playing this game.

3. ``1 Know"/ "Will the Gates Swing Open": These are two unaccompanied hymns written
by Zora Jenkins Walker.
4. ``Afraid to Love Again": This is a love song written by Zora Jenkins in 1978. When she

began writing this song, she was thinking about her son who had passed away. "But then,"
Zora said, "it tuned into a love song."
5o A Whistlin' Woman: Zora shows off her whistling style, in which her lips do not move.
She whistles "You Are My Sunshine" and several other melodies. She also demonstrates her

yodeling, which her grandchildren enjoy.

6. "Pluto''/ "Growing Old": "Pluto" is a short and sweet poem that Zora wrote in honor of
Pluto, after it was no longer recognized as one of the planets. "That made me mad," Zora
says. "Growing Old" is a longer poem/story by Zora Jenkins Walker, in which she candidly
discusses childhood memories that she relishes and the experience of growing old.
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